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OBJECTIVES

At the completion of this activity, the student should:

1. be able to observe nicroanopic objects and organisms.

2. ,!emonstrate ability to use simple magnifying devices.

3. be able to distinguish between microscopic animals and

plants.

4. be able to describe more than one microscopic pond animal.

5. recognize bodies of fresh water as natural habitats of
living microscopic plant and animal communities.

6. realize that an aquatic habitat supplies the proper life
needs to the microscopic animals living in it.

7. recognize that Microscopic animals are so simple in
structure that they do not have body coverings and
distinguishable body parts.

8. realize that there are means of locomotion other than
lags, wings, and fins.

9. be able to explain the following terms:

a. microscopic
b. protozoan
c. algae
d. magnify



UNIT CONCEPTS

I. Fresh water habitats are natural environments in which
communities of both plants and animals live.

II. Animals can be found b almost any body of fresh water,
whether it be temporary or pert--.ent, large or small.

III. Aquatic habitats provide the animals that reside in them
with all of their basic life needs.

IV. We should try to disrupt natural bodies of water as little
as possible because we are disrupting a natural community
Of living things who make their homes in the water.

V. Many animals live in fresh water throughout their lifetime.

VI. Some animals are so tiny that we must use magnifying
instruments to see them.

VII. Microscopes and other magnifying instruments cause micro-

, scopic organisms to appear larger, thus enabling us to
observe them more effectively.

VIII. Many animals are so simple in their body form that they
do not have distinguishable body parts such as our own
body has.

IX. Microscopic animals do not have complex body coverings
such as skin, fur, or feathers.

X. Microscopic animals can move very quickly even though
they do not have legs or wings like larger animals.

XI. Microscopic animals feed on tiny bits of plant and animal
material found in the water.

XII. Most microscopic animals are not brightly colored.



INTRODUCTION

MICROSCOPIC POND ANIMALS

One of the most fascinating aspects of animal life involves the
discovery of microscopic animals in a sample of fresh water. Most
small children have never seen protozoans, rotifers and other small,
fresh water forms of animal life and you, as a teacher, will thrill
to their amazement as they see these forms for the first time.

Collecting can be done as part of a field trip you may take with
your class. Samples taken from several different aquatic sources will
provide interesting variations in kinds of microscopic animals present
in them.

A. Collecting

1. Preparations

Any sample of fresh or stagnant water will contain at least
some microscopic animal life in it at any =time of the year.

During the winter, most-of these forms develop some kind of
protective cyst or spore to tide them over the cold tempera-
tures, but these forms will "hatch", so to speak, after being
kept in a warm room for a few days.

The only equipment you will need is any kind of a wide mouth
jar, with its lid. Clean the jars be.:Jre using them by
washing them with a detergent. Rinse with tap water several
times; then once with distilled water, if you have some avail-
able. If not, boil the jars in tap water for 10 to 15 minutes
before using.

2. Where and What to Collect

Ponds and Lakes - be sure to gather some of the plant debris
from the bottom mud; also, a little of the
mud.

Streams - along the edges of quiet pools. Collect the same
material as above.

Roadside ditches - collect some of the scum on the surface
as well as a little of the edge and bottom
debris.

Temporary pools of standing water - same as for roadside
ditches.

Of course, be certain to get a suitable amount of the pond
water itself as a culture medium. About a quart is enough.

3. When to Collect

Anytime of the year. The richest collections will be found
early in the fall (late September and October) and again in
the Spring from late March on.



B. Culturing

1. How to Culture

a. Aquarium Cultures - if y-,u wish tc study a larger sampleoffresh water, microscopic animals collect enough pond
water and debris to fill a small glass aquarium of about
1-2 gallon size. Allow the sample to stand in the aquarium
for 1 to 2 weeks before examining it. Aquarium cultures
do very well if a few aquatic plants such as Cabomba,
Elodea or AyTiophyllum are added at first.

b. Culture dishes or jars - allow the culture to stand in
the open for approximately 10 days to 2 weeks before
examining it. Add a small amount ofrbclled lettuce or
beans to the culture at the start of the culturing period.

NOTE: Bacteria in the pond culture will feed on the
decaying vegetable matter. In turn, the protozoans
in the pond water will feed on the bacteria, thus
rapidly increasing the protozoan population.

2. Special Protozoan Population

a. Amoeba - collect them from ponds or temporary pools of
water (such as roadside ditches) which do not contain too
much decaying organic matter. Clear water pools are best.
Scrapings from the base of the stalk of cattails or the
underside of floating water leaves, such as water lily,
are good sources.

Place the plant material and pond water in culture dishes
or jars and add 2-4 uncooked rice grains. Wait about 10
days before examining the culture.

b. Paramecium - collect scum from the- surface of quiet bodies
of fresh or stagnant water. Place the scum, with water
from the same locale, into a culture dish or other suitable
glass container. Let the culture set for 10 days to 2
weeks. You may use the vegetable material infusion
suggested previously or add 2 small pieces of bark from a
rough-barked tree, such as elm or silver maple. Select
the pieces from the shaded dark side of the tree having
a coating of green scum on it. (Ibis is an unicellular,
colonial form of green algae called Protoccceus).

3. Commercial

If you do not have success in culturing, you may order pure
cultures of Amoeba or Paramecium from a biological supply
house. Catalogues can usually be obtained from the local
high school biology teacher or by writing directly to one of
the supply houses. A good supplier located in this area is:

Carolina Biological Supply Company
Burlington, North Carolina
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C. General Culturine Techniques

Keep the cultures at a constant temperature, between 60°and
Room temperature i3 best. Medium light is ideal for the cultures.
Darkness is not detriment :1. Keep the cultures away from strong
light sources.

Do not expect t maintain your culture frr any extended period of
time. You will do well if they flourish for 3 to 4 weeks.

D. Studying Your Cultures

1. Using the Microscope

Most elementary schools have access to simple compound
microscopes. Use of these instruments is essential to maximum
learning opportunities from the studies. While a few 'f the
protozoa are visible to the naked eye, children of this age
are generally not skilled enough observers to detect the
presence cf these tiny creatures. Certainly, they could ob-
serve very little about then in this manner.

In preparing the children for the concept of magnification,
this writer supaests that the teacher allow the children to
use simple tripod magnifiers, other types of magnifying instru-
ments cr a 'Sherlock Holmes spy glass' (magnifying lens) prior
to introducing them to the ricrusccpc. Have the children
examine small objects such as newsprint, cloth, reeks,- sand,
bread or other appropriate materials

2. Preparing the Microscope Slid,

Clean the blank microscope slides thoreuphly and rinse and
dry. Do the saae f.r the cover slip.

NOTE: Plastic cover slips are excellent for this
purpose as they do not break.

Add o single drop of the culture (from the scum on top) to
the center of the blank side usin' a simple medicine dropper.
Do not place a large drip on the slide as it will spread out
from under the cover slir.

Place the cover slip over the droron the slide and examine
under the low power objective of the microscope.

At first, allow the children to observe the rapid moving
organisms. To slow down such rapid mowers as Paramecium, you
may use the following technique:

Add 1 drop of a 10% methyl cellulose scluticn to the
iron of culture medium befcro placing the cover slip
on the microscope slide. The methyl cellulose is very
viscid, thus interferring with the free movement of the
microscopic animals in the drop cf culture medium.



The 10% solution is rade by dissolving 10 arams of
commercial methyl cellulse in 90 nilliitt.rs (ml)
of water. Methyl cellulose can be purchaseil com-
mercially from a scientific supply house or can be
more. easily obtained by askino tha biology cr
chemistry teacher at your L:oal junior nr senior
high school.

3. What to Observe

Unless you are using a pure culture purchased from a
biological supply house, your pond water culture is quite
likely to contain a highly varied collection cf microscopic
animals and plants.

In directing the student's observations, it would probably
be best to call their attention to the larger moving forms

animal life at first. Most visible arc likely to be

such forms as Amoeba, Paramecium, Vcrticella, Colpidium and
Euplotes. Other forms are also likely to be present in a
vigorous culture.

-While you may wish t: identify acme of the common forms, it
probably would be best not to so much beyond referring to
most of them as simply protozoans. (Protozoans are one

celled anivAls. A few species form colonies).

-Along with the species listed above, your culture will
undoubtedly contain many other forms of tiny animals.
Frequently observed are such forms as rotifers, aastrotrichs
and several common crustaceans such as Cyclops and-Daphnia.
These forms are multicellular (or more than 1 cell) but still
nearly invisible to all but the most skilled observers

Many microscopic plants are also likely to be present in
your cultures. Most of them will be either forms cf blue-

arum or green algae, with the notable exception of diatoms,
which are golden-brown algae.

Most of the plants are not mobil:, and it will not be
necessary to dwell on observation of them, except as student
interest dictates.

A detailed listing of various forms of animal and plant life
that night be observed in your culture is beyond the score
of this activity. Instead, you may well benefit from the
use of an identification key book. The following references
are good general keys to assist you in identifying some of
the more common forms that may be present in your culture:

a. Field Book of Ponds and Streams - by Ann Haven Morgan

b. New Field Book of- Freshwater Life - by Blots
c. Beginner's Guide to Freshwater Life - by Hausman

All listings above may be ordered from G.T. Putnam's Sons
New York 16, New York
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d. Living Thinks - Bow to Know Them - by Jaques
e. How t, Kn. w_ the Protozoa - by Jahn
f. How to Eoow the Freshwater Alvae - by Prescott

All listings d through f may be crdered from:

Wm. C. Brown Coaroany

135 South Locust Street
Dubuque, Iowa 52003

"g. The Golden Nature Guides series zontains a new
publication entitled Pond Life and can be ordered
from:

Golden Press
New York, New York

Helpful Hint.

The local junior or senior high school library
or biology department often has many cf these
books on hand as well as other useful keys.

4. How to Observe

You will probably need to prepare the microscope slides for
the children. If possible, try to have more than one
microscope station available, thus allowln3 the children
to work in smaller groups. This will allow each child more
time to observe the animals. A series of short observation
periods over several days will likely prove most successful
for the children.

5. -General Observations

Do you see anything moving? What color is it? Hew fast is
it moving? In-what direction? Does it seem to travel in-
straight lines or does it change directions often? Does it
ever stop and rest? What does it seem to "ee doing when it
steps? What makes you think so? How does it move.

Do you see ether forms? Are they the same color? The same
size? The same shape? Do any of then change shapes?- Why
do you think they do this?

Are any of the forms you see not moving? What color are
they? Do you think they are plants or animals? Why?

Do any of the forma that move have arms, legs, head, tail,
eyes, ears, nose, mouth? How do you think they get their
food? -What do you think would happen to them if their water
supply dried up? Why? Do you think these animals breathe?
How? What makes you think so,(ur not)?

NOTE: At this point, it would probably be wise to have
children compare what they have seen. Introduce
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the term pEotc,z:an for the miercsc-pic animals.

plsr., try t- tatoMish the cnnce-,t of relative
size Vies., forms as compared to themselves.
Ia !:in:..!, this, using 3 series of decreasing

size objects or animals to develop a sense of
comparative -smallness" will aid the children
in grasping the idea of just how small these
"little fellows" are.

F. Follow Up Activities

1. Have the children bring in small jars A water from sources
around their homes. Repeat the procedures above for
observation.

2. Use experience charts or other such stcry techniques to
summarize the children's observations.

3. Have the children draw What they saw. Follow this up with a
show and tell sessisn tn allow the children to describe
their drawings.

4. Show the children prepared drawinLs of some common microscopic
animals and discuss with them some of the peculiarities of
their individual forms. Most junior and -Ionicr high school
science cepartments have excellent 2 x 1 slides, filmstrips,
charts, or other pictures of many of the more common forms.

5. Return the pond water cultures to the places from which they
were originally collected. This shr.uld impress upon the
children the realization that natural habitats are homes f.r
other living things,-just as their neighborhood,is for them
and thus these environments should_be shown the same=respect
and consideration that the children would expect their homes
to receive.
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OBJECTIVES

Given a list of organisms from which to select, children should be able

to:

1. Construct at least two simple food chains, each of which includes

at least three organism observed in the pone.

2. To recognize the organisms Piesent in the pond.

UNIT CONCEPTS

1. All organisms are dependent upon one another for survival.

2. Big animals eat small animals, small animals eat smaller animals.

3. Green plants are the only organisms that can manufacture food.

4. Green plants capture the energy from the sun. This energy is

-transferred to all other organisms.

3. Organisms can be either producers, consumers or decomposers.

PROCEDURE

Materials Needed

Dip net, enamel pans, plastic containers, hand lens or stereoscopic

microscope, field guides, pencil and notebook.

ACTIVITY

What signs of animal life do you see on the surface? In the water along

the shore? In deeper water? In the air over the water? What are these

animals doing? Watch for indications of what they are eating.

On what are the fish feeding? Why do you think so? Scoop up a panful

of water. Look at it with a magnifying glass or binocular dissecting

microscope. What signs of animal life do you See? Where do these fit

into the food chain of the pond? About how many of these would it take

to support one fish? What would happen if we stocked the pond with more

fish? Do you think we should?

Scoop up a panful of mud from the bottom and examine it. Examine decaying

vegetation and undersides of the leaves of any water plants. Examine the

algae (with a magnifying glass or with stereoscope). Where do these

organisms fit into the food chain? Are they part of the chain only if

they are eaten? Why do you say this? What do you suppose they eat?

Do any birds seem to be getting food from the water or because of the

water? What would happen if there were no birds?



__Are any animals feeding directly on plants? What did you observe that

made you think this?

Where do the plants get their food?

Do the animals contribute in any way to the plant life? Km?

What are the producers in the pond? What are some of the primary

Consumers? Secondary consumers?

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITY

the Classroom:

Make a bulletin board food chain. If each of your classmates draws

several animals or-plents-seen--at--the--pond4---yee-can-eenneet -them -with

arrows to show what eats what.

Investigate food chains in your back yard, in the school yard, in a

wooded area near you, in a corner lot, on a farm.

Set up a "hay infusion" for classroom study. Place a small handful of

--timothy- hay in a large-agate- or - pyrex-sauce- pan- do- not- use --me tal) .

Bring to a slow boil and cook for 1/2 hour. Cool. Pour into aquarium

or wide mouthed jars. When a scum begins to form on the top "innoculate"

the infusion with a small quantity of water from a pond or outdoor

-aenarium. Be sure to include some debris: rotting leaves or twigs,

ma from bottom. Replace the water that evaporates with distilled

water. Keep aquarium cool and lighted, but avoid long periods of

exposure to direct sunlight. An occasional pinch of powdered milk

aided -if needed to providc-food for bacteria.

An alternate study would be a jar of duckweed (obtained at pet stores)

---------with-snails.--Reep this covered and in direct sunlight.

These provide a constantly changing population of microscopic organisms

-Topics for investigation could include:

Why does the population of paramecia, etc. increase, and then

drop?

What will happen if we introduce many more snails? Remove the

snails? Add goldfish?

----Whet-happens when oil is- spread --on- the surface of -a pond to kill

mosquitoes? Experiment with a drop of oil on one of the hay infusions.

What organisms besides the mosquito larvae would eventually be affected?

Why?



What happens when an insecticide is used? Which has more widespread

effects: the insecticide'or the oil? What are the advantages and

disadvantages of both?

Hay- children collect pictures that show misuse of land and streams

and discuss what might be done to prevent this waste.
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OBJECTIVES

Upon completing their study of the watershed activity the students should:

1. Understand what a watershed is and what it includes.

2. Recognize the importance of a watershed and its interrelationship in
the web of life.

3. Recognize and become aware that good watershed practice:

a. reduces soil erosion.
b. reduces flood water and sediment damage.
c. helps wildlife and improves woodland.
d. eliminates stream pollution.
e. promotes better communities.
f. provides improved recreational areas.

4. Recognize the importance of improving the quality of our water.

S. Recosize the sources of pollution in our water systems.

6. Acquire an understanding of the water cycle.

CONCEPTS

1. Water is our most precious resource.

2. Water is basic to all life.

3. Water contains a great deal of energy.

4. Water is used to carry out many jobs.

S. A watershed is the drainage area contributing to the supply of water in a
stream or lake.

6. A large watershed is made up of thousands of smaller ones.

7. The watershed supplies all living things with the water essential to
life.

. Water is made available to living things through the water cycle.

9. An over loaded population density will overdraw the underground water
supply and pollute this supply by introduction of sewage.

10. Pollutants change the character of the stream as a habitat for organisms.

11. Poor land management destroys the quality of our water resources.



PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION

It is raining outside and water is accumulating in puddles. Charles and

Michael are playing in the puddle and probably do not realise that some day when

they take a bath or drink some water it will be the very same water in which they

played. How does this happen? That is our source of water?

As a young person, you probably had a favorite mud puddle in which you

liked to play. The part of the yard from which the water drained into the puddle

was its watershed.

Perhaps a small stream runs by your house.. It may have been dry most of

the year or it may have flowed continuously. Water from a few acres drained

into the little stream. Those few acres were its watershed. This small stream

and others like it run into a larger one.

Small watersheds make up larger ones. The Mississippi River, for example,

drains a watershed of about 1,243,000 same miles. How many square miles drain

into y..ur watershed?

Water covers three fourths of the earths surface, and evaporates from all

exposed surfaces, from plants and from many other living things. This water that

evaporates is changed to water vapor which eventually falls as :ain to become

part of our watershed._ These events are cyclic, hence the water cycle

I am the daughter of earth and water,
and the nursling of the sky;

I pass through the pores of the
ocean and shores,

I change, but I cannot die.

In essence, the poem describes the water cycle, and true, the water does

not die. However, man has literally exploited this natural resource to such an

extent that we are faced with the possibility of running out of usable water.
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PROBLEM DEVELOPMENT

Establish a Junior Watershed Association in your classroom. Organize a

committee consisting of teachers, parents and students.

PREPARATION

1. select a name for your organizatiion.
2. select a geographical area to be served.
3. establish objectives for your organization.
4. identify present and future problems in your local watershed area.
S. publicize your project.
6. enlist help from community organizations.

PROBLEM IMPLEMENTATION

Allow the students to carry out library research to establish background
knowledge for the study. They should seek answers to such questions as:

1. How is water used?
2. What is a watershed?
3. What is thenature of water?
4. What is a water cycle?
S. How does water support life?
6. What is water pollution?
7. How did the water become polluted?
8. What substances cause water pollution?
9. How did man contribute to the deterioration of our water resources?

10. How important is the watershed to us?
11. What must we do to solve the problems of water pollution?
12. What is energy?

Allow the students to speculate on the answers to these questions and
through their research, find answers to them. From their study they will

undoubtedly raise many other questions of which their answers should be

based on the research done, data collected and discussions held in class
and with parents and community representatives.

USE YOUR LOCAL COMMUNITY AS A RESOURCE AREA TO DEVELOP THE LOCAL PROBLEM

1. Enlist the help of the local watershed association in your community.

2. Enlist the help of other community agencies or resource people.

3. Provide each student with a map of the local area to be stud ed.

4. Allow the students to draw a diagrammatic map of the local area
showing the watershed area. (Note: You may want to enlist the help

of a cartographer to help the students develop mapping techniques).

S. Allow the students to determine the number of square miles included
in the watershed area.

3.



6. Allow the students to determine the type of community. Where are

farming areas, industrial centers, and residential sections located.

7. Have the students determine what the zoning laws are in the local
community. (Once again, a person from the local community can be

used as a resource person). Have the students find the answers to'

a. House code for building - what minimum amount of land must be

used on which to build a house.
b. Type of water and sewage system used in the community, Are they

adequate?
c. Number of people in the community.

FIELD ACTIVITIES

1. Visit streams and ponds to carry out a stream survey to determine:

a. What lives in a pond or stream?
b. If there is any physical, chemical and biological evidence for

pollution.
(Note: Refer to accompanying activity for aquatic study).

2. Visit other resources in the community associated with the watershee.
area. Example, sewage treatment plant.

FORMULATING A CONCLUSION

From their research and data collecting have the students determine:

1. If the population density is too high for the region to be supported

by the w-Itershedo

2. If the local watershed is polluted? If so, what are the causes?

a. How did the community contribute?
b. Haw did industry contribute?
c. How did man, as an individual, contribute?

3. What are some possible means- of correcting the problem.

The students as a class should submit a forual report of their study;
perhaps to the teacher, the principal, local community etc. The

students can present a program for the parents of the school (P.T.A.
meeting) or any interested people in the community to discuss what the
students have learned in this study.

EXTENDING THE PROBLEM 7 TOJEDIFORCE THE GrICEPT

1. Conduct a survey in your class to determine how much water is consumed
by one individual per day; per month; per year.

rrom this determine the water consumption by all the students in the
school, by the community.

2. Have the students make a list showing what demands are place -n
the water supply in your community. That individual demand utilizes
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the greatest amount of water?

NOTE: The average city dwelling family of four uses about six
hundred gallons of water each day. Industry requires some
five gallons of eater to produce a gallon of gasoline, ten
gallons to produce each can of vegetables and twenty-five
thousand gallons to process one ton of steel.

3. Have the students study the water cycle.

4. Show a film or film strip on water pollution.

5. Develop the concept of the "web of life'. Use the stream or pond
survey to illustrate a food chain. (Be sure and include man's
relationship with the food chain).

6. Co outside your school building during or after a rain and watch
what happens to the water. Does it soak into the ground or does
most of it run off? Does the water which runs off carry away soil?
If so, what can you do to keep this soil from washing away?

7. Take a trip to see places where running water hrls cut away soil.
How deep are some of the gullies vhich you find? Keep a record of
the area visited, visit the same places after several heavy rains.
Record the changes observed. Why did these changes occur?

Collect samples of water to take back into the classroom for study.

9. Make a survey among the students in your school to determine the kind
of detergents used in the homes. From this list have the students
determine the effect of these detergents on the water resources of
the local area.

10. Have the students set up aquariums. Divide the class into teams
(depending on the size of the class the number of teams will vary;
therefore the number of different aquariums will also vary.) Set

up a balanced aquarium, aquarium with plants only, and an aquarium
with animals only. Have some of the group do nothing to their
aquariums. Have other groups introduce various materials (pollutants)
into their aquariums. Have the students observe the aquariums daily
and record differences. What differences occurred? Why?

NOTE: A balanced aquarium is one in which the animal and plant life
are in proper biological association with one another with
respect to the water capacity of the tank used.

TaSTRUCTIONAL_MATERMS

Films: "lister in the Me; black F. white; 11 minute; Cenco
"Water and What It does"; 11 minute; EBF
"Wise Use of Water Resources"; 14 minute; UWP

Pamphlets: "The Natural Water Cycle"; USFS

"afOf wed ", VdFs
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*Raindrops and Muddy
**Living Specimens in the School Laboratory

Your local RIM has available films and other Audio-Visual
materials that can bc used for this study. Refer to the
Get,eral Catalogue for individual items.

Cenco - Cenco Educational Film
1700 Irving Park Bold
Chicago, Illinois 60613

EBF - Encyclopedia Britannica Films, Inc.
1150 Wilmette Ave.
Wilmette, Illinois 60091

UWF United World Films, Inc.
221 Park Avenue South
New York, New York 10003

USFS - United States Department of Agriciltm-e,
Forest Service South Building, 12-h St.
and Independence ,We., SAL, Washington,
D.C. 21250

*National wildlife Federation, Inc.
**General Biological Supply Meese
8200 South Bayne Ave.
Chicago, Illinois G0621

Directory for Water Shed Association

Brandywine Valley Association
F & M Building
West Chester, Penna, 19380
Phone: 215-696-0425

Green Valleys Association
Birchrunville
Penna. 19421
Phone: 215-827-7843

Neshamenz Valley Water Shed Association
3 West Oakland Ave.
Doylestown, Penna. 18901
Phone: 215-348-2530

Water Resources Association of the Delaware River Basin
21 South 12th Street
Philadelphia, Penna. 19107
Phone: 215103-8572
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ACTIVITY 4 PAGES 2

LEARNING EXPERIENCE: Water - Our most Precious Resource

CURRICULUM AREA : Science

GRADE LEVEL

CONCEPTUAL THEME

: 4th

5th

6th

Interaction and interdependence among

organisms is a function of life's

community structure.



OBJECTIVES

After participation in this Field Trip students should be able to

1. Define water pollution.

2. Describe pond water in terms of thin:1s floating or dissolved in it.

3. 4ame three important mor'ifications of oreanisms which enable then to
live in water.

4. Use thermometers to measure temperature and estimate temperature
within 100F using no instruments.

UNIT CONCEPTS

1. Water is basic to all life.

2. Organisns that live in an aquatic habitat have developed body
structures, adaptable for a water environment.

3. Polluted water changes the community structure of the pond.

4. A community consists of organisms living harmoniously together.

PROCEDURE

hhterials Needed

Thermometer, ruler, collecting nets, jars, or plastic containers,
enamel pans, hand lens or stereoscopic microscopes and field guide.

FIELD ACTIVITY

1. Compare the environment in the pond with that around it. What are
some of the things which an orsmnism would have to be able to do to
survive in the pond?

2. What changes would hew to be made if you were to live in the poe

3. What things do all organisms living in the pond have in common?

4. What color is the water? Is it clear, is there anything floating
in it? (If so, describe it).
Do you think that it woad be good to drink? Good or bad to taste?
Good for health? Can you think of anything it would be good for?
Do you think this water is polluted? What does "polluted" mean?
Why do you think this? Where does the water im_the pond come from?
What other things are in it besides water? Might there be other
things in it which you can't see? Now could you find out?

5. Masure the temperature of the air, then feel the water with your
hand and try to estinste: Is the water temperature higher or lower
than that of the air? How much? Then, take the water temperature
with the thermometer and sec if you were correct. Take temperatures
on all sides of the pond, in sun, and in shade, in the running water
of the inflowing stream and the outlet, both at the surface and at
a depth of 13 inches (or a convenient depth). Record these carefully
and try to explain any appnrent differences.



FOLLOT7-UP ACTI'TITY

Collect pond water in large-jars. (%ak the school cefeteria for wide

mouth gallon or two eallon ones) . T-7-- several saeneles from different

areas, but don't sp, ifically.colleat a lot of anFeals --just take sone
water, some of the 'Slime" present, scree plants, if they are in abundance,

And some of the bottom mud or dead leev_s. Soma jars could contain water

from a mud puddle, a rain barrel, any source of untreated water. To

some jars, leaves, or dry gress nay be added. Tap water should never be

used ss the chemical treatuant kills organisms in the water.

These jars should be examined closely by the class, using hand lenses
and microscopes as well as any other available :weans of observation:- -

They should be carefully labeled as to the date and location of collection.
Lids should be placed loosely on the tops so as to retard evanoration
without shutting out oxygen, than kept in a convenient place, =Allah also
may vary. Direct sunlight, for instance, would encourage plant growth
but decrease the growth of bacteria and hence the micro organisns feeding

on theta.

It might take a few observations of the jars to see a snail fraction of
the living things within them, but the first few days are apt to be a
disappointment. Aft -_r A week or two however, chances should be occurring

at a comparitively rapid rate as the Protozoa develop _and the larger
insect larvae or whatever you have die off. Protozoa are not too easy
to identify and it is not really inportant to name them exactly. A
descriptive name serves communication within the group and common ones may
be recognized in any one of numerous books on the subject. You will

probably find however, that no book encompasses the variety of life you
will be able to find in your cultures.

The class should keen a notebook recording the changes observed and
dates of the observations of each jar. Physical observations such as

temperature and pH should also bc recorded as well as the more obvious
changes inodor, clarity of water, color, etc.

As the succession of organisms change and a more stable condition ensues
observations may lapse to one n nonth, but new and interesting changes
have been seen in such cultures maintained without care for years. The
challenge, of course, arising in the discussion of the reasons for each
observed change in the jnr.
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ACTIVITY RIMER

NOLDE :GREET STATE PARK
ENVIRON1EITAL Eai;CATIOI GINTER

R.D.# ' E 3t12.
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PAGES

LEARNING EXPERIENCE. Stream Stile",

CURRICULUM AREA Science

GRADE LEVEL r.th

6 ea

CONCEPTUAL TITEMC : Life is uresent in ay! strum.



OBJECTIVES

Students should be able

1. To describe several different featuren of the stream.

2. To demonstrate the use of their senses.

3. To determine what forms of life are present in the stream.

4. To acquire an understanding of the physical and chemical nature
of water.

UNIT CONCEPTS

1. The stream contains various habitats.

2. 'deny forms of fife live in a stream.

3. All the organisms in the stream need, oxygen, food, water, and a
place to live.

PROCEDURE

Materials needed:

Thermometer, nets, trays, Ph kit, pencil and paper.

FIELD ACTIVITY

Look toward the creek from a distance. Hoer can you infer that there
is a stream at that location? (Different vegetation, topography of the
land). Do you think the stream has always fOokowed the same course as
now? What evidence do you see that the stream has changed course? (Flat
deposited land, steep undercut banks). What evidence is there that the
stream is changing its course right now?

What signs of life do you see :dons and in the stream?

What things to you see floating on the surface of the stream? What
things do you see floating beneath the surface of the stream? Do all
floating objects move at the same rate of spped? What things do you see
that cause differences in the current?

Try to predict the path the current follows. Go upstream and over-
turn several rocks to muddy the water. Watch the flow of muddy water.
Does the flow of muddy water follow your predicted path? If not, why

-didn't it follow your predicted path?

Look for places where the current seems to be absent, or to move
upstream. (NOTE: These arc called eddies.) They al uh'" efte reee4
on the downstream side of relOg or uti.L nrotruAlone. Why?



Does the water flow more swiftly near the shcre or near midstream?
(How can you find out?) (NOTE: Where the stream makes an S curve, the
rate of flow will not be equal on the conc-,:e and convex sides.) Why?
Where is the water flowing more swiftly? Hoe ioes the speed correspond

with the depths on the curves?

Can you tell the depth of the stream? Hole? Is the depth of the

stream the same at all places? Why not? where does the water appear to
be the deepest? What words describe the appearance of the water where
it appears to be the deepest?

Compare the "deep" areas of the stream with the 'shallow" areas.
"List ways they e, alike: different.

Is the water always the same depth? What arc some things that

change the depth of the stream? Find two things in or on the banks of
the stream that would indicata the level of the water changes?

How does the water feel? Does it always feel this way? What

things would change the feel of the water?

Can you find a good site to build a bridge? Can you find a good

site for building a dam? Canyou find a poor site? why did you make
your choices? What would hapnen to the Area if a dam were built?

Turn over toe.s and dig in the muddy bottom portions of the stream
to find "creatures'. Ile sure to replace the rocks once you have examined
them. Remember, it's their home.

Feel the rocks above the surface of the water. Feel the rocks
beneath the surface of the wate, . Describe how they feel. Do they feel

the same above the: surfcce as th y do beneath the surface? Explain the
differences.

-Can you find a place in the stream where it has changed its course?

What are the sou.ces of a stream? Do you see or can you find any
pieces where water is entering the stream? Do you see any places where
water has entered the stream at some other tine? Why do you think it is
not entering from there now?

Does the stream stay the sane size its entire length? If we walked

upstream, what would you expect to happen to the width of the stream?
What would you expect to happen to the depth of the stream? What would

you expect to happen to the width and depth of the stream if we walked

downstream?

How does the contour of the land affect the course of the stream?
How does it affect the flow patterns of the stream? Can you predict

where the stream would be narrow or wide by looking at the contour of

the land? How has the stream affected the contour of the land? Has the

stream always bean in the same place? (What makes you think this?) Will

the stream be in the same place next week? next month? next year? 100

years from now? What makes you think this? (Look for places Where the

2



stream is presently eroding banks, buildir and removing sand bars.
Compare with observations made regarding later speed and depths on S
curves).

Is the appearance of the stream in a meadow area the same as in a
wooded area? List the differences and similarities.

In what parts of the stream can you see your reflection or the re-
flection of some object? Can you see it all the time? (Why not?) In
what parts can you not see a reflection? Why?

Study the surface cf the stream. What does the surface appearance
tell you about the bottom of the stream? Try to make a profile sketch
of a stream section shindig the factors contributing to its surface
features.

Take samples of water from a swiftly moving portion of the stream
and compare them with samples taken from a slow-moving portion of the
stream.

Record the temperature of the water, of the air above the water and
of the air a distance f..om the water. pH - explain this concept in
terms of different types of chemicals present in the soil. Different
chemical content produces different color reaction. This should be
sufficient for children of this ace. Have thorn check the pH of the
soil, the soil from the stream bottom and the water of the stream.

Did any of these areas have the same or nearly the same pH? If
any of the areas were the sane or nearly the same, can you account for
this likeness? If they were different, can yqu account for the differences?
(This may be difficult to tell, but don't let that stop the discussion).

FOLLOW-UP

1. Have the student complete a list of the organisms found in the stream.

2. Have the students identify the food habits of the organisms.

3. Have the students draw a food chain, using the organisms found in
their study.

3
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ACTIVITY NUMBER 6 PA4ES 2

LEARNING EXPERIENCE:' The Strcnm as a carrier of sediment.

CURRICULUM AREA ; Scienca

GRADE LEVEL

CONCEPTUAL THEME

5th

6th

Pollution is a social problem and the

efforts of society are needed to control

it.

4



OBJECTIVES

1. Determine the amount of soil carried by a stream under various

conditions.

UNIT CONCEPTS

1. The sediment washed from our water shed area destroys the land of

the farmer, as well as the city dwellers.

2. The sediment washed away is the best soil used for growing plants.

3. Sediment in the strc'am is soil eroded from the land.

4. Sediment in our stream deteriorates the quality of the water.

MATERIALS NEEDED

1. Some kind of tall Nisi or narrow bottle.

2. Rubber stoppers

3. :larking pencil

PROCEDURE (Before and After it Rains)

1. Collect (1) sample each of water from a stream that gets its water

from a cultivated field, from woodland and from a pasture. (Be sure

to mark each bottle).

2. Allow the bottle to settle for a few days.

3. Observe them daily and record your results.

How much sediment settled out? After a few days empty the water and

weigh the sediment in each container. If you use a quart of water,

the result can be recorded as lbs/qe. of water. This can be figured

out in lbs/lbs. Smell the container to determine if any odors are

present. What is the size of the particles in the sediment. Fine,

sandy, big, large, very large? What colors do you see? Is there any

organic matter present in any of the jars? What differences do you

see? What differences are there in the samples collected before and

after it rained? Is there any increase in sediment on the sample

collected after it rained? Why? What happens when heavy rains fall

in bare fields? What is soil? What is erosion? Is this a form of

water pollution? Does the sediment carried by the stream hinder man

in any way? How can we reduce sediment deposits? Can you design an

experiment to test your idea?

FOLLOW-UP

1. Collect newspaper articles.

2. The Mississippi River dumps 400 million tons of earth into the Gulf

of :Mexico annually. Hew many tons have been dumped since Columbus

landed? How many tons is dumped in a month? a day? a minute? Every

minute the Missouri River empties enough soil into the Mississippi

River for a 20 acre farm. How many "farms" are lost in a hour? a day?

-1-



a week? a year?

3. Discuss ways erosion could b._ ,,reventc:d.

4. Pour water on one spot of black -tcp that has a gentle slope. Watch

how it runs in small tributaries to a large stream.



ACTIVITY

NOL:E FO7Elm STATE PARK

ENVIRON"ICITALEPLCATIONCErTE",
R.D.O 1, '30.17. 392

REA-JING, PEMNSYLVAKIA 196(1

LEARNING EXPERIME: Water Quality

CURRICULUM AREA : Science

'Health

Social Living

GRADE LEVEL : 5th

6th

CONCEPTUAL THEME Pollution is a social problem and society is

charged with the responsibility to control it.



OBJECTIVES

At completion of activity students rill be able to:

1. describe ways water ie used in a community.

2. describe actions you can take in your everyday life to help improve the

way water is managed.

3. tell where communities can get their water supply.

4. list factors that determine water quality.

UNIT CONCEPTS

1. Water is necessary for survival.

2. Communities can take many steps to increase the quality of their water.

3. Waters of varying qualities may be treated for use in a community.

4. The most desirable water is cool, clear, as nearly odorless and taste-
less as possiblq, and completely free of disease causing organisms.

P!WCEDUBE

What is the source of water for your community? (a company or personal wells)

What is the source of water that the company distributes?

FIELD ACTIVITY

Visit the area where the community's water comes from (resevoirs,
river, springs, streams, wells). Look for factors that may affect the quality

of the water. Is there always the same amount from this source?

Visit the water treatment plant. What is the water like when it gets

to the plant? (odor, temperature, turbidity, hardness , micro-organisms).

What kind of treatment does the water get to increase its quality? What

standards does the water have to meet as set by U.S. Public Health Service

(calcium, magnesium, iron, manganese, chloride, sulfate, detergents, total

dissolved solids and pH). Pow is the water checked to see if it meets

these standards? How often is a check made? Does it vary with the size

of the community being served? Does the quality of the water vary from

day to day, season to season, year to year? What causes these changes?

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

Discuss how various factors make water .desirable or undesirable for

individual use. Odor? Taste? Turbidity (clear)? Free of disease

organisms? Which is most important? Least important? Can water have a

bad odor or taste and still be safe to drink? What are some of the effects

of hard water? (deposit in pipes, cooking utensils). Do standards of

water quality vary with varying uses? (industry, mgr etture, drinking,

swimming).

-1-



HOLM FOREST STATE PARK
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ACTIVITY PAWS

LEARNING EXPERIENCE: Water Pollution

CURRICULUM AREAS : Science

Bealth

Social Studies

GRADE LEVEL 5th

6th

7th

CONCEPTUAL THEME : Water pollution is a social problem and society

is charged with the responsibility to control it.



OBJECTIVES

After completing activity students ill be able=

1. To explain the hydrologic cycle.

2. To demonstrate knowledge of the arount of water used by modern man in
home and industry.

3. To list various sources that contribute to water pollution (natural
and man-made).

4. To demonstrate knowledge of the effects of water pollution upon man.

5. To explain the importance of water to settlers in the United States.

6. To list physical properties of water.

UNIT CONCEPTS

1. All water on earth is recycled in the hydrologic cycle.

2. The average water consumption in the United States is approximately
1,800 gallons per person per day.

3. Water pollutants come from many sources.

4. Water pollution effects our everyday life through increased costs
and lost recreational areas.

5. Cities and settlements were started close to water supplies.

PROCEDMIE

Class discussion and activities prior to field experience.

1. Discuss the hydrologic cycle. !?ow has man altered or interfered
with the cycle? What has the construction of cities done to the
cycle?

2. Discuss the physical and chemical properties of water. Odorless,
tasteless, colorless, expands when frozen, becomes lighter when
frozen (ice floats), ("universal solvent").

. Discuss water as part of the human body (90% of body weight). !an
can live without water only about five days and depends on water
for wishing, business, industry and recreation. Man uses approxi-
mately 1,800 gallons per person or 355 billion gallons per day.

4. Have the students list sources of water pollution.

5. List water users.

Municipalities - use only 10% of the nation's water supply.



Agriculture - approximately 4::';! of the United States water supply

is used for irrieation.

Industry lars7est consumer use for cooling, cleaning and power.
Contamination of our water supply by industry is our
major water pollution rroblem.

6. Discuss how water is re-used as it flows toward the sea. Does this

reuse increase the pollution? Discuss how a river purifies itself
as it flows toward the sea. ghat happened to the Cuyahoga River in
1969? (it burned)

7. List various types of water pollutants: (Sewage, radioactivity,
cancer producing chemicals (arsenic, beyrllium, chronium), heat, oil,
detergents, chemicals (pesticides, etc.), fertilizers.)

S. Discuss the economic impact WI. water pollution. (Water-treatment
facilities, fishing industry, recreation, damage to ships, bridges,
dams, and.other water equipment, and beauty).

9. Where were the first large cities built? Where are the largest
cities today? how did the early settlers travel and move goods?

FIELD LCTIVITIES

1. Visit a municipal sewage treatment 2lant. How does it operate?

What happens to the treated waste?

2. Visit a municipal water treatment plant. Where does the water come

from? How is it treated? How much does the community use each day?
What makes the water fit or unfit for use?

3. Visit various bodies of water in your area. Streams, rivers, ponds,

lakes. Are they polluted? How can you tell? What kind of pollution
is present? Where is it coming from? What could be done to stop_

the pollution? What kinds of nlants and animals live in the water?
Were there more or lees titan you expected?

FOLLOW-DP ACTIVITIES

1. Set up a simple distillation proves to
pollutants can be removed from water.
one -holed rubber stopper, large jar or
ice, glass tubing, hot plate or bunsen
(NaC1). Set up the equipment as shown

demonstrate how dissolved
Materials needed arc: Flask,

beaker, small jar or beaker,
burner to heat solution, salt
on page 3.



Fill the flask about half full with a solution of water and salt.
Taste the solution. Now boil the solution gently. What happens?
Taste the water that forms in the small jar. What happened to the
salt?

2. Fill three jars or beakers with distilled water. Label them A, B,
and C. Put a tablespoon of detergent in jar A and a tablespoon of
fertilizer in jar B, leave jar C as it is. Stir A and B until all
the particles are dissolved. Pow add an ounce of pond water, which
has some algae growing in it. Now set the jars away for two (2)
weeks. At the end of this time, compare the three jars. Which jar
shows the greatest growth of algae? Raad the 1-.bels on the detergent
and fertilizer boxes to see how much phosphate is in each product.
Which jar has highest amount of phosphate? Try t1-.e axneriment using

different detergents and fertilizers. Keep track of the amount of
phosphate in each product. Develop a color code to compare samples.

3. You will need three large jars. (Ask in the school cafeteria for jars
that pickles or mayonnaise come in). Fill one with water from the
faucet. Fill another with water from the faucet plus litter (paper,
leaves, twigs) picked up from the school playground. Fill the third
jar with pond water or water from a stream. Set the jars aside for
several days. Compare the jars. What happened?

-3-



4. Set up an experiment to show how water naturally filters itself as
it soaks through the ground. Use muddy water and filter it through
gravel, sand, and cotton. Mich one was more effective? Why?
Try a system with layers of cotton, an Ind grr;vel.

5. Set up a terraium to observe the hydrologic cycle in nature.

6. Form a club to fight water pollution in your community.

7. See related activities: The Drain Board of the World-"The Water
Shed"; Pater-Our Host Precious Resource- Pond Food Chain; anal

Microscopic Aquatic Animals.

-4-
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ACTIVITY # 101 PAGES

LEARNING EXPERIENCE' Plant Identification

CURRICULUM ARZA Science

GRADE LEVEL 5th

6th

CONCEPTUAL TPthE : Plants are divided into two major

categories; flowering and non-flowering.



OBJECTIVES

After trip students should be able to-

1. List the si :: groups of plants feend on the trip.
2. Describe two characteristics of each group.
3. Describe or draw representatives of each group.
4. Ey-Vence new knowledge and interest in non-flowering plants.

UNIT CONCEPTS

1. Non - flowering plants include ferns, mosses, fungi, algae and lichens.
2. "con - flowering plants do not produce seeds.

3. Ion- flowering plants grow in areas, and under many conditions.

MATERIALS

Field guides for trees, ferns and non-flowering plants.

FIELD ACTIVITY

Can you find examples of the different kinds of plant eroups: Flowering

plants, ferns, mosses, fungi, lie:en13, algae?
Can you find plants elat you cannot place in one of these groups?
Can you find clues and references thst will give you some idea what the
unknown plants are?
Nhich group is most numerous in the woorle?
Which group is most numerous in the field?
Can you explain why some might be more numerous in one place thenein another?
Pow many different flowering nlants can you find?
How do you know they are all flowering plants?

FERNS

How can you tell one fern from another? Comeare the fronds. Ire they

All ele same shade of green? Can you find frords that seem to be made up
up of smaller fronds? Look at the sacks of the fronds. Feel them. 'Do

you notice anything that is not on ti upper surface? Do all fronds
have these dots? Do all ferns have then? Are they always in the same
place on the fronds? Can you find a fern r:13t has a leaflet that looks
like a little stocking? What might 1-,e a good name for it?
Can you suggest names for any other ferns based on your observations? Do

ferns have seeds? Why not? ''ow do they reproduce?

MOSSES

How can you tell one moss from anoner? Ecru can you recognize moss?
Is there more than one-kind of moss? row many kinds of moss can you find?
Describe the differences.
Can you suggest some names for some of the kinds of moss you find? Are
the same kinds of moss growing in the field as in the woods? How does
moss feel? (Compare with feel of lichens, algae).
How does th: ground feel where moss is growing? (Compare with feel of
lichens, algae).
How tall does moss grow? lleasure the height of the tallest moss you can
find. Find ti: shortest.
Row does moss differ from ferns? From flowering plants?
What are the little stalks you may find growing from moss? What do they do?

1



ALGAE

Is chat algae or moss on the trunks of the trees? how do yol know? Is it

true that it grows only on the nortl side of trees" Mich direction is
North?)

Why do you suppose oeople say you can tell chic': way is north by the 'moss
on the trees" if it isn't true?
Why might more eigue le found on eee north si.i' of trees than on the other
sides?
How does algae differ from moss?
How does algae feel? Try to describe the feel. Compare with lichens;

mosses.

LICHENS

How do you recognize a lichen?
'.ow do lichens feel? Como_ are them with mosses, algae. Try to describe the
feel.

What color or colors would yo_ use to descrfee lichens?
L..wmauy different lichens can you find?
Can you suggest nanee for some of them? Especially one with a red top,

one that looks like this?1,,)

Where do you usually find.lichens? What are they doing to it?
Now does the ground feel where the lichens a77o. growing? Compare with the

feel of the ground where you find mosses, ferns.
Which plants do you think would be first affected by a lac!. of water? Algae,

_mosses or lichens? Why?
What two kinds of plants live together to melee a lichen? What kind of

relations-lip is this?

nr" IFUNe

How matey kinds of fungi can you find? Feel them. How would you describe
how they feel? Can you fina fungi that have stripes? That are pink?
Orange? frown? '_laddish? Green? What does the green color of a plant

usually mean? Do fungi contain cl-lorophyll? What might be the green

coloring on some of the fungi? Why reesht algae be growing on fungi? Where
are the fungi growing? What reasons ..an you think of for it growing where
it does?
Feel the -..)(1 under the fungi. Try to aeicribe how it feels, how it looks,
how it sounds when you tap on it. Why does it have these characteristies?
Both fungi and algae were found growleg on trees. Are both depvmdent
plants? If not, why is the algae growing in the tr.- ,.r.? Could algae

grow on rocks?
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NOLDE FOREST STATE PARK.
ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION CENTER
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ACTIVITY PAGES

LEARNING EXPERIENCE: Woods and Field - The Effects of Light

CURRICULUM AREA : Science

GRADE LEVEL : 5th

6th

CONCEPTUAL THEME Light affects plant growth.



OBJECTIVES

Students should be able to:

1. Approximate age of saplings by use of terminal bud scars.

2. Find three leaves which are translucent and five plants whose leaves
(or needles) reflect light.

3. Students should be able to describe at least three effects of light on
living things.

THE TRIP

What effect does light have on living things?

Examine the amount of undergrowth on the forest Mn. Where is there the
most growth?
Is the ground cover made up of the same kinds of plants in both places?
How would you contrast the growth on the floor. Which is more spindly?
Thicker? bore Hat-like? What other comparisons could you make?
What might be an explanation for the differences you have noticed?

Compare the amount of light in each area.
Could this account for the differences? How?
Do you think light has any other effect than determining the kind and
anount of ground cover?

What other effects might it have?
What measurements could you make to find some of the effects?
Do you think plants would grow faster in the forest or in the field? Why?

(Allow time for speculation. Some observant individual may note that the

forest undergrowth is more spindly than that in the field).

Try to find two saplings of the-same type and age. Compare their sizes.

(Note: It will probably be necessary to expaatn how to find the age of a

sapling. Point out that where the bark is too thick to count terminal bud
scars, an approximation may be made as follows: If the tree grew three

feet in the last six years, it probably grew about the same amount in the
preceding six years. Example: If a tree grew three feet in the last four

years, and the tree is six feet tall, it is probably about eight years old).

Try to find two saplings of the same type, which Are the same size. Compare

their ages. Repeat these two investigations for several species of saplings.
Et you find what you expected to find? Can you venture an explanation for
what you did find?

Does one area have greens that appear more intense? Which area? (Note:

It may be necessary to define intensity as the amount or saturation of
color).

If you can find some green leaves that have fallen on the forest floor,
take them to the field and look at them there. Is there any change in

intensity? Now, take some leaves-from the field into the forest. What

observations do you make?

1



Does one area have greens of a predominantly different hue than the other
area? (Note: Hue can be explained to the children in terms of a green

with blue in it, a yellowish green, etc. Does looking at such leaves in a
different light seem to change the hole?)

In which area do the greens s,em to have more blue in them? Yellow? Does

one area have greens Of a lighter or darker velue than the other area?
Does your observation hold true when you look at those reens in a different
light? (Note; Value may be defined as being "light" or "dark")

Do leaves transmit or reflect light?
Can you find a tree whose leaves are translucent?
Can you find a tree whose leaves reflect light?
Can you find plants whose leaves are translucent but also reflect light?
Do all leaves reflect lieffit to the same extent?
Is there any characteristic appearance or texture to the leaves which

reflect light?
Does the ability of the vegetation to reflect or transmit light have any
effect on the light intensity in an area?
Is there any relationship between translucency and nue?
Is there any relationship between translucency and intensity?

2
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CONCEPTUAL 17'21:7, Seeds play an important role in the

life cycle of a plant



OBJECTIVES

At the completion of this field trip, the student should be able to

1. Trace the sequence of events that occur in the cycle of plant

reproduction starting with, the seedling (or flower) and extending

to seed dispersal.
2. end iescrib s=vorll methodn of seed dispersal.

3. Given different kinds of seeds common to the field trip area match

the seeds with the trees or other plants that produce them.

UNIT CONCEPTS

1. Seeds grow into new plants, similiar to the plant the seed came from.

2. Seeds are adapted for dispersal by wind and animals.

3. Each type of plant produces its own type of seed.

FIELD ACTIVITY

From that direction is the wind coming? How do you know?

Do you see anything being moved by the wind?
Do you see anything being moved from one place to another by the wind?

Are the things being moved by the wind natural objects or man-made

materials? Are the natural materials animals or are they plant parts?

How can you tell?

Walk through the field.
Examine your clothing. Is

What is it?
Look carefully with a hand
What seed structure causes

anything sticking to your clothing?

lens at the seeds sticking to your clothes.
the sticking? Can you identify any of them?

How are these seeds dispersed? Is man the only animal disperser of

these seeds? What other animals might do this?

Look carefully at the air. Do you see evidence of wind-dispersed seeds?

Look for plants in the field that are yielding seeds to the air.

Can you identify these plants? Pow do the pods of the plants look and

feel?
What seed structures do these have that enables them to be wind-dispersed?

Proceed to the woods.
Examine the branches of trees. Describe what you see on the branches.

Look for fruits, pods, nuts.
Examine the ground beneath the trues. What do you see, other than leaves)

that might have fallen from the trees?
rust seeds be covered with soil to germinate and take root?
How do you think that seeds on the forestfloor become covered with soil/

Carefully examine an acorn, beech burr, hickory nut, fruit from a tulip

tree or any other seed or seed casings that you find. What form of

seed dispersal do you think has occurred?

1
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OBJECTIVES

After field trip students should be able to

1. Identify and differentiate between the buds of leaves and of
flowers.

2. Name and describe two methods of pollination of flowers.
3. Identify the major parts of a floTer that function in reproduction.

UTIT CONCEPTS

1. Flower buds and leaf buds are different.
2. Flowers are adapted to attract insects which aid in pollination.
3. Pollination is necessary for seed development.
4. The parts necessary for seed Troduction are the pollen producing

stamens (male) and pistils (female).
5. Plants bloom at different times.

AATERIALS

Hand lens, Identification I:eys

FIELD ACTIVITY

Observation by sight and touch and smell.

Smell the air of the woods and field. Describe the odors.
Note, from a distance, the colors and abundance of leaves.
Look at the branches of trees and the stems of other plants.
Locate the leaves. Locate the buds if any.
Locate flowers on trees and other plants.

Smell the leaves and flowers of the same tree (or other plant). Do they
have the same odor? Which do you think has the more pleasant odor!
Leaves or flowers? Do you think everyone would agree with you?

Look for plants that have buds but no flowers. Look for plants t-lat

have buds partially opened; fully °nulled.
Open a flower and a :mid. Locate the ovules within the ovary. ;ghat will

these look like in the fall?

Look for a leaf bud and a flower bud on a tree. Try to find the tiny
leaves in a leaf bud. Describe them. Describe the differences between

the two.

In tte field, look for insects close to or in flowers. What insects do
you see? Are they flying or crawling? Do they go to flowers of the
same variety? Or of different varieties? Smell the flowers. Are the
odors pleasing to you? Do you think it is the odor or some other factor
that attracts the insects?

What part Of these insects play in the story of seeds and their dispersal?
Can you suggest other possibilities for pollination of flowers?

Can you predict the fall appearance of the plants you have observed?

1
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LEARNING EXPERIENCE: Fungus on Log

CURRICULUM AREA Science

GRADE LEVEL

Language Arts

Kindergarten

1st

,nd

CONCEPTUAL TYEMi All organisms are interrelated and

interdependent



OBJECTIVES

After completion of activity, students s'aould be able to:

1. Describe an object in nature using adjectives that demonstrate the
use of the senses.

2. Identify the growth on dead trees as fungus.

UNIT CONCEPTS

1. Fungus comes in many shapes and sizes and textures.

2. Fungus grows on dead trees.

FIELD ACTIVITY

Draw attention to growth on a fallen tree.

How does it look? Is it wet or d-y? What color is it? Hard or soft?
Does it look the sane on all sides of the trees? Does the top side of
the growth look the same as the bottom side?

Feel the growth. Does the growth feel the way it looks? Does it
feel the way you thought it would feel?

Pull a small piece of the growth from the tree. Squeeze it. What
happens when you squeeze it? What happens when you release it?

How does the growth smell? Try to describe it. Do you know of any-
thing that has a similar smell?

Have you ever seen anything else that looks like the growth? Feels
like it?

On what part of the tree do you see the growth? Do you see any other
trees nearby with the same type of growth?

1
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LEARNING EXPERIENCE: Numbers in Nature
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GRADE LEVEL 5th

6th

CONCEPTUAL TUEME : There are orderly fatterns in nature.



OBJECTIVES

After completion of activity, studerts should be able to:

1. Examine objects in nature as to numerical patterns and geometric shapes.

2. Name several plants and their numerical patterns and geometric shapes.

UNIT CONCEPT

1. Some plants are named from their patterns and shapes.

2. Plants exhibit varying numerical patterns and geometric shapes.

PROCEDURE

Many things in nature appear to have some numerical pattern. The numerical
pattern refers to number of leaves in a group: the number of petals on a
flower; the numl)er of leaves on a flower as related to the number of petals
on the flower itself the number of pine needles in a cluster. The pattern

may be 3's, G's, 9's, etc. If students have studied monocots and dicots,
review these number patterns.

MATERIALS NEEDED

Pencil
Paper

FIELD ACTIVITY

Find examples of numerical patterns in nature. How many different patterns
are there? Draw sketches of geometric shapes and designs found in nature.

Are any plants you know named for their numerical patterns or geometric
shapes? Example: trillium - 3 petals, 3 leaves

cinquefoil 5 petals, 5 leaves

1
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ACTIVITY
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LEARNING EXPERIENCE: Comparsion of Coniferous and Deciduous Woods

CURRICULUM AREA : Science

GRADE-LEVEL : 2nd

3rd

4th

5th

6th



OBJECTIVES

After a trip to a deciduous woods and to an evergreen woods, students
should be able to direct the teacher in constructing a chart showing how one
area differs from the other in ground cover, amount of sunlight, colors, odors,
sounds, plant life, and animal life.

THE TRIP

Visit a deciduous wooded area, then, an evergreen woods.

How does the ground feel here? Is it hard? Why is this type of ground
cover here?

Does this area have an odor? What does it smell like?

How many different colors can you see? How many different plants can
you find here? What signs of animal life do you s -e? What signs of
spring (fall, winter) are here?

What do you notice about the trees in this area? Does this tree have
leaves and fruit? How many different kinds of trees are growing in
this area? How can you-tell different kinds of trees? Can you tell how
old the trees in this area are? Row?

What are some reasons for having an area like this?

What will the trees in this area look like in fall? winter? spring?

What is different about the two areas? What is the same?

On the way back from the field trip have students look for examples
of deciduous (broad leaf) and coniferous (usually evergreen) trees.
Ask them to tell what is different about them. (In the winter, ever-
greens are easily distinguished from deciduous trees).
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OBJECTIVES

After comrletion of activity, students should be able to:

1. Find at least these bur's which open with leaves in different
'packaging' arrangements.

2. Count the number of leaves emerging from one bud and make comparisons
with buds of same and different species.

3. Differentiate new growth from old on evergreens.
4. Locate at least .one plant which has bloomed, one which in in bloom,

and one which hes not yet bloomed.

COnCEPTS

1. Buds are packaging to protect plant shoots while they are developing.
2. Buds open in a variety of mays depending on shape, size and arrange-

ment of the shoots in the bud.
3. Wee leaves are lighter in color than old leaves.
4. Buds open at different times on different plants.

FIELD ACTIVITY

Do all buds open at the same time? Examine a variety of trees before
coming to a conclusion.

Can you find some trees and shrubs whose leaves seem to be completely
unfuried before other trees have begun to open?
Do all trees of a given type leaf-out at the same time?
Do all the buds on one tree open at the same time?

Are leaves full- -sized when they emerge?
Are all leaves on a given tree the same size when they emerge?

Observe the arrangement of the leaves as they emerge. Do they 'hang
down-? Are they "held up'? Are they "thrust out'? Try to use descrip-
tive phrases in telling about them, such as riabbit ears', "a handful of
playing cards", etc. Try to sketch some of these arrangements.

How have the leaves been packaged in the bud?
Find a tree *-those leaf emerges folded in half. (Tulip tree)
'ire both sides of such leaves exactly alike?
Find a tree whose leaf emerges accordian pleated. (Beech) Is there any
relationship between this and the veining pattern?
Find a tree whose leaf emerges curled. (Willow)
Record your findings.

Compare the size and number of leaves emerging from the opening 'cud with
an unopened bud of the same type tree, if you can find one.

How many leaves come out of one bud? Is the number the same for all buds
on a given tree? For all trees of a given type?

Observe the bracts from whiz'., the leaves are emerging. 'That color are
they? How does their texture compare with the texture of the leaves on
that tree? Compare the bracts (bud scales) on different trees.
What becomes of the bracts after the leaves unfurl?

1



Compare flower buds ani leaf buds. (Note: Broken branches from tulip
and oak may have to suffice for some core2arisons. as these trees do not
flower until they are too tall for ease of ohservation).
Which open first on dogwood? 06.? Spicebush? Tulip tree? Red maple?
Sassafras? Etc.

Do the leaves and flowers come from the same buds?

Observe flowers and other growth on the forest floor. Do any plants
have leaves, with flower buds yet unopened? Ptre any flowers blooming
that do not yet have leaves? Does the flower come from the same stem as
the leaves? Does the answer to the last question have any relationship
to the other two questions?

If evergreens are present, observe an evergreen. Can you find buds on
this tree? What are the leaves on an evergreen? Where are last year's
leaves? Is any part of each branch a different shade of green? What
part?

Where woe'4 you expect to find buds on a branch?
Feel the _eght green tips. How do they feel? How do they feel in
comparison with the darker needles? What might explain the difference?
How does an evergreen grow?
Are there any other kinds of 'buds" on these trees?
What do you su'pose they arc? Why?

2
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OBJECTIVES

After completion of activity, studeres should be able to

1. Count the annual rings on a cross-section of a tree to determine the
age (within 3 five year accuracy).

2. Determine in what direction one object lice from another, when told
where North is.

3. Compare the circumferences of two or more stumps to determine which is
larger and compare the ages of two or more stumps to determine which
is older.

4. Locate the 'starting point' of the tree by finding the smallest annual
rings.

5. Measure. the distance from the smallest annual ring to the edge of the
stump in four directions.

G. Compare the amounts of annual growth, determining periods in which the
tree grew more than others.

7. Recognize signs of injury to a tree from deformities in the annual
ring pattern.

3. Find an average from dgta collected in the field.
9. Tell c' least three things which may be learned about a tree's life

history from observing the stump.

UNIT COECEPT

1. The ycari.y growth of a tree is marked by annual rings.
2. Annual rings vary in size from year to year depending on growing

conditions far that year,
3. Injuries received by the tree may be apparent in the annual ring nettern.
4. A tree usually does not grow evenly on all sides.

MTERIALS NEEDED

Tape measures
Pencil
Paper
Crayons

FIELD ACTIVITY

How can you find out how old a tree was?
Can you find at least two stumps that tell you how old the tree vas when
it was cut down?
Which is the bigger of the two stumps you found? How much bigger?
(NOTE: It will be easier for the children to meanure the circumference of
each tree if they work in pairs).

How old was each tree when it was cut?
Which was the older? Pow much elder? WAS the bigger one the older? If

not, can you guess why not?
(NOTE; Allow time for discussion of this point. Suggestions may be made
which will lead into the following suggested investigations or into other
investigations.)

Does a tree grow the-same amount each year? What evidence can you find to
support your answer? Do some trees grow slower than others?

1



Did each of the trees whose stumps you are looking at grow more rapidly
during its first ten years of life or during its last ten?
Assuming the vec stumps you are observing were cut the same year, is there
a correlation between the amount of growth of each tree during the last 10
years of their lives? ('TOTE: It will "robably be necessary to give the
example! "suppose both trees were cut in 1°65. Did both grow more during
1964 than during 1963? Did both grow leer; during the last five years of
their lives than during the five years just before that? Assuming they
were both cut at the same time, would the last five years of the life of
each be the same calendar years?") What about the first 10 years of their
lives? What do you think the area was like when the tree started to arm?
What evidence can you find to suppott your answer? (NOTE: If a student
thinks his two stumps were not cut during the same year, explore what ob-
servations he has made that have led him to this conclusion. Then, for
this activity, he may find two stumps that appear to have been cut at the
same time and pursue this investigation if he wishes.)

Does a tree grow equally all the way around? What makes you think this?
Did you reach this conclusion after examining only two stumps?
Check at least five before coming to a conclusion.
What may explain the differences in growth? (Allow time for investigation
and speculation.)

What observations led you to these ideas?
Does the stump have any close neighbors? On which side? Be sure to in-
clude other stumps as neielbors.
Are there any suns of injury or damage? What kind of injury do you think
it was?

Do trees grow less on the side facing a specific direction? What direction?
Raw many stumps should you check before you make inferences about this?
Can you safely make such inferences after studying the stumps in this part
of the forest only? Why?

Measure the distance from the smallest annual ring to the edge of the
stump in each direction. (See sketch) Be sure to record your measurements
and the directions.

N

5

Nake a tracing of the annual rings of one of your stumps. Mahe the
tracings in the four directions measured above. Label the directions.
Then measure the distance from the stump to its nearest neighbors. Record
these distances and the direction of each "neighbor" from the stump. }kw
big are the "neighbors"? About how long do you think they have been there?
Would they have had any influence on the growth of your tree during its
early years? Later years? Why do you think this?

2



Optional Activities for Math

Is the smallest annual ring in the geometric center of the stump?
(NOTE: In the classroom, the correspondence of the geometric center
and the growth center may be compared with the location of the South Pole
and the geographic center of Lntarctica).

If the geometric center of the stamp is the same as the smallest
annual ring, how would you determine the diameter?
Will you get the same diameter each time you measure the stump?
Make five measurements and find the average.
13 the perimeter of the stump the same as its circumference?
How would you explain any variations you found?

3
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01PCTIVES

After comnleting activity, etu(!eets saoul be able to.

1. Identify the traces of mauy of the animals that inhabit wooded areas.
2. Support all inferences made in regard to animal traces with logical

reasoning based on his observations.

UNIT CONCEPTS

1. Animals presence is evident from sounds, partically consumed food,
homes, droppings, tracks.

2. Different animal traces aro evident during various seasons.

MATERIALS NEEDED

Paper and pencil
:Tagnifying glasses
Rope or string.( 1 yard)
Keys for identification

FIELD :.CTIVITY

General observations and recordings upon arriving at the area.

What season is this? (Farly, late?)
What is the time of day?
How does the air feel? (Temperature)
What is the condition of the s!:y?
What is the condition of the wind?
Lool: at the woods in the distinct. What is the color?
Do the trees move? Do the trees anpear to Ile conifers; deciduous a
mixture? Support your answer with reasons.

Listen in silence?
'iat kinds of sounds do you hear?
Are the sounds natural or man -made?

How can you tell the difference between a natural and a man-made sound?
Is there repetition in the sounds you hear?
Describe the most outstanding sound you hear.

The next portions of the trim mill be best accomplished if the class group
can be divided into smaller groups of about ?ell each.

Animal Traces

Listen, observe and record.
What do you hear? Describe what you tear.
How can you identify bird seurriege---

How many different kinds of bird sounds do you hear?
Where are the Fird sounds coming from? Do they all came from the same
places?

1



Trees

Look at the trees as you walk. Select a tree that appears scarred.
Describe the scarring. Is it regular? Irregular?
Is the scar fresh? Is it oil? !ow do you know?
Is the tree living? How do you know?
Look for insects on the tree.

Look for bird traces in trees. Describe them.
Look for bird traces on the ground.
What do you think produce4 these traces?
What will you record about these traces to help you identify them if
you .don't know whaLXhey are?

At which season are you more likely to find egg shell traces of birds?
If you find a feather, look for others close to the same area. Why?

Rope ring (The Forest Floor)

Place your rope ring on a leaf covered section of the forest floor. Pick
up the leaves in the ring and observe the contents for animal traces by
gently shaking them over a white piece of paper.
What do you see in the leaves?

Look carefully at the ground under the leaves and at the material
white paper.
:hat do you see that doesn't look like a leaf?
Is anything moving? Describe it - shape, number of legs, lack of
wings, color.
Feel the leaves and earth. How does it feel: Cool - warm, dry -
hard - soft?
How many different kinds of living
What various stages of development
pupa, adult)
Look for other traces of insects:

Under a rock

organisms have you foun4?
in insects can you see? (Egg,

(Cocoons, ebs, holes).

Lift a roc1-. - pull it back aud look over the far edge.
Desctibe the earth under the rock. What is its color?
What is its texture?
Describe any living organisms you see under the rock.
Type, size, movement,- -color or lack of color.
Replace the rock in the same spot. Why?

Other animal traces

Listen for sudden
Look for signs of
Look at leaves on
insects have been
What would happen
What would happen
When does man try

on the

legs,

moist,

larva,

sounds at ground level.
partially eaten plants, fungi, nuts, etc.
growir- o? ante. Do you s(e sny indications that
eating leeves?
to a plant if the insects nte all of the leaves?
if the leaves were no longer availabl to the insects?

to control this? Is this good or bad? Why?

2



Can you find a food cache? Pas part of it 'e'en eaten? that animal

could have collected tLc supply? Why?

Look for animal tracks. Mere are they going?
Where did they come from? Who made them?

gook for animal homes, What are they made of?
Wherc did the materials come from? 'id you find any homes the animals

live in but did not build? What objects do you sec in the shelters?

Did the animals bring them there?
How are the homes different?
What homes do you see high above your head?
What animals can be found on or near the ground?
What do you notice about the size, color, position of the animal shelters
that help to hide them?

Bones, fur and feathers

Look. at an.1 feel these remains if you find them. (7.10 not disturb!)

Examine the surrounding area fol. additional traces.
What remaiuingparts will help you to identify this animal?
Is this tat. renains of a bird, mammal, reptile, fish?
How do you know this?

3
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Lr.v12.NI'fG 7.,XPERIENCE: Animals laving in the Field and the Tiooda

CURRICULUI! t REA : Science

G9A.DE LEVEL 5th

CONCEPTUAL THEME : All living and non- living things make up a-community.



OBJECTIVES

1. To have the stau,lats ,:n1-rt;tanding about diversity of
life that exist !l community.

2. To have the students coll,..ct nfornatIon snd data about the living
things they discover in ti..: field ace forest community.

3. To have the student recognize the natural laws that govern the'
organization of a community,

4. To have the students relate their findings to human communities.

WIT CONCEPTS

1. All living things have four basic needs which must be present for them
to exist. food, water, cover (shelter), and space.

2. Many animals live in both a field and woods.
3. There may be many different kinds of animal in both a field and woods.
4. The population of these animals nay vary with the species (kind).
5. Animals make their homes in nany places.
6. Animals are adaptci for the ar-ns they live in.

MATERIALS

Field guides
Tinterials for staking out plot

Pater and pencil
:and lens

PROCEDURE

Introduction

1. Discuss objectives for the activity.
2. Ask the students the followin- questions and have the students compile

a list accordingly=

a. ''hat animals do you expect to s,.. today?
b. What kind of habitats are present in this area where animals might

make thf_ir homes.

Field 'Ludy

1. Divide your class into broups of six (6) students.
2. Enve one student act asta ;recorder for eacn group.
3. Two groups of six will vTork in the woods while two groups will work

in the field.
4. Choose the area to be worked randomly.
5. .After the arca ias been selecteri, stake cut a quadrant of approximately

50 square feet. Use as corner markings for the quadrant stones, twigs,
or any similar material available.

1



a. Leaves, logs, leaf litter, soil, rocks, etc, should be examined
mile conducting the survey.

b. Si?ns or trace.; of animals should be recorded as the antBals
present in the arse.

c. "ecord the weather conditions, air temperature and soil temperature.

7. Compile a list accordinjly

Example: ....
Animal !:umber of Location

Comon lame each kind found

Earthworm 10 Under stones, leaves,
logs, etc.

P. After ta.: etudents have completed their survey of the field and woods,
have the students asseMble to compare their results.

a. Compare the survey pith the inferences list.
b. "hat hinds of animals did you fine?
c. T7hat kihd of animals has the greatest number? Why?

"Jid you find the sme kinds of animals living in both the field and
wooded areas? as there a difference in the number? Why?

e. Were the habitats different in both areas? Mat were these differ-
ences?

f. lelate you findings to the community in which you live.
g. :that is a community?

rOLLGU-UP ACTIVITY

1. Develop the concept of a community, using the town or city in which
the student lives. Have theta determine;

a. The most inportent part of their community.
b. The natural boundaries that reste4.et the community.
c. _'he diferent components of the commueity.
d. The lam; that regulate society in that community.

2. Allow the students to:

a. Construct a map of the community as it not' exists.
b. Construct a map to show how to improve the community environment.

3. Have the students express their feelings towards the community:

a. Is there evidence of pollution? 'ffiat kind?
b. Are there to nany people livine in the community?
c. How important are the laws that reeulate your community? Should

me hay- laws?
n d. Mat r' e as human beings do ee play our community?

2



c. Should we be concerned about other people and how they feel

about tha community?
f. Should the :.drools b_cone yore community controlled?

4. /fake your ct.udents on a littering walk flrouel die community. Eave

folir students use a tape record A- to record sounds of a city.

Take your studults in a field, a forest. thc, student to record

the sound they hear. In the classroom listen to the tape recordings

and compare r.:ssponses to the diff:ient sounds.
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OBJECTIVES

After completing the activity, etedents should be able to

1. Describe the appearance Of ies_cts obssrved, noting characteristics
which seem applice:le to; a number of species, and noting character-
istics which, while often associated with insects, are not shared by
all species.

2. Pick out at least three sounds made by insects, differentiating them
either by identifying the insects making them, or by describing them
with appropriate adjectives.

3. Describe ways insects are adapted to live in different habitats.

UNIT CONCEPT

1. Insects have 6 legs and three body divisions.

2. Sounds made by insects are produced in a variety of ways thus
creating a variety of sounds.

3. Inseecs have adapted various body parts to best suit the habitat
in which they live. These adoptions include: flight, locomotion,
mouth parts, size and coloration.

MATERIALS

Thermometer
Stop watch
Clear containers for observation
Reference books on insects

FIELD ACTIVITY

Where can you find insects? Would you expect to find many insects here?
Do you expect to find more flying or non flying insects?

Ate there any insects in the leaf litter? Are there any insects in
the crevices of tree trunks? Did you find any cocoons? (If so describe

them. If not, can you guess why not?) What will come out of the cocoon

4'441

later? How much later? Did you find any soil dwelling insects? Did
you find the dwelling itself?

elime"11""e"1-'.

Listen for the sounds of insects? Can you follow one of the sounds and
find the insect that is making the sound? What happens when you approach
the insect? Why do you think this happens? How might you get the insect
to start making the sound again? Can you find out how the insect mikes
the ceund you heard?

Do you hear any insect sounds from farther away?
Does the sound seem to be'dade by one insect-or by a chorus of insects?
What makes you think so?
Can you use words to describe the sounds of insects? Whicn ones are

repetitive? Buzzing? Clicking?

1.



Can you make up words that go with the sound? (Such as "Katy-did,

Katy-didn't").

What do you hear When you hear irsacts flying around you?
What part of a bee makes the baz?
Do all insects sound alike when they fly?
Can you think of words to describe-the sounds various insects make flying?

You can tell the temperature by tee chirp of the snowy tree cricket
(Oecanthus niveous). Count the number of times a cricket chirps in

fifteen seconds. Add 40. This will give the Fahrenheit temperature. All

crickets chirp more rapidly when it is warmer. Can you determine a

formula for finding the temperature based on the number of times per

minute a field cricket chirps?

Look for insects. Where would you look? )Allow time for suggestions, and

then for some investigations). Did you find insects where you expected to?

How do the insects you found-move? Do they fly? Crawl ?_ Hop? How are

their legs arranged? Does this seam to have any relationship with the

way they move? How many legs does the insect_have? How many parts does

the insect's body seem to have? To which part arc the legs attached?

The wings? (if you can find wings). How many eyes does the insect

appear to have? What is the proportionate size of the eyes to the rest of

the head? The rest of the body? How does this compare with your eyes

and your head? Look at the insect's mouth. Does it have a mouth adapted

for chewing? For sucking? For sonething else? What makes you think what

you do? Does the insect have a tongue? Where is it? Try to describe it.

Does the insect you found have antennae? Does your insect have wings?

How many? Can you find any insects. that don't stem to have wings? Dn

all grasshoppers have wings? Do all winged insects have the same number

of wings?

What color is a grasshopper? A cricket? Can you find an insect with

spots? Stripes? Can you find an insect that is one color all over? How

many different color combinations can you find on insects? Does the

color of the insect seem to have any relationship to the place where you

found it? Can you find an insect which can be camouflaged by color?

Rope eff an area about one foot square. Try counting the number of

insects in that area. '.bout how many do you think there are in the whole

field?

What will became of these insects during the winter? How can you find out?

How do you think this species will survive till next spring? Can you find

egg cases or-signa-of insect homes?

How might insects be helpful to plants? To animals? Are insects "good"

or "bad"? Are all insects eiteer good or bad? Should we bring some "bug

spray" on our next trip? Why? if we snray the insects, will it hurt any

other animals? What animals? Why do you think OW If we remriVed all

the plants from-the area, what would happen to the insects? If we removed

all the insects, what would happen to the area?

2
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OBJECTIVES

After completing activity, stunts should be able to:

1. Locate at least five evidences of insect activity on plants.
2. Describe ways that insects use plants and what effect this has on

the plant.

3. explain effects of insecticides on insects and other organisms.

UNIT CONCFPTS

1. Insects use plants for food, shelter, and laying eggs.
2. The use of insecticides can upset the ecological-balance. 4

3. Insects change plants by enlarging or destroying parts of the plant.

MATERIaS NEEDED

Magnifying lasses
Insect identification books

FIELD ACTIVITY

What evidences c -in you find of insects using parts of plants for food?
For shelter? For laying eggs or bearing young?
What parts of the plants have been used? ----====
Does the inflect eeange the plant in any way? Doc3 it enlarge a part of
the leaf or Stem? Does it destroy part of the plant? What part?
Has this change effected this plant or this part of it? Which do you
think more deeae,ing: eating a part of a leaf or boring a hole in a
fruit? Fro:.. 14.ose poilt of view? Is this true in all cases?

Has the insect used the plant as a foundation for making a cocoon, web,
etc.? In ding this, '!asthe_lnuct changed the appearance of the nlant?
How?

Investigate any galls or other evidences of insect alterations on plants.
(Example; foamy white bubbles. These are produced by an insect called a
spittle bug. It sucks the juices from a plant stem and mixes them with
air to make the bubbly mass in which the young are hidden?.
NOTE: Be sure to have children examine aspen and oaks carefully and
the stems of goldenrod. If there are cherry trees or witchhazel bushes
in the-area, these are also good subjects for investigation.

Describe Vera call or web or wh 'ever it is you have found. What is the
shape? Texture? Size in relationship to a familiar object? Is it solid?
Is it hollow? Does the insect wveer to be within? What makes you think
this? Can you suggest a name for this gall or for the insect that made
it? Can you find any examples of insects which are helpful to plants?
How is this insect beneficial to the plant? What makes you think this?

Have most of the insect-activities you have observed today been beneficial
to or harmful to tha plants? Would man consider these activities bene-
ficial or harmful? Why?

1



What would happen If DDT or another insecticide !fere sprayed an this
field? Would this be good or bad? From whose point of view?

If an insecticide were used which was harmful to chewing insects only,
but not harmful to insects whiel gather nectar from flowers, wonld this

all r14,,ht to use? Why do you think so? (NOTE: If children seem
to agree that this would be an acceptable insecticide, suggest that
some of them do` some: research on the life cycles of butterflies, such
as the Monarch and Swallowtails).

What would happen to the insects if man and all his inseetieides-dis-
appeared from earth?
What would happen to the earth, the vegetation and other animals?

What would happen to man if all the insects disappeared?

2
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OBJECTIVES

Having completed their observations of an ant colony, the childrer shoulde-

1. know that ants are insects.
2. realize that ants are social insects and have a basic understanding of

what this means.
3. know that ants show complete metamorehosis in their life cycles; having

egg, larvae, pupae, and adult stages in their developmental history.
4. realize that the queea ant is the only reproductive member of the colony.
5. be able to distinguish the male, queen and workers in a colony:
6. understand that mating between the young winged queen and winged males

occurs only once during the nuotial flight.
7. understand the roles of the queen, males and workers in a colony.

G. be able to describe how an ant colony is developed.
9. be able to describe what goes on during the daily routine in an ant

colony.
10. know how ants are able to survive in their environment.

UNIT CONCEPTS

1. Ants have six legs; thus, they are insects.
2. Ants live in colonies and have a well developed social structure.
3. Several different stages of an ant life history may be found in a colony

at one time, including eggs, larvae, pupae, and adults.
4. The queen ant mates only once in her lifetime and remains fertile there-

after.

5. -Male-ants are winged individuals and mate with the queen during the
nuptial flight. Soon afterward-the males die.

6. The worker ants perform all of the necessary duties of an ant community.
7. The queen ant produces all offspring in the colony.
8. Ants are very sensitive to their environment and have well developed

sensory receptors.
9. Ants feed on -a variety of foods and pass regurgitated food

another.

10. Ants are very strong, being capable of carrying loads much
their own body weight.

11. Most of the ants in a colony are wingless, sterile females
12. Ants live year a-ound in their colonies and store food for

from one to

greater than

called workers
the winter.-

INTRODUCTION

Perhaps no other animal we could study so typifies young children as does the
subject of this activity, the ant; at least, in the eyes of beleaguered mothers
and teachers. For who has not compared this age with the proverbial ant,_ when
after an arduous day of grappling with their frantic antics, wearily observed
that "they're so restless, you would think they had ants in their pante.

When is an "ant" not an ant? Why, when it is an aunt, as any good teacher
can tell you after an exercise in frustration incurred in attempting to get
their young students to distinguish between the lower order form, an insect, and
a dear relative, their parents' sisters.

Adults should also enjoy studying these restless-little creatures as there
is much about their way of life that is not too unlike ours. Ants are social
insects and have evolved many of the characteristics of man's social structure;



or is it the other way around? Regardless of your order of preference, a study-

of the community life of these tiny creatures will reveal striking similarities
between some of their ways of life and those of man.

Their society exhibits a high deexee of specialization in life roles as does
ours, for they have werhers who perform various special duties just as we do.

Also, they have armies of professional soldiers-to wage their wars, much the
same as man does. Also, at various times in different ant communities, we can
find individuals who rob, steal, and enslave, thus mimicking elements of our own
society. If an ant from a different community should wander in, he is treated
like an outcast at first and, if he does not soon learn the meaning of "when in
Rome, do as the Ronans do",he may be assasinated. This does not differ greatly

from trends evident in many segments of our society today.

To place the "icing on the cake", one needs only to examine the role of the
female in the ant world to determine a striking similarity between ant social
order and that of man. For within ant communities, the queen rules the family

roost, and how does that differ from the family situation common to most American

communities?

If you find this whole matter of comparison in social order distressing, we
can turn to other aspects of ant life for relief.

Ants are probably the most numerous form of animal life pri earth and thus, we

can hardly escape their influence.

They are among the more serious pests that man must contend with, doing un-
told damage to our agricultural areas, houses, fence posts, farm buildings, and
cupboard stores of various foods and grains.

Med enough? All is not lost, however, when it comes to ants, as a study of

their activities will provide hours of fascinatingeolestrmatien as you marvel at
their feats of boundless energy and strength. Also, who has not relished the
thought of a snack of chocolate covered ants after a hard day of observing ants

and their ways?

.4.. Collecting

Ant colonies are found all over the United States and are quite common in

most locales. In most areas, it is best to attempt your collecting during

the spring, summer, or fall.

1. Preparation

You will need a closed container to carry your living ant collection in.
A clean quart jar or similar container will do nicely. Large coffee

cans with covers will also serve very well.

Ants are most easily collected from an ant hill, so it is best to have a
digging instrument along with you when you collect. A trowel or small

shovel will do the trick very well.

If you are planning to collect your ant specimens from a log or fence
post, take along an instrument, such as a small hatchet or wood chisel,
to break into the ant colony.



A large white cloth for sorting out the various types of ant specimens
on from your colony will also nrove helrful.

2. When to Collect

Ants can be collected at almost anytime of tile year, but spring, summer
and early fall el.e best.

If you wish to be certain of getting winged individuals (fertile females

or queens and males), a warm, humid, late summer or early fall day is
the best time to collect, for tits is the time of the mating season for
many species.

3. Where to Collect

Outdoors, ants can be found almost anywhere; your school grounds or
home yards (especially, the garden) are excellent collecting sites.
Foll-wing is a list cf elaces to look for ant colonies;

1. in fields and gardens
2e in the foundations and walls of old buildings
3. under stones, in woods and fields
4. in dead wood, logs, and fence posts
5. in living plant tissue in central cavities, inCluding.insect galls
6. in papery nests attached to twigs and rocks

It is probably easiest to collect from an ant hill in a field or garden.

4. Bow to Collect

Look for ants by turning over stones, peeling bark off from logs and
breaking open stum?s, dead limbs, rotting fence posts, insect galls and
ant hills.

The large carpenter ants are wood dwellers and can be found embedded in
logs, building timbers, fence posts, dead tree trunks and stumps.

Small red and black ants are easily found in prominent ant hills 1)cated
in fields, lawns and 'cods. These and the carpenter ants are probably
the easiest to collect.

Eitherbreak open the wood containing the black carpenter ants or uEe
your ifowel to dig into an ant hill.

Spread some of the moist, internal aht hill soil or powdered wood onto a
piece of white cloth to make the ant types easier to spot.

In late summer - early fall, the large winged individuals are the queens.,
Th4 smaller winged ants are the males. The remaining ones are infertile
females serving as Yorkers -(all types) and soldiers.

It must be noted here thst different species of ants swarm and mate at
different times of the year, from spring to full,-so that winged members
are available at varying tints according to the mating habits of the
species concerned.



Also, after their nuptial fliet, during which they mate for the only
time in their lives, the females lose their wings upon settling down and
establishing a colony of their own. They can then be identified by
their size, being several times larger than the other residents of the
colony.

The males are found in the colony at.swarming time, when they can be
identified by their wings and the fact thet they are much smaller than
the winged queens. After mating with the queens during the nuptial
flight, the males die within a few days.

Once you have identified the types within the colonies you have opened,
place some of the moist dirt or decayed wood from the colony into the
collecting jar. Add a few queens along with an ample supply of the
other tyres.

Try to include a few larvae and the whitish, transparent cocoons con-
taining the pupae. These are often mistaken as eggs.

Now seal the collection jar and return to the classroom.

B. Culturing

1. Housing your Ant Colony

a. building a formicarium or ant house

The term 'formicarium is derived from the scientific classification
of ants; they are members of the family Formicidae, class Insecta.

To build such a house, secure two pieces of single strength window
glass, 8 x 10 inches in size. Next cut two 3/4" strips of wood 8
inches long and two others 9 inches long.

In one of the 9" strips, drill three 1/4" holes evenly spaced apart,
the outer ones placed about two inches from -the ends.

Nail the three undrille6 le;ligths together with the leneer piece at
the base, thus forming a U-ahaped frame

Next, tape the two pieces of glass to the frame, using wide adhesive
tape.

Now, fasten a niece of snow under two of the 1/4" holes you drilled
in the second 9" length of wood. Tack a piece of fine mesh screen
over the bep of the third 1/4" hole, thus allowing you to swing this
screen open when needed.

ybur formicarium

Add about 6 to 7 inches of moist material collected with the ants to
the ant house, Now place the ants in the "house" and quickly fit_
the piece of wood with the three 1/4" holes in place at the top of-
the house.

-__JeeFinelly, cover the whole structure with dark paper to simulate life
in thTground.

4



2. Feeding the Anta

a. watering the ant colony

Each day, add enough drops of water to one of the sponges so that
the water will soak through to the bottom side of the piece of
sponge.

b. feeding the ant colony

Place enough drops of a 50% mixture of honey and water on the other
sponge to allow it to soak through to the underside of the piece of
sponge. Do this daily.

Also, drop few small pieces of meat or dead houseflies through the
hole with the screen cover. Corn meal and bread crumbs can also be
fed to the ants.

. Commercfal Sources

Ant houses and living ant colonies can be purchased from biological
supply houses. 4. good supplier in this part of the country is:

Carolina Biological Supply Company
Burlington, North Carolina

C. Studying Ants

1. How to Study Ants

Allow a few days for the ants to acclimate themselves before beginning
your observations.

To observe, remove rhp dark paper cover from around the ant house and
examine with the naked eye or a magnifying glass.

2. What to Observe

a. General Characteristics

Draw the childrene attention to the general body features of the ants.

What color are the ants? Are they all the same color? Do they have
more than one color on their bodies? Are all ants the same color?
How large are the ants? Are all of the ants of the same size? Are
most of them about equal in size? Do you see some that are much
larger than the rest? (These are the queens).

What shape is the body? Call their attention to the very large head
and narrowly constricted "waist". Do you see a definite head, eyes,
legs, abdomen? Hew large are the eyes in relation to the head? How
many legs can you-count? (Six, as ants are insects). Is his body
hairy, rough or smooth? Do any of the ants have wings?

NOTE: Young females, before their nuntial flight, have wings. After
that they lose their wings and can be distinguished by their



nuch larger size. Also, males may be present, and if so,

they arc winced but considerably smaller than the queens.

b. Ant Activities

Have the child.ea observe tunnel building. Call their attention to

hoWthey carry materials and what size of objects they can carry.
Ants are very strong for their site and can carry several times their

own body weight for considerable distances. All of thie work is

done by the workers, who are infertile females.

c. it t feedin?

Observe the ants as they secure water and honey from the two sponges.

What do they seem to be doing?

Watch what they do with the bits of-dry-faodthat are dropped into

the ant house. Where do they take it? How does the queen get fed?-

Row about the pupae in the white capsules?

A remarkable characteristic of the feeding activity in many ants
colonies is their habit of exchanging regurgitated food from one
member of ,the colony to another, including the pupae. Have the

children observe this activity and ask them what they think is

happening. Accent all responses.

d. Ant locomotion

Watch ants moving. Do they-nove slowly or rapidly? Do they seem

to-knowerbore they are F,oingl Do thej move at the same rate? Does

the queen move around much?

NOTE: In the winced state, both the young queens and the males

can fly. After the nuptial flight, the males die and the
fertile female sheds her wings, never to fly again. The

female may live another 15 to 25 years, producing new off-

spring each year. The workers may live un to 7-8 years.

e. Sensory perception

Call the children's attention to the two large compound eyes. Can

you find his eyes? How many do they have? Do you think he sees as

well as we do?

NOTE: Being compound eyes they do not form a concise image as do

our eyes. However, they are quite sensitive to light and

eovement. Also, there is good evidence that ant eyes may be

sensitive to different colors.

Now, observe the two 'feelers" or antennae and notice their shape. In

the queen and workers. they are bent in a sharp angle. Notice how they

are used. How many antennae do you see? Does the ant seem to be using

them? What makes you think so? What for? (Accept all responses).

NOTE: The antennae of an ant are used in the same manner as in crayfish

as sensory receptors to 'salvia" the environment.



f. Ant Reproduction

The reproductive cycle has been previously described. At this

point call t-ile children's attention t* the queen, winged males (if

present), tiny, worm-like white larvae and the white capsuled pupae.

Try to locate newly hatched ants. Aid the children in identifying

these life cycle stages and explain what they ate. Eggs are laid

by the queen, but these may be difficult to observe.

3. References

Any introductory college zoology text.
Other good references are

a. Swain - The Insect Guide by Doubleday Publishers
b. Lutz - Field Book of Insects by Putnam Publishers

D. FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

1. Once you have completed your observations, return the ant colony to
its natural habitat. =Again, thi, will serve to strengthen the idea that
animals and their habitats should be respected.

2. Have the children draw an ant.

3. Develop an experience chart on ant activities and characteristics

4. Have-the children bring in pictures and stories about ants. Read_the

stories to the class.

5. Show r: Alm of filmstrip on life in an=ant colony. 'discuss the film or

!F.

filmstrip afterwards.

6. Construct a_longitudinal vied of an ant hill, using a chalkboard and
colored chalk or a flannel or bulletin board and appropriate paper cut-

.

outa,HaVe the - children suggest what goes into the interior organization
of an ant hill and make a list from these sugg,Aions.
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OBJECTIVES

After completion of activity, students should beable to:

1. Name six physical characteristics of spiders.

2. Briefly describe how a spider builds a web and the purpose of the web.

3. Explain how the spider moves on a dragline.

UNIT CONCEPT

1. Spiders have four pairs of legs attached-to the cephalothorax.

2. The cephalothorax is the combination head-thorax.

3. The spider has two body parts: cephalothorax and abdomen.

4. The cephalothoraX contains the brain, stomacht_avl poison glands.

5. The abdomen contains the heart, digestive tract, reproductive organs
and spinnerets (silk glands).

6. The legs of a spider are jointed and end in two or three claws.

7. Spiders molt as tney.grow.

MATERIALS NEEDED

Fand lens
Field Guide to Spiders

?IELD ACTIVITY

How do you know you've found a spider?' How many legs does a spider have?
How many parts does a spider body have?
Is a spider an insect? Paw many legs does an insect have? How many parts

=does an insect hod; have? Do spiders have antennae? Did you ever see a

spider with wings?
(NOTE: If children have4not previously studied insects, and have had
little experience with spiders- these euestions may constitute the basis
of the entire trip, rather than just-an introductory survey and review.
In that case, all small creeping; crawling, hopping, flying, buzzing and
biting things shout -be examined for number of body parts, number of legs,
antennae, wings (not. all insects have them),_ and-silk-like web or dragline

production (although some insects, such as caterpillars, produce silk at
various stages in their life cycles).
The animals found and examined for these characteristics could then be
classified into three groups: those having 6 legs and 3 body parts, those

having 8 legs and 2 body parts, and those having more or fewer than 6 or
8 legs.*

*Not all 8-legged creatures are spiders, however, Harvestmen ('daddy-
long-legs') are not. Neither are ticks, mites or scorpions.

1



OBSERVING SPIDERS

To what part of the spider's body are the legs attached?
Are the legs jointed or unjolnted?
-Does ,a spider have claws? ruction discs? How many?

Are the legs smooth or hairy?
Is the rest of the spider smooth or hairy? Is it sticky? Does it feel

moist? dry? warm? cold? A' A

How are the cephalothorax and abdomen Joined?
What color is the cephalothorax? the abdomen? the legs?

Is the spider the same color on the underside as on the .opside?
Are there any Special markings which might suggeet a name for this spider?

Does the spider blend with or contract -with the background? (is the back-

ground its usual environment?)

Is the cephalothorax larger or hmaller or the same size ls the abdomen?
Is the ebdomen rounded? pointed? round or oval?
Lre the legs longer than,shorter than, or the same length as the body parts?

Are all the legs the same length?
Is the over-all appearance of this spider longer than it is wide, wider

than it is long, equal ii lei and width?

Does the spider have eyes? Where? Hot; many? New large are they compared

to the rest of the cephalothorax? Do they seem to be compound eyes like

an insect's?

Haw does it breathe? =Can you find nostrils? spiracles? (NOTE: if

children have studied insects, they should know to look for spiracles
(breathing holes) in the sides).

What is the over --all size of this spider? = (Record= this, and then look for

another spider of the same-type.- Use differences in size,to make obser-
vations and inferences about males and females, and spider growth).

How does this spider move1 Does it run, hop, jump?
Does it move forward? backward? sidewarete? Can it move in all these

directions?
Does it pick up more than one foot at a time?___
Does it move alternate feet or opposite feet?_ (at the same time? one after

the other?)
Are all the feet used in moving?

Look for a spider on its dr4giine.- (NOTE: a dragline is the single thread

by Which spiders often descend).
When a spider is descending on its dragline, does it hold en with any. of

its legs?
Can a spider go :k up its dragline? If so, what does it do with the

silk below it? you think the spider eats the silk? Dissdlves it with

some chemical? Winds it up for later use? IA the__ silk elastic like a

rubber band?
When the spider is, going back up the dragline, how many legs does it use?

Can the spider :dove the 113e or must it drop straight-down? What happens

if the wind is blowing? (Be a wind odil blow gently on the dragline.
What happens)- Lf-there is no Tlind blowing, how can the spider make



horizontal threads to spin a web? (This may take follow-up investigation!)

Look for a snider in its web, or .trine- a horizontal dragline. How does
it move?

Does it travel rightside up or upside down? forward or backward?
Does it use all its legs?
How does it avoid gettinP, caug'tt in the vzo (like some insects may be
observed caught in it?) lid you just use this answer, or_did you observe
something that made you think this?

OBSERVING A NON-WEB SPINNING SPIDER

Look carefully at the flowers of goldenrod, Quee* Annialace, milfoil, or
even a garde:- species such as zinnias. You may -See:-14 AWL light-
colored spider with long front legs. The "crab spider" is lying in wait
for a meal.

Row do you suppose this spider catches food?
If there a web nearby? (Better not ask this if the web of another species
is near at hand).

How does the spider's color blend with its background?
Does it appear to see you? What makes you think so?
Try to find an ant, or other small insect to place on the flower near the
spider. Observe what happens.
How did the spider catch the insect?

Can the 'crab spider' change color like the chameleon?
Look for spiderN which mimic ants.
Look for female wolf spiders carrying egg cases or carrying their young
on their bac s. (Wolf spiders will most frequently be found near the
outside foundations of buildings.)
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OBJECTIVES

Upon completing the study of r.c!alworms, the children should:

1. understand that mcaluorls are insects.

2. recognize the four stages in the life cycle of the mealworm.

3. be able to know the roles of the larve (mealworm), pupa, and adult
beetle in the life cycle.

4. be able to describe the location of the natural habitats of these
animals.

5. know'what molting means and understand why it is important in the life
cycle of the mealworm.

6. know what mealworme eat and where they get their water from.

UNIT CONCEPTS

1. Mealworms are the larval stage in the life cycle of the grain beetle,
Tenebrio molitor.

2. The Tenebrio beetle has four stages in its life cycle, showing a
biological characteristic known as complete metamorphosis.

3. It takes about 4 to 5 months to complete the life cycle of the
Tenebrio beetle.

_AIiralworms are scavengers, feeding on grains and related-piemt-mmterials
as yell as decaying animal debris.

5. Mealworms do not require a large supply of water, as uhey-ierive
their water requirements from the foods they eat.

6. The-mealworm stage in the life cycle of_the grain beetle is the main
growing stage. The mealworme must molt (shed_their skins) in order
to grow because their skins are hard and rigid, thereby preventing
growth.

7. Mealworms prefer damp, warm environments having restricted light.

8. the adult beetle is the reproducing stage in the life cycle. The

male and female beetles mate and the female deposits the fertilized
eggs which will hatch into the larvae (nealworms).

This animal is an insect, both the larva and adult having the char -_
acteristic six legs.-

10. Meal-ear= and the adult beetles are very sensitive to their environ-
ment, having antenna, eyes and other sensory receptors.
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INTRODUCTION

Anyone who has raised frogs, salamaaders, or lizards as a study or hobby
very likely is familiar with rlis, in many ways, unfortunate creature.

His name is incorrect from a seentific viewpoint, though most appropriate
from a practical standpoint. This lowly animal is actually the larval
state in the life history of the Tererio beetle, a grain beetle. His

name is appropriate, however, since the larval stage (the longest in the
complete life history) does look like a worm and he does reside in areas
whea grain meal is available. Another aspect of his name which is perhaps
even more indicative of his modern state in life is the "meal" portion,
since these creatures are commercially raised throughout our land as food
for many laboratory animals; thus, truly serving as a "meal worm ".

In addition to their commercial value, mealworms have been widely used
in studies of insect physiology. Also, as this activity will develop,
they are rapidly becoming-universally popular classroom study animals,
providing hours of meaningful learning experiences involving insect life
cycles, behavior, feeding and development.

As one young students so aptly expressed it'

"Pity the poor= mealworm

He is not an ideal worn
In fact, he's note real worm
But a bug, ugh!"

No matter wat he is, you will discover with your students the magic
attraction he has for the young obseraer.

A. C.olleetka

Healworms are probably best purchased from a local supplier or a
biological supply hcase, since they are so widely available. However,

for those who prefer to collect them in their natural habitats,
directions follow:

1. preparation

All that is needed is a collecting container and a small travel.
Battery jars or large pickle jars, mayonnaise jars or even a
shoe box will do. Be sure to take along covers for your containers.

2. When to Callect

As these animals are year around inhabitan s of their natural
environments,, which is inside places where grains or grain pro-
ducts are store:, they can be collected at practically anytime of
the veer.

Where to Collect

_AsAndicated above maalworms-live where a supply of grain or grain
products is available, especially in places that are rasher damp

and dark.



.

Places to look are:

a. granaries

b. home - stored cereals
c. neglected grain piles in corers in mills
d. under bags of feed in warehonges and feed stores
e. litter of chicken houses
f. when fully grown, the larvae wander A out seeking a place

to pupate. Look for them almost an er where there is
dampness and darkness and a supply of stored grain or other-
products. They have even beer found in bdgs of fertilizer
and salt, boxes of soda and bales of tobacco and even pepper.

4. How to Collect

---tinalmorms are scavengers and will devour decaying grain and milled
products which are &imp. caso, they will feed on scraps of meat,
feithers, dead insects and other organic debris.

After having located a mealuorm colony, scoop up some of the
material they are living on and place it in your conainer. Try
to include some adults pupae as well as larvae.

B. Culturing

1. The culture "house" or Tenebrium"

Nealworms do not require a very fancy abode. It is *,e important
that the proper 'furniture" and "utilities"- be supplied -than

constructing a fancy hcme.

Some "houses" you can use are:

A. large (1 quart) glass jars

b. small pails or other metal containers
c. a fish bowl aquarium
d. a small terrarium
e. a plastic box

2. The 'furniture- and "utilities"

a. Fill yeur-tenebrium about half full with the following:

bran (breakfast type)
_

breadcrumbs any

oatmeal or singly
corn meal
wheat or corn flakes )

b. -on top of the cereal or grain, place a layer of shredded
newspaper (for cover).

c. place a slice or two of apple, or notato on top of food
supply for moisture. (Place them under the newspaper). A
whole carrot pushed down into the cereal or grain will also

serve well.
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IOTE: Remove these items when eaey dry and shrivel or
1-ecome moldy.

d. cover your tencbriun with a fine mesh screen or piece of

cheesecloth.

e. if the tenebriwn has glass walls which are transparent,
cover it with dark cloth or paper.

f. change the grain and/or cereal nLAium whenever it becomes

powdery. This indicates that tic mealworms have used it
up as much as they desire to.

g. store In a dark locale at about 92° to 86° F.

h. new colonies can be started by transferring adults, pupae,
and larvae to properly suppl-led tcnebria (nealwormhouses).

3. Commercial Sources

Healworms can be Purchased fron local pet shops as well as from
biological supply houses.

A good supply house in this area a

Carolina Biological Supply Company
Eurlington, North Carolina

C. Studying M'ealworms

1. How to Study Venimor,ms

a. first allow the children to examine the whole culture. They

will undoubtedly ask questions such

What are they feeding on?
What is the newspaper for?
Why are the apple slices there?-
Why do you keep the jar covered?

Let the children speculate on the answers to these questions
and others they may raise. If necessary tell them the
reasons for the procedures and materials used.

b. Provide each child with the following materials:

a plastic container, such as a soft margarine container.
a snail amount of bran or corn meal to place in their
study .containers.

from the culture - 2 or 3 larvae of different sizes.
1 or 2 pupae
an adult beetle (alive)
an adult beetle (dead)
"skins" of molted larvae
eat - if you can find them
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c. each-time-you wake bservations, be sure to have the children
examine the parent culture. At the end of each study period,
the children's culture can be covered (use cheesecloth to_
seal) and stored with the parent culture until the next study
period.

d. the whole study should be completed over about 5 to 7-tensecu-
tive daily study periods.

2. What to Observe

a. General Characteristics

Call the children's attention to the adult beetle.

About how large is he? What color is he? Touch the-beetle.

Is he soft or hard? 'tough or smooth?

Can you see a definite head? Body? Legs? Does be have

antennae? lkme many? Can you find eyes? How many? Can you

see his mouth and jaws? Does he have wings? (Yes, 2 pairs)

Next, draw their attention to the pupa.
---

Do you think this is related to =the adult beetle? Why?

Does it look like the adult in anyway? HowZ _Dees it seem to

be alive? What makes you think so? Does it move? Touch it.

What does it feel like? Is it rough or smooth? Soft or hard?

Dry or moist? Does it have an odor? If ao, describe it.

What color is it? What do you think this is?

r --
NOTE: The pupal stage lasts from 1 to 3 weeks. The emerging

adult is white at first but will go through a series
of changes in color until it becomes black in about
2 or 3 days.

The adults are either male or female (very difficult to
distinguish), mate, then exist for a few months before dying
At this time it might be advisable to discuss the generalized
life cycle of beetles, explaining the -relAJonship between
the adult, eggs, larvae, an' aupae, in order. You might_

introduce the idea of complete metamorphosis in explaining the
life cycle. The children may not underitand what you
-telling them in using=this term, so do not dwell on it now.
Next,-direct theit attention to the_larval stage or-umealworm".

How big is it? 'Does this look like either the adult or pupiT
Does it have anything in cammon with either?

NOTE: The children may notice the segmented body, antennae,
jaws, 6 legs and the hard, smooth, shiny, outer covering.
Try to call their attention to these features. Can it

move? Fast or slow? Does-it hove legs? How many?

Does it hveTilfeelers"? How many? Can you find its

mouth and jaws? Do_you see any eyes? (Yes, there are 2,



one behind eael antenna. They are black and-very small).

How many? color? Is the body covered with a
coat? What color is it? Is it soft or hard? Rough

or smooth? Vet or dry? fallen the animal. Does it

have an odor? Describe it. :Does the body seem to be

in one piece or is it divided into segments? How many?

Now, asp' them vhy they think this stage is called a
mealworm. Accent all responses. It might be--good to

refer to the t-lo drawings provided with this exercise
at this time. This will help the children visualize
what they have seen.

b. Locomotion

In the adult - Does the beetle move? How fast? What

does he use to move with?! How many are there? Does he
have wings? (Yes, two pairs). Does he fly? (Seldom.

He may hop for short astances, however.)

In the larva - Does the mealworm move? Paw fast compared
to the adult beetle? What does he use to move with? flow

many does he have? Does he have wings? Can he fly, then?

c. Feeding - For both adult-and larva

Can you see-the animals feeding? Do they-chew their
food? (Yes) =What with? (Their pair of mandibles) .

How do they gem to locate their food? -(They use their

antenna, the ohoet4 antenna-like palpi on their mouth parts).
Do they need water? -(Yea) Where do they get it? (From

the fruit-or vegetable and from the grain itself). Does

the pupa seem to feed? (It is an-inactive state).

d. Sensory perception

Notice the action of the feelers. What does the animal
seem to be doing with them?, Why does he do this? Do

you see any eyes? (Yes) Hoy many? (Two) How large are

they?- What color are they? Where are they located?

NOTE: In the adult and larvae they are located just
. behind the antenna, on either-o4de of the head.

Which has the larger eyes, thd adult beetle or the larval
mealworm? Does he seem to-be able to see? How well does
he sea compared to humans?

NOTE: In the adult, the eyes are compound like insects
in general. They see movements quite well, but
probably do not form a single, concise imagt-ds we

do.

The larva has simple eyes which serve primarily
as photoreceptors. There is some evidence that



mealworms are sensitIve-toc---Mia;

e. The Life Cycle

The Tcnebrio beetle shows complete metamorphosis, having
eggs, larvae, pupae and adults, all of which look different.

After mating, the female beetle may lay as many as 500

eggs before she dies. The eggs are white , very .tiny

(about 0.05 inch) oval shaped and quite stick/. They

hatch in about a week under favorable conditions.

The hatching larvae (mealworms) are very small and will
grow to about 1 inch in length during their life phase of

4 cr 5 months. As they have a hard exo-skeleton they must
telt (shed their skin) in ordnz to grow. They do this

often, from 9 to 20 times during the larval state. TIM-
melts leave the intact and children are often led to

believe that the mealworms have (-lied.

As soon as the larvae have grown to full size, they will
metamorphose into tha=pupae. This is the inactive stage

and will last from one to three weeks. -After this, the
adult beetle rill emerge.

Ask the children to notice the differedt stages in the

life cycle. Try to locate the tiny eggs. If the children

are lucky, they may saves an adult euarging from_the,puaal _

state. Also, call the children's attention to the "skins"

(molts) of the larvae. Ask then what these are. Let

them speculate.

One way to show the true nature of the molt skins is to
paint the backs of several small mealworms with red nEil
polidh. After molting, the skin left behind will have the
nail polish on it, but the mealwori will not.

3. References,

ESS (Elementary Science Study) , Behavior of 1.kalworms
Educeti;n Services, Inc. 1964.

---- FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

1. Since mealworms are actually *pesos to man in mthy waysT-it is not
advisable to return your culture to their natural habitat. Instead,

mealworms are hest used to feed other lel:,oratory animals, such as
crayfish,rfrogs, salamanders and snakes.

Doing this is an excel'ent opportunity to bring out the role of

predatory animale e animal world.

2. Have the children s mealworm, the pupa and the adult beetle.

3. Develop a finger play depicting the activities of the mealworm.
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4. Show a film or filmstrip on 'ealworms, if one is avelal)le to you.

5. On flannelYward, place the following "ords in a cloikwise arrange-
ment, egg (at 12 noon); larvae (at 3 o'clock); pupa (at 6 o'clock),
and adult (at 9 o'clock). 7hua have cutetit drawings o- ~' -':urea

available of each stage. Iave members of the class come forward
and place each of the stages over the corrsct title to coAplete the
life cycle.

5. Discuss the following -:

a. Complete metamorphosis - use terms such as change in place of
metamorphosis. Compare the life cycle of the mealworm to our
own where we have the fertilized egg; the baby, child,
adolescent and finally, the adult.

b. The roles of larva, pupa, adult in the mealworm life cycle.

c. The necessity for molting in the mealworm (larval) stage.
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OBJECTMS

At the completion of this study, tIle chili:-_n should.-

1. be able to tell Hy grassho:,lers arc insects.

2. kno-...r the thrac stages in the life cyc1,1 of th2 grasshoppers.

3. understand that a grasshopper nymph rust rolt (shed his ;kin) in order

to grow.

4. understand why grasshopp=ixs are callA ins.:ct herbivores.

5. realize why grasshoppers are a7ong the worst enemies of man's seri-

culture.

6. lnow how a grasshopper overvinters.

7. able to drzscrill. how grasshc2perst

a. feed

b. move
c. their enviroment
d. com.,unicaL,

CONCEPTS

I. GrasshopPers have six legs and are insects.

II. The grasshopper life cycle in similar to that of the praying mantis,

having only the egg, nymph and adult stages.

III. The nymph is the zrowth stage in the grasshopper life cycle, molting

being necessary for growth.

IV. Srasshoppers are herbivcres, that is, they eat plant materials, mainly

grasses, for food.

V. 2ecause of their feAing habits, srasshoppers are among the worst of

man's agricultural vests.

VI. Grasshoppers are an important clement of many field food chains, being

fed upon by many predators.

VII. As insects go, grasshoppers are well adapted to their environ..lent, pos-

sessing three means of locomotion and well developed sensory receptors,

including an excellent mSalits-of comnunication.

VIII. These creatures overvinter as cur, deposited in the soil by the female.
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Ii:TRODUCTIO3

A '71P7.1*n:r- T :ST7CT

Any one sho has takcn throwh s Turin s ths spring, summer or early

fall has establislIsd an acquaint nee -Atli this common insct pcst, for he is the
chief heeAvors of the insect srasshoppsr.

Whether you trsad thy_ fisld or not you vTill bc assars of thcir prsssnce as Lutz (1)
put it so well.

"The poetry of earth is never isad. :Tien all ths birds are

faint sith ths hot sun and hide in the cooling traes, a voice
will run from hsdgs to hcdge about the new-mown m:al. Thst is
tea grasshoppers.'

These herbivorous consumers are xsons chs bust know and nost widsly spread
insects in the world. Thsy cause untold millions of dollars in damage to grain
crops in the United States anS other ports cf the -sorld. The record of their

destructive forays is ss long as the history of civilized man, for the Bible
contains mots than one rsfsrencs to ths locust hors devouring ths grain fislds,
thus, producing Tfidesprsad famine.

Thor:: era many kinds of them in our country, numtsring ovsr 600 spsciss. only
a fox* are ssrious pests to man's agriculturs. About 9O of their damsgs to fisld
crops is cause.j hy just fig s socciss, :'hill some t7Tanty spcciss attack our grass-

land plants.

In the Great Plains, one of ths most fssrsd sounds knovn is the lsafsning hum of
hordes of migratory grssenoppers, ccmmonly callsd locusts, as they darksn the
sky while invsiing the vast grainlsnds of this Fart of our country. 616Ca
swarm can destroy hundrsis of acrss in s matter of hours.

In the East, grasshopper populations (to not usually assums such spidemic plo-
portions, though thay bacons numsrous enough during August an Ssptember to

cause substantial damage to grass crops.

While it would hs untsise to minimizs tLc nssstive importance of thaw pests,
thers is s positivs side to their elastancs which is of some importancs to ths
biologital community.

Grasshoppers ars staple items in thy. -list of many ani-ials, including nuncrous
birds, skunks, snakas, toads, frogs, snrsws, sacs and moles, to msntion a few.

To close on a positivs nots, ths next arc. you go trout fishing, try attaching
a live grasshopper to your hook. You be amazsd at your succsss in luring

the wary trout to snap up this much dssirsl dslicscy in "g it whils the rittin's

good' ham: of appatite.

(1)
Lutz, Frank E. Fi.Ad Book cf Insects 3r(4.. /Zdition, pugs 56
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A. Collectinr;

1. Preparation

Grasshoppers aro b,st collectsd In the l'ult or nymph stages. The

adult finale deposits her fert7dized cggs in burroTs in the soil in
late su:m2er or early Ell, in which form ese, insect survives the
winter. fiscoveriir burrisd gs is a monumental task for the

skilled collector and nearly l-possibls for the novice.

To catch thesc. energetic cresturss, you 'rill neee an insect net to
achieve best rssults. It is possible to catch then w!th your havd,
if you are quick enough: but this is n slaw, t;dious task.

Your grasshoppers can b. transported in a glass jar ith a few grass

leaves added. Ile sure to punch small hol:s in the cover of the jar.

2. 'Then to Collect

In the late sprins, all s'smn,:r, fall (Ssptember snd October.)

3. T-Thera to Collect

Really, almost onyWhers in s'::ason. Test results -ill be cftained in

grassy fields.

4. How to Collect

Simply swesp the-4 up in your insect net and transfer taem to your
carrying jar, mikinp haste in pl4Acing the lid on it before the

grasshoppers can hop out.

B. Culturing

1. TIousing the Grasshoppers

These animals can be stored in almost any kind of container just so
long as it is closed and his a good air supply.

Suggestiuns for housing units are:

a. a terrarium
b. a large fish-bowl aquarium scaled with fine mesh screen

c. one gallon wide .mouth jar sealed with fine nosh screen

d. battvry jar with th,2 top sealef3 with a fine wssh screen

2. 'Furnishing" your Grnsshoner House

a. Line the bottom of your rerin7 house with a section of grass
so6 which entirely covers the bottom of container. Sod with tall,

green grass is preferatils.

The grass will provide food for the hoppers and the soil a place
for the females to (!eposit her egg cases.
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t_ A_Mition of a lgrger h.:rbnceous p i art ~nom s branch will enhance

livnbility of your r:arin3 hous,

3. Feed.iu, ta, Grsshcpp,rs

a. :11:e grass anJ hsrbaceous --31a.s.ts should rrovid?. nou7h food if

you do not hnv: too n..,nv _Ira:;s:loppers in the rearing house.

Once in a ubile, add a lettuce 1.taws, carrot top::, alfalfa

plants or other leaves.

b. ater the grass sod to kip it frsn dryin7 out. The hoppers will

get th_ir -cater in this 'Jay.

4. Commercial Sources

Egl cases the Lubber grans hoTTer, Ro:-alea ElsEnEfi, can be

obtained fro*: a number of 17iolo-ical supply houszs. Tantructions for

culturinz are also provided.

A good supplier is

lUological Supply Company
3urlington, 7.orth Cnrolina

C. 2r-j4lailtng1=2

1. low to Study Crasshoppers

1. qenerally, ohs -Tvations should b made in situ- thnt is, in their

rearing cages.

b. It is smetimcs desirable to slow down tht-2 9,1-3sshopper's actions

in order to make more &Italic-A, observations. To do this, all that

is nec,Issary is to transfer one or two to a se?arate jar Tyith holes

in its lid; then, store them in a refrigerator unitl you notice a
narked rAuction in lev-.1 of activity. 1?-eing cold-blooded

animals, they should slo7 dovn to a suitable rate of activity

within an hcur, usually 30 minutes is sufficient.

c. nu use of -aagnifying lens-!u to observe 'coblA off' specimens

will increase the detail of o'bservation.

2. 1:hot to 11-serve

a. General aarncterist4cs

How large are the largest gra sshoppers that you can see?

Ara all of the r:. the same Wit color are they?
Are they t7n: sane color over 111 -f their bodies? 'Do all of them

appear to the 3312C in color?

Can you see a definite head, eyes, mouth, feelers, wings, abdomen,

legs? Eow many of each? Is this animal an insect? 'that makes

you think so?
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1,c, the smaller frr.is (nv7.ps) look "_out the SAM_ ns the larsest

on_,!" Yee 1-:e if. not lock like a grasshopper?

b. Les:motie in lrasoh,-on:-re

'?.o the grasshoppers stay very l-n', , in on. `;pct? "a_ they

easily fri:%tened? r'hen they .r._ in place do they rennin motion-

or can yol -1.2e sove of th,-ir oart,..- moving? '71,ich?

11°,4 many different -Toys ef moving can you observe in grasshoppers?

` :`hat de they use to accomplish each means of leco-lotion?

:70TE- Grasshoppers rove in 3 general ways'

1. f1yi - in traveling stiostantial distances,

they use their two nairs ef wings to fly.

2. hopping - if you observe the hind p air ef legs,

you ne:tic-.! that they are much larger and

Liodified for leaning.

3. - the grasshopper uses his 3 pairs of

ualkina lege to travel short distances,

This is a trocess.

Can you tell ,./by these anlr.:1s are called gxasshoppers? (Alloy

the children sneculat' freely here and accept all responses.)

C. Sensory Perception IL -raashopacrs

Call the children's attention to the pair of antennae located on

the front of the head.

that are thee structures? Poo many does cacl--. grasshopper have of

then?

NOTE* The short anteanl-lil-e appendages situated on either

side of the mutt region are called palpi (sing., yelpus)

and serve as chi!-re-ceptors and tactile (touch) recep-

tors during the feeding process.

1)oes ha move them? Why do you think he does this? (They function

much the sam as in other animals we !lav,s studied.) Vext, have the

children observe the two oraminent compound eyes_ situated on either

side of the head.

17,to you see any eyes? Pow rimy? That color ar:: they? Arc they

largc or small in relntio,a to the animals' head size? Do you think

he can see very T4ell? What makes you think so?

noTE- Visicm in the comw-nd eyes of a grasshopper is probably

similar to that cf animals having this kind of eye

structure.

Also, gra.E.shppers have three simul., eyes located at the

front 3f th; head, two at tbe base of the antennae and

one betwen th.1 antennae. These ar: p1 i ^ drily photore-

ceptors .



call attention thin, --icril!,ranous structures

1,-cat, lust abo7.. C-Jr. pnir of wnlhing legs. These two

structu-_s ?re call ti tvnpanic nent-cranos and function in a

-canner .milar tc our anrdrurs, scrving as th., organs of hear-

ing in tle grasshopner.

d- The ?'ceding Process la Ornssh.:,ppers_

nbservc the grasshoppers fending. Do thcy grasp the food

(grass)? What with? )o tacy cher? *_ham food or swallow it ir:-Lole?

(Chew.) 'ihat 3o th.2y use t,; do this? (Tha mandibles or jaws.)

Are they noisy when they cat? 'That sounds cia you hear?

=3: Crasshoupers nake a huming tv'ise when they feed.

Als-, th:_y 'sing" by dr1v.-cng the femur, or

thi ..n .d first segment of their enlarNd hindlegs,

acro,- the thicluln, veins of the f: r.. Tf.ngs, fiddle

style.

In flight, Cr.cy nkc a rattling noise (which will
startle tba unsuspecting obsrv.r) by vibrating
their hind against the fore wings.
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ACTIVITY # 301 PACES

LEARNING EXPERIENCE° Rocks and Minerals

CURRICULUM AREA : Science

GFC.DE LEVEL 2nd.

3t d

4th

5th

6th

CONCEPTUAL THEME ; Rocks have varying textures, composition,

and characteristics.



1)BJECTIVEc

Students shoul'l be able to.

1. Use thair r_Inses of s!.7'it a& toucn to examin, rock specimens.
2. Observ' and descri-oe characteriscics of these specimens in terms

of color, t-.:xture. cleavage, harness and relative weight.
3. Observe th. 2nvironment in wtAch the specimen occurs.
4. Descri rocks as sedimentary. netamornhic or igneous.

UNIT COI:CEPTS

1. Rocks are described in terms of color, texture, cleavage, hardness
and relative Tleight.

2. 'Afferent types of rocks aro found in 3ifferent areas.
3. Rocks ar:: divic,:.1 into three major classifications by the way they

were formed sedimentary, metamorehic, and igneous.

-IATERIALS

Magnifying 71as3-.!s, penny, pocket knife.

FIELD ACTIVITY

Describe the external characteristics of tha rocti you have found.

What is its color?
Is it th;., same color all over?

15 the color solid, or is the roc spack124?
3o you tIlin?: this is t c true color or has something stained the rock? Koty

eould you find out the true color? Twit might haw-. stained it?

What is the shape?
-)oes it hay! re.ctangular edges?

Is it rounded? (What nay have caused this rounded shone?)
Pow insvy is it? Is it heaviar or lighter than you expect it to be?
How does it compare with a familiar object of the same size, such as
baseball, an egg, an eraser, etc?
What is the texture? Smooth? Porous? Crumbly? Sandy? Etc. (Whet
descriptive t/ords can you us1?)

How cculd you get a better idea of the real color and cleavage of this
rock? (CAUTIOTI: When breaking one-' rocks, b sure tese taking part have
Eyes protected with safety goggles).
Is the roc:-. the same color on the inside as it io on the outside? (If

not, 1.7,.y not? Which is the true color of the rock?) 7)escribe the
interior color? Is it solid color? -,oes the color appear ia lumps or
speckles? Examine the interior with a hand lens. What 10 you see.

Do you sec ary indications of seJimentary formation? What? ~ascribe tha
texture on the freshly bro!..en surface. Are there any crystals? Describe
the cleavage. What sham are they? Pow many sides locs each have? OT;
Due to heavy trail usage and limitod numbers of rocks this cannot be done
in the

What is the hardness of this rock? Will it =rate, your fingernail?
penny? The blade of the knife? Can it be scratch(A by your fingernail?
The Penny? The knife?



How is this roc:: a Part of th to'.33 area? Is it pa-:t of an outcropping

of underlying rock? lr. there large bouirler14 like it lirc.? Are there

many pieces like it 11erA i!i:tt it lrve carried here by a stream?

By man? By gravity?

What is this ar ..a? A. roadside? A part of a farm? The base of a

mountain? The flooiulain of A stream? Is rock of this type mcathering
into soil here? Mat maka you think sil?)

7;ci you think this rock is composed of only ono mineral or does it seem

to contain more than one mineral? Pave vou tested only one mineral or
have you carri:d out your investigations for each of the minerals in
the rock?

2
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ACTIVITY .2 17 PAGES

LEARNING EXPERIENCE: Comparsion of Soil Types.

CURRICULUM AREA Science

GRADE LEVEL : 4th

5th

6th

CONCEPTUAL THEME : Soil is a very important life supporting

system.



::EJECTIV73

Students should be able to.

1. List '.:hree co%pon2nta of soil

2. Desc-,:ibe orally diff,:rences in texture, color and water rbsorptive
quality of a variety of soils (at least two varieties after the trig=
more, if follow-up activities are used).

3. Participate is class studies of soil, by bringing, in soil sampL.s
aro:/or performing the cotperiments.

4. Make soil and grow seeds in it.

uriT CONCEPTS

1. Soil supports a variety of life.

2. Soil is comoosed of rock particles, plant particles, anal animal reneins.

3. Soils can be recognized as sandy, loam, and clay.

4. Soils can be identified by many recognizable properties - texture,
color, odor, etc.

PROCEDURE

Materials Needed

square of white cardboard; water: hand lensr spade.

FIELD IAITIVITY

What color do you think soil is?

See what colors of soil you can find on this path. Allow at le,:st 15
rinutes for investigations.

What seems to be giving the soil these colors? Of what is soil made? Did
you see anything that makes you think this? (I IOTE: I2 children do not
suggest that rock crumbles into soil, ask such questions as: Did you fillet
anything else on the path the. same color as the soil? What happens to the
stones when you rub them together?)

What causes the rock to break down into soil?
Can you find any rocks which show signs of weathering?
Can you mahe soil from any of the stones on this path? (allow about 15
minutes for experimantation safety glasses shoal :: bc.. worn if rocks are to
be broken).

Hot does your soil look compared with what is already here? How does it
feel? Squeeze a handful of your soil and a handful of soil that was already
here and seems similar to it: Compare 0:e texture, the way the squeezed
handful holds together. How would you describe any differences? Look at
your hands. What color are they? Smell the soil you have made. Does it
have any odor?

-1-



Is re anything in tha soil resides pulvarizad rock? Invaatigations
should not involve t,aring up rlant riot:,. Look for areas where tho soil
is already partially aapoaad.

Take a handful of soil from noar the roots of the grass. Sauceze it

holding your hand near your or c.f.' you do so. Do you hair anything?
Describe what you hear. Coapare the squaazed sampla with yours. Compare
the teature of this soil with the soil you made. Smell this soil. NOW
would you describe aay odor you notice? Look at tha color of your hand.
What do you notice? Examine this soil car fully, using a magnifying glass.
Do you sce anything in it that was not in yours? What? Look around to
sea if you can ,, et any idea what this is. Does what you sae help explain
what you heard and smelled? Pow?
Spread out several handfuls of :his soil and describe all the differences
you have noticed in the preceding investigations. 'TOTE: If the weather
has baen dry for a long period of time, it may be necessary to pour a
little ester on tta soils being axaminad. Evan if the soil is moderately
moist, if time parmits, furthar observations can ba made by pouring water
on soil and observing what happans. Was tha water absorbed? !low quickly?

If not, where did it go? What went with it? What color chang's took places?
What happens now if you squacza a handful?

If you mre going to make the very best poaailalc coil you could naka. "hat
would you put in it?
Of what value are tin. rock particlas in soil?
Of ;Tat value are the plant particles?
Of what value are the aninala?
Value to wham?

FOLLOW UP ACTIVITIES

1. Collect soils from dia-f:rant placas (school yard, :tome yards, woodlots,
fields).

a. Sieve a sample of each. 141.at is left in the sieve. nil more soil
go Cerough the sieve or stly in it? ,Thy?

b. Tat a an aaual quantity of ench soil sampla. heat each in an oven
until dry (or in a pan over a hot plat.). Weigh each sample.
Racord dry weight. Put each dried samala in a glass bottle or tast
tube. Add an equal quantity of water to each. Observe how quickly
th, water disappears inta tha soil. Pour in more vat ..r measuring
tha quantity until each tua is filled to the brim. Did each takes

the sane amount? Let stand 5 minutas. Pour off excess water from
each. Measure the quantity and note clarity. Which soil absorbed
the moot water? the least. Weigh eacn sample and record ant
weight. Compare with dry weight.
Let stand 5 days. Wafsgh again. Compare the weights. What do you
think accounts for the differences in weight loss? From what soil
typo did water evaporate most rapidly? more slowly?

c. Put a sample of each soil type in a tit tube or bottle of waaaa.
Describe whnt you see happening. Cork the bottles and shake aach.
Let the bottles stand, and watch the soil settle. Observe at

-2-



15 rinute intervals. Hey long is it befer:: the water in each tube

is completely clear? Phie soil type s,gttl.-A nost quickly? Which

took the longest to settl!? Why do you think this 13 so?

d. Combine sc./err...1 differeat soil tyn_s. Lae water to just more than

cover. SLak. Observc settling action. 'Star 24 hours

observe sediment layers.

2. ;Jake the very best soil you can from natural materials. Play fair:

Write your recipe. Try growing seels in your soil. Hain a class

contest. Whose soil do seeds find best? Grow some of the same type

seeds in the other soil samples. Compare growth.

3. Find examples of decomposition in the school yard and at home. DOC13

decomposition continua if the object is bronqht into the classroom?

What factors hasten decorposition?

4. What is a comp,st pile? Perhaps some stuclents could start one 'mite

parents help. What reasons could you give for having one?

5. What decompos:aro are in the soil, you can't see? Sprinkle particles

of decaying wood or pulverized soil in the surface of agar in several

sterile agar plates. Keep the plates in a warm (72°F), dark place

for several days. What do you see on the plates? Which plate showed

the most growths? (Check witil a high school biology teacher for

directions on preparing the agar).

-3-
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ACTIVITY NU,23EP. 352 PAGES 1

LEARNING EXPERIENCE; Erosion

CURRICULUM AREA Science

GRADE LEVEL 2nd

3rd

4th

5th

th

CONCEPTUAL TIME Erosion is a natural process that has been

aidei by man's intervention.



OBJECTIVES

After completion of activity, studi.nts should be able to_

1. List three factors contril:uting to erosion.

2. Suggest two methods of erosion control.

COFCEPT

1. Flowing water is the major cause of erosion.

2. The numbers and types of plants growing in an area help to
determine the amount of erosion.

3. Erosion can be controlled by altering the flow of water and
numbers and types of plants in the area.

FIELD ACTIVITY

Look at a grassy hillside or any sloping piece of ground. Can you see

any water running over the soil? Where do you see water? Where is

this water going? Mere is the water coming from? Is the water

clear? Brown? Compare an open gece of soil with one covered with

grass or other plants.
How does the contour of the land affect the run-off pattern of the,

water?
Trace the flow of surface water from a stream to its source.

What path does it follow?
What factors will affect the speed of the water run-off?
Which areas do you think are damaged the cost by erosion?

What natural methods of erosion control do you see? What artificial

(man-made) methods of erosion control do yol see?
What would happen to this area in a rainstorm if all plants and trees

were suddenly removed? What makes you think this? Have you observed

examples of this or have you learned of this throuPh reading or hearsay?



WILT FOREST STATE PARK
ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION CE''TER
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ACTIVITY 353 PAGES

LEARNING EXPERIENCE: Decomposrs

CURRICULUM AREA : Science

GRADE LEVEL . 2nd

3rd

4th

5th

6th

CONCEPTUAL TTIEIM Decomposition is natures way of taking

care of her litter.



OBJECTIVES

After completion of activity; students should be able to!

1. Differentiate bettquen living and deconnosing wood.

2. Name three organisms that aid decomposition.

3. Find examples of decomposition in their yards and near the school.

UNIT CONCEPT

1. Decomposition is an important soil }gilder.

2. Decomposition is aided by many organisms including plants and animals.

3. Decomposition is a slow process.

FIELD ACTIVITY

Do you think these trees are dead? Why?
What is the difference etwecn a (Lad tree and a living one?
What will become of these trees if they are not taken away from here?

Is the bark still on the tree? What happened to the bark?

What is under the bark?
Tap on the bark. How does it sound? How does this compare with the

sound of the living trees?
Feel the bark and the wood under it.
Now would you describe it?
Does it feel the way it looks?
Does all the wood under the bark look the same? Feel the same?

Push and pol,:e it. Can you find some that is fibrous? Spongy? Powdery?

What other words can you nse to describe the way it feels?
Is there anything on these tree trunks and logs besides bark?
Is this material living or dead? Why do you think so?

What color are fungi? (NOTE: Although white or grey will protably be
the answer, suggest they look more closely for other colors with such
questions as: Are they all the same shade of white? Grey? Can you

find fungi that are striped? Brown? Orange or reddish black? Cream

colored? Some other color?)

How would you describe the appearance of Fund? Can you find fungi that

are: semi-circular, flat, or needle like?
Are all the fungi living? Why do you think this?
Can you find fungi that look like open umbrellas? Closed umbrellas?

A deer*s antlers? Tqhat other ways could you describe them? From looking

at them, how do you think fungi feel?
How do they really feel?
How many different textures can you find? Can you find fungi that feel

velvety? Leathery? Granular? Like patter?

What other words can you use to describe them?
Where does the futwi get its food? Do you think this does anything to

the tree? Do fungi get seeds? Why da you think this? Where are the

spores formed?

1.



Can you find signs of other organisms that are or have been in these logs?
What signs?
Wha do you think made the holes- :rks?
Doc the animal which made the hole seem to be there not'? What makes
you think this? Wy do you think el:is animal was/is here?
What part might Clis animal have olayed or be playing in the death and/or
decomposition of this log?
On what observations, if any, are you basing your answer? right there
be some other ex?lanation? How could you find out?

Have all these logs been lying here the same length of time? What makes
you think this? Find the one you think has been here the longest. Where
does the log stop and the forest floor begin?
What will eventually hapimn to the log?

Should the park staff clean these woods and remove these logs?
Why do you thin'. this?

Is there any other place in this forest sen!re decomposition is taking
place? Row about in the filed? In your y: rd z.nd arden?

What would the world be like without the dc:omp-Isers?

2
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OBJ7CTIVES

After conpletion of activity ste4ents shoull ho able to:

1. List three components of sol7-
2. Describe soil in terms of texture; color, oecr, And eater absorption

qualities.
3. Describe three ways in vilich t5c living oreanis7s in the top part of

the soil affect the soil.
4. Determine the slope of the land.
5. Describe ways nan uses and manages the soil.
5. List factors to consider Trhen determinin the use of soil.

CUICEPTS

1. Soil is composed of rock, plant and aninal particles.
2. Soil can be described and ideatifie! by texture (sandy, silt, clay)

color, odor and structure.
3. Soil supports a variety of plant and aninal life.
4. Slope is an important factor in deterninine land use.

MATERIALS NEEDED-

Pencils
Trowels
Thermometers
pE test kit
100 or 50 inch stick

yard stick or tape measure, level or jar vith water
tin cans with top and botton removed
data sheets

FIELD ACTIVITY

Divide the group into smaller 7roups of two or three students each. Give
each group a clipboard, pencil, data sheet to be filled out. pT test kit,
trowel, thermometer Ind a can with top and bottom reNoved. Instruct then how
to do the pH test, and how to run the pernatility test. (Push can into ground
an inch or two. Pour a cup of water into the can and count the nunber of
seconds it takes for the water to soak into the ground). Assign the students

different areas and have them complete the data sheet.
After they have completed the sheets, discuss their findings, adding the

following questions.

Is all soil the sane color? Uhat do you think soil is nade of? Can you
find any rocks breaking down? !what causes then to break down? Whet else is
needed for soil? (organic matter) Do the plants and animals you found do
anything to the soil? qhen night you find norc organisms in the soil? Less?
Different?

Does the temperature of the soil vary with the season? Can you think of
a place where the soil may be warner? Colder? Lt what temperature do you think
organisms grow fastest? (650 - 700).

What was the pP of the soil? Do different plants like different pH's?
Below is a list of plants and their preferred pH.
4-5 - rhodandron, azaleas, blueberry, fern
5-6 - pine, holly, oak, birch, rhadendron
6-7 - maple, aster, peach, carrot, lettuce
7 -C - beach, asparagus
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Orgnnisns present?

Dees the slope :If the lnn 1 liit its use? 'Ihrtt othr fact rs 1,ould Unit
the use Qf the land? (soil e.,pth, textur .
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Activity #354 DATA SUET

Ask your Guide for help if 5T-7.0 nee-1 It.

1. What color is thy. sail?

2. Is it all the sane color?

3. Uhat cles the sail fool like? Gritty Snooth Sticky Sl,ppery

4. Can you nakc the scil into hall?

5. Does the soil have a small?

6. What does it ar.c.11 like?

7. Now Li,iny differ.mt plants arc groving in your

8. now rally anLials can yuu find in cur soil?

9. List the plants and animals or drat: a picture of then.

Plant flow Mhny AnLal Hoy Many

10. Uhat is the temperature of your soil?

11. Does the color of your soil change as you dig deeper?

12. Does 't feel the sane as you dig deeper?

13. What is the pE of your soil?

14. How zany isicontl_s did it take for the water to soak into the ground?



ACTIVITY NUMBER

FOLDE FOES S ff_TE PARK
ENV1ROITAEITLIL PU'laION CF ?TER

CUM TOPISH IP , PVIIILYLVANIA

PAGES

LEARNING EXPERIENCE: Dictionary and Writing Skills

CURRICULUM AREA Langurve Arts

GRADE LEVEL 4th

5th

6th

CONCEPTUAL THEME : Ideas about the out-of-doors can be communicated

more accurately by emphasis on vacabulnry growth.
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OBJECTIVES

1. To help students develop a conversation vocabulary.

2. To help students improve their dictionary and writing skills.

PROCEDURE

Learning Activities:

The teacher could put a list of any of the following words on the
blackboard.

Scil weathering, erosion, humus, mantle, germinate, dormant,
topsoil, subsoil, bedrock, loam, silt, clay, water table,
crop rotation.

Water pollution, condensation, evaporation, contamination,
purification, chlorine, filtration, distilled water,
reservoir, algae, sewage.

Forests chlorophyll, chioroplast, epidermis, conifers, cambium,
Photosynthesis, taproots, termites, botamist, cellulose,
lichens, sequoia, simple leaves, compound leaves, bark,
deciduous, evergreen, hardwoods, soft wnods, juniper.

Plante chlorophyll, photosynthesis, stamen, petals, phloem, pistil,
ronthairs, roottips, buds, flower.

Have the students use some of these words in a sentence (use of words
would require dictionary work, if the students lid not know them.)

Allow the students to select e word, develop a theme centered around
environmental problems. Allow the students to select another word to
develop a theme showing man relationship with his environment.

FOLLOW UP

1. Many ideas o..ld concepts develop from these students' writings.
The writings could then be shared with the class by allowing the
students to read their papers oral'.y and discussing the concepts

presenOed.

2. Have students read poems and stories using some of the words

listed.
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OBJECTIVES

After this activity, students shouii be e'ele to

1. .raw the general outline
2. Describe the texture and the quality of the object using a list of

adjectives.
3. List at least three colors found in the object. (The number may

vary depending on tae object.)
4. Describe the parts or units which melee up tt,e objnt.
5. Describe briefly the steps and senses used in the processes of

observation.
5. Write a description of the object which, when read to the class,

sufficiently describes the object so that others can guess, w:th
no more than three guesses, what it is.

tNIT coNurTs

1. An object can be described by shape, size, texture, color, smell,
and weight.

2. Learning involves the nse of the five senses.

MATERIALS NEEDED

Hand lens

FIELD ACTIVITY

Pick it up if you can. Is it heavy or light? Compare its weight to
something you know.
Is it wet or dry, firm or pliable, soft or hard? no you think it would
break or bend if you dropped it? (Don't drop it until after you have
finished examining it).
Now would you describe th2 shape of the object? Compare it to some-
thing you know.
Describe the texture of the object. How does it feel?
Does it feel the same all over or do different parts feel different?

Sniff it. Is there a distinctive odor? Can you describe it?
What color is it? Compare its color to sonAhing more familiar.
Is it all the same color or does the color differ from one part to
another? If so, describe the variations.
Look at it closely. How de es one part differ from another? Are there
holes in it? (Many, few, big little?) My other fine details?
Is the object all one piece or is it made up of smaller units?
Are they regular? Can you oount them?
Might this be a part of a larger thing? Check the area for smaller
things related possibly to it.
What importance might it have for some plant or animal in the area?

1
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Pft,_r activity atIP tc

1. Iblaparo .7l2ritir and 4.-14-1-erenc,s.

2. Sh:re re:-..%--trL4.va arc vorl, stories, etc.

0;rEPTS

1. Items -.1re y nota-r c cir

an%.

Yco ztar ,ladc !peueil.s .7, buttons) natural
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LEARNING EXPERIENCE: Listening

CURRICULUM AREA Language Arts

GRADE LEVEL : 4th

5th

6th

CONCEPTUAL THEME : Ahn learns about his wor1,1 through

sensory perception.



-1-

OBJECTIVES

1. To enable students to recognize that learning experiences occur,
by listening.

2. To teach students to use their senses discover and learn abut
the world they live in.

UNIT CONCEPTS

1. The five senses are valuable learning tools.

2. Man learns by using his eyes, ears, t-'ngue, nose, and fingers.

PROCEDURE

Materials needed:

Tape recorder, record player, records of bird calls, other animal
sound and other sounds of nature.

FIELD ACTIVITY

1. Take students on a flea,' trip (around your school, to the Nolde
Center.)

2. Divide your class into groups of five (5) students each. Each

group should have a group leader.

3. Ulm' the students to sit down along various areas of the trail
to record the sounds of the forest or field. Listening activities
should not necessarily be limited to bird calls, but sounds r.f
other animals and other out-door sounds.

4. In the classroom this tape can be played and, at the same time
pictures of corresponding animals displayed and discussed.

FOLLOW UP

1. Allow the students to write a th%ne ablut the sounds henri.

2. Take your students int, the city to compare the sounds and the
producers of these sounds.

3. Play for your students LP records.
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LEARNING UPERIENCE! Experience in sketching

CUICIC.ULUI! AREA

GRADE LEVEL , 4th

5th

6th

CONCEPTUAL TEEM ; Patterns and designs exist in nature.



SUBJECT

Nature: particularly plant life with emphasis on detail of one subject
and not an entire scene.

OBJECTIVES

1. To develop an awareness of the patterns and designs that are found
in nature.

2. To understand how some modern art is a form of reality. Some

paintings are magnified showing great detail rat':er than a distor-
tion of a shape with no real meaning or purpose.

WiTERIaS FOR INTRODUCTION

1. Collect pictures of nature such as:

(a) trees

(b) flowars
(c) grass
(d) different tree bark, etc.

Several close-up views shoT,Ing Great Jetail is necessary.
A goo: source is the auduhon magazine January 196' and 197C.

2. One 9 x 12 sheet cf oak tag. Cut a windoT1 3 x 5 from center.

3. If appropriate sWas arc availabla, these could shoTr detail in
patterns in nature.

INIRODUCTION

1. Show pictures of forests, fields, flowers as an entire picture.

2. Use the oak tag sheet and niece over these pictures to only show a
section of picture.

3. Bring to students' attention tha lines, patterns, or designs that
are crested by this method.

4. Point out is what they should be looking for when sketching,
parts of a whole rather than the entire scene or object.

AATERIUS HEEDED 2OR FIELD TRIP (cac7a student)

1. 2B sketching pencil (or any soft pencil).

2. Gum eraser.

3. Cardboard (9 x 12 or slightly larger) - to use as writing board.

4. Larne "bull cltp to attach paper to cardboard.

5. Several (6) sheets n:sprint.

1



PROCEDURE

Each studcrit selects a spot or subject to sketch and proceeds to make
"thumb-nail' sketches in the following manner"

1. Quick lines.

2. Free moving (not forced).

3. Employ shading where necessary.

4. Emphasize details, not completed picture.

As many thumb-nail sketches should be made as time will allow.

FOLLOW-UP PROJECTS

Using thumb-nail sketches as subject, finish in following manner:

1. Pen and ink sketch

2. Scratch board

3. Colored pencil finished skete%

4. Water color using.

(a) wash for background wit?: pen and ink sketch overlay
(b) dry brush

5. Copper relief

6. Wax paper - watercolor resist

Colors used may suggest plant or feeling.

2
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LEARNING EXPERIENCE: Experience in Expressing Textures

CURRICULUM AREA Art

GRADE LEVEL 5th

6th

CONCEPTUAL THEME Nature provides aesthetic value

for man to enjoy.



OBJECTIVES

1. To develop an awareness of tex"..ere in nature using the sense of feeling.

2. To acquire a knowledge of expressing textures on paper through art.

3. To understand the correlation (symbolism) between shapes and colors
with textures.

4. To re-enforce the concept of the nrimary and secondary colors.

5. To develop an appreciation for the aesthetic value in nature.

UNIT CONCEPT

1. Textures are surface designs.

2. Textures illustrate variations in depth within the design.

3. Sharp to smooth curving lines are found in textures.

4. Patterns in textures are created by the depth and the lines.

MATERIALS

I. Large black crayon without paper (each).
2. Small pieces of tissue paper - various sizes and colors.
3. Piece of cardboard for drawing board (each).
4. White drawing paper - 9 x 12 (each).
5. White glue.
6. Small glue pan or dish (several).
7. Small paint brushes (2 doz.)

PROCEDURE

Introduction:

1. Talk briefly on the five (5) senses,
2. Emphasize the sense of "feeling', asking the students hoc; can we

express this feeling to others.

3. Ask the questions:

a. How is "feeling" expressed in nature? (texture)
b. How can we translate these textures elsewhere?
c. What relationship do the following words have with textures?

(1) rough - smooth
(2) jagged - curved
(3) red - blue (also other colors)
(4) large - small

4. Demonstrate:

a. Texture rubbing on tissue paper.
b. Tearing the tissue paper to express textures.
c. Overlapping the tissue paper to create additional colors, thus

expressing other "feeling".

1



NOTE: The sense of touch is not the only "feeling" in nature.
A student might have an emotional feeling about a texture

which can also be express2d through shape and color.

FIELD ACTIVITY

1. Have students make as many texture rubbings as they wish keeping in

mind the following relationships:

a. Texture to size of paper.
b. Texture to color.
c. Feeling to size of paper.
d. Feeling to color.

2. After texture rubbings are finished, arrange rubbings on a piece

of white drawing paper. Keep in mind the following:

a. Size relationship.
b. Color
c. Overlapping to create new colors.
d. The feeling (emotional) created by the texture.

There should be an informal balance of these relationships.

3. After a pleasing arrangement is madc' remove all tissue paper from the
sheet of white paper, remembering pherc each piece is to be placed.
Starting with the piece of tissue piper that was on the very bottom
of the overlappings, spread a glue mixture (one part white glue with
one part water) on the back of the tissue paper with a brush. Put

this piece of tissue paper back on the white paper where you had

orginally placed it. Continue until you have completed your arrange-

ment again.

FOLLOW-UP PROJECTS

1. A texture collagl made with actual texture pieces.

2. A three dimensional collage' with emphasis on form as well as texture.

2
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OBJECTIVES

After completion of activity, students should be able to.

1. List article3 in order of relative size from largest to smallest,
when given a set of articles in n natural environment.

2. Find leaves of at least three different ships and be able to sketch
shapes seen in flowers, trees, clouds, and other natural phonomena.

UNI: CONCEPT

1. Objects ,ome in varying shapes and sizes.

2. Objects can be ordered byshape and size.

MhIERIALS NEEDED

Pencil tad paper

FIELD ACTIVITY

Teat shapes can you see? Are all trees shaped the same? Sketch a few.

What shape is a leaf? Trac. -, least three leaf outlines. What shape

is a flower? Find one that is bell sniped, triangular, round. What

shape is a cloud? Try to sketch some. What happens while you draw? Can

you find a triangle, a rectangle, a square, a circle, etc?

What sizes can you see? List sone things you can see starting with the

biggest thing and getting smaller until you reach the smallest thing you

can find. What things can you see that can be both big and little?

What patterns can you see? Sketch some. Can you find patterns 4a the

bark of the tree? Can you sea patterns in Plants, birds, insects and

other animals?

Can you find a tree that reminds you of something: A figure? A vase?

Etc.

Can you find 3 texture in some natural object that you would like in

cloth? What world you make from such cloth?

1
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OBJECTIVES

Students will:

1. identify sensual qualities of ln oblect and corey their impressions

of the object to others.
2. interpret the responses of others to animate and inanimate objects.
3. recognize basic physical patterns and designs in their surroundings

and attempt to reproduce them on caper.
4. attempt to convey their emotional response to what they see to others.

5. sketch an orparlized pattern or design in nature and verbally describe

the basic patterns included in their drawing.
6. express in writing their responses to an organized design or pattern

in the out-of-doors.
7. respond to the impressions others receive from what has been said or

written.

UNIT CONCEPT

1. Objects individually have certain qualities by which we recognize them.
2. Each individual may have a different response to what he or she ex-

periences in the out-of-doors.
3. How we interpret the environment depends on the emotional experiences

we have in the out-of-doors.
4. Our environment or surroundings is the sum total of the objects w:

perceive.
5. Objects in our surroundings relate to one another; our perception of

all the objects together is the basis for our response to our sur-
roundings.

NATERIALS

Cardboard
Cardboard
Pencils
Paper for

for writinr
picture frames

writing and sketching

PROCEDURE

Have each student find a single object somewhere near them. Ask each

student to write down on paper at least four (4) words which describe the

object. Gather the students together and with each student in turn; without
telling us what the objects is that you described, how or what did you feel
about the object? Ware you happy? S,4? Afraid? Excited? Have the student

read the: words he or she has written ^n ihe paper to the other students. Ask

the other students to attempt to guess what is being described. When the

object is mentioned what other words would you uLe to describe the object to

somebody. How did each of you feel about the: object when you found out what

it was?

Ask each student to find two other objects that are nearby or aside one

another. Sketch the object on your paper so that they look as real as you can

make them. When they Lave finished, have the students exchange their sketches

with one another. Taking each individually, ask the student to look carefully
at the picture and identify what the objects are. As the objects are identified;

do you think it is light or dark in color, heavy or light in weight, larger or

1



smaller than yourself? Mat baeic shapes can you see in the drawing? Circles,

squares, rectangles? Do you think it would have a smell? How would it smell?

Are they sharp or dull? Friendly or dangerous?

Find out who the owner is. Ask; why lid you choose those two objects?

Do you like the objects? Arc you afraid of the objects? (Get the student

to use emotional words in describing the subject such as strong, beautiful,

ugly, old, nice, strange, peaceful, exciting, etc.). Why do you feel that

way about the objects? the rest of you feel the same way? If not, why not?

(Get students to relate personal experiences with objects).

Give each of the students a square picture frame. Ask them to hold the

frame in front of their face and look closely at something small (ex: a bug on

the ground, a pebble, a small weed). Veep watching the small object and move

back until you can see another (new) object in the picture frame. Do this

several more times until you have five (5) or more objects in your picture.

Sketch your picture on the paper using straight and curved lines, circles, and

other familiar shapes. Show the objects size relationship to one another. If

something is dark, use shading to show how the objects contrast in color

qualities. As you draw your picture try to show hove you feel about the objects

you see.

When the students have finished their sketches: write a few sentences

about what you have drawn or make up a little story to go with your picture.

As you do this try to use words that show how you feel about the objects and

the picture you sketched.

When the writing has been completed: ask the students to individually

describe their sketch and what objects are present. Ask the other students

to close their eyes and try to imagine the picture that is being described.

Allow the other students to question the student describing the picture for

details. Ask each student to then draw the picture he or she has imagined.

Have them compare their sketches to the original. Discuss any significant

differences that occur as they each compare. (What kinds of feeling were

experienced by the listeners as the picture was being described? Encourage

the use of emotion connoting words).

Following the discussion ask the student to read the sentences or story

that he or she has written. Look for emotional indications in the written

material. Question the writer about these emotions and relate them to those

experienced by the listeners or have other students determine the emotional

experiences of the writer (do you think he or she was afraid of the objects,

liked or disliked the objects and why?).

If time allows repeat the above using larger areas as subjects.

FOLLOW --UP

1. Have students examine selected objects and write stories about the

objects. Ex: how they came to be, how they cane co be located where

they are, what effects the object may have on others. Have the

students orally read their writings and compare what they have written

with what others have written.

2



2. Using n Procedure similar to that in 1 1, poll the student's emotional
responci2s to the ollocts, c nost afraid? Did most enjoy seeing
the object or dislike it? Discuss the various responses and investigate
the reasons for the common recpone;es

3. Sketching skills could be developed practice in recognizing detail
and object relationship in prepar(2d sketches.

4. Pave students list all the words that could be used to describe an
object, or a complete picture.

5. Collect and examine composite pictures prepared rrofessionally. Poll
the students for emotional response and recognition of detail in
organization.
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LEARNT AC EXVERTENCE: The Effects of Air Pollution

curriculum area : Science

Health

Social Living

GRADE LEVEL 5th

6th

7th

CONCEPTUAL THEME : Pollution is a social problem and society is

charged with the responsibility to control it.



OBJECTIVES

At the conpletion of this activity, the student sheen

1. be able to recognize that air pollution is injurious to the body and

threatens human Ilealth.

2. demonstrate the ability to recog nize sources of air pollution.

3. _become aware that air pollution destroyl the aesthetic delights of

nature.

4. realize that air pollution can kill plants, animals, and human life.

5. demonstrate the ability to recognize various, kinds of air pollution.

UNIT CONCEPTS

1. Air pollution contributes to dieease and vreiaturc deaths.

2. Air pollution is a complex problem.

3. Air pollution obscures visibility.

4. Air pollution attacks materials.

5. Air pollution injures and kills plants, animals, and human life.

6. Air pcllution is an economic waste.

7. Air nollution consists of hydrocarbon, carbon monoxide, solids, SO2,
other gases.

INTRODUCTION

The most dramatic evidence of the effects of air pollution on human beings
lies in the disasters that have overtaken large and small communities. At

various times in history these disasters have awakened the public to the
problem of air pollution.

The problem of air pollution is always present and affects all of us,
especially the city dweller. Various pollutants affect us in different ways,

but it is the human body, especially, our lungs, which are the most vunerable.

The effects of breathing polluted air are cumulative. In most cases the

damage is done before we realize it and then it is too late for the damage is
irreparable.

There is a marked increase in lung diseases such as emphysena, chronic
bronchitis, lung cancer and colds. The rate of incidence of these diseases in

metropolitan areas is twice the rural rata. These affects of air pollution can

be seen in absenteeism in industrial plants throughout the United States.

Air pollutants corrode, soil, abrade, tarnish, erode, crack, weaken and
discolor materials of all varieties. Plants are damaged and destroyed due to

air pollution.

1



The major variables that affect the type and severity of air pollution

at anytime or place are:

types of pollutants
quanity of pollutants
wind speed and direction
topography
sunlight
precipitation
change in air temperature with altitude
susceptibility of individual to particular pollutants

PROCEDUR3

Before field trip students should:

1. List all the things the class knows about air pollution. Separagely

or as a group.

2. Discuss the types and sources of air pollution (man-made and natural).

3. Discuss some of the problems created by air pollution's effects on
human body, effects on plants, economic factors. (increased cleaning

costs, corrosion etc.) Would it be less costly for industry to cut
down on air pollutants instead of paying costs to reverse the effects

of air pollution?

4. Discuss the factors that contribute to the severity of air pollution

in a given area.

5. What are the air pollution problems in your own community?

FIELD ACTIVITIES

1. Examine plants that grow outside. Compare plants growing in an area

of high air pollution (in a city, along busy highway) with those

;rowing in an area of low air pollution (park, farm). Are some plants

more resistent to air pollution?

2. Use a Ringelnan Chart (available from the U.S. Bureau of Mines) to

determine the severity of air pollution coming from smokestacks in
your area. The chart is based oa the darkness of the smoke coning
from a stack. Take many readings at different-times of day, week,

season, weather conditions.

3. Visit a city and look for effects of air pollution. Deterioration of

materials such as paint on houses. Eye irritation, decreased visi-

bility, crumbling buildings, soot and dirt on buildings, decreased
machinery efficiency.

4. Test for particulate matter in the air at various sites and under

various conditions.
Use a tank vaccum cleaner, attach filter paper over the hose. Ilan the

cleaner for a pre-determined length of tine. As the cleaner runs, air

is pulled through the hose, and the particulate matter is trapped by

the filter paper. Compare the filter paper with an unused piece.

2



Compare various areas and different times of day. Is the air in the

classroom polluted?

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

1. :lake a collection of photographs of various sources, and types and

effects of air pollution.

2. Discuss solutions to the problems in your area. :lake a scale model

of a Cottrell precipitator.

You will need:

1 carboard tube
2 strips of copper acrec.n x

6 feet of standard wire
2 toothpicks
1 stick of incense
1 spark coil
1 knife switch
1 6 volt battery
1 metal dish

Set it up as follows:

itf

Light the incense. You will %e able to see the smoke tarveling up the

tube and smell the incense. Now turn on the spark coil. What happens?

Why? How could this device be used to prevent air pollution?

3



3. Make a nap showing areas of high and low air pollution.

4. Test for particulate nattLr around your school or community.

Coat microscope slides with petroleum jkaly. Place outside for

several days. Particulate natt...r will adhere to the petroleum

jelly. Compare different areas.

Place jars of a measured amount of water at various locations for

several days. Bring inside and evaporate the vater which pill leave

the particulate natter. Weigh. Be sure to avaporate an equal

amount of water that has not been placed outside to conpare your

samnles with.

5. Start a club to fight air pollution in your area.

4
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OBJECTIVES

At completion of activity students will be able to-

1. Name properties of noise aild sound.

2. Give reasons for increase -I noise levels and noise sources.

3. List effects of noise.

4. Give ways to reduce noise levels.

CONCEPTS

1. Sound is judged on loudness and pitch.

2. Noise involves irregular and intermittent sounds, localization,
unnecessary sound, reverberation, unexpected sound, background noise
and time of day.

3. Noise affects our everyday life.

4. There are ways to reduce noise pollution.

PRECEDURE

What is sound?
What is noise?
How did you tell sound from noise?
Did you consider the receivers, (the people who hear and complain

about sound?)
What is loudness?
Will any sound become noise if it gets loud enough?
How do we measure loudness? (decibels - one decibel is the smallest
change in loudness that the average human ear can detect).

How loud is normal talk?
At what level does noise become painful?
What is pitch?
Are high or low pitched sounds more annoying?
Do intensity (loudness) and pitch interact to determine sound or noise?
What other characteristics affect sounds?
Irregular and intermittent sounds are usually considered noisy more often

than steady sounds. Can you think of any sounds like this?
How do you feel if you don't know where a sound is coming from?
Do sounds that you feel are unnecessary bother you more than sounds that
are necessary?
What are some examples of this?
What is a reverberation (echo)?
Can you hear then in any room?
What is different about rooms that hive echoes and those that don't?
What do you do when you hear a sudden noise?
Would you react the same way if you knew the noise was going to happen?
Can the area in which a sound is heard determine if it is noise or not?
What about a motorcycle in a residentual area? in a city? in the country?

Find out how much sound different kinds of machinery make.
Is it noise when your mother runs the vaccum cleaner? What if you are

trying to watch television in the same room?

1



Are sounds "noiser" at different tines of the day?
What are soma of the sources of no-Ise? (population explosion, urbanization,
automobiles, trucks, buses, motorcycles, airplanes and airports, industry).

FIELD ACTIVITY

Visit various areas in the coivaity that have different sound levels.
Take a tape recorder (if available). Tape the volume dial, so it is always

at the same level. Record for approximately five minutes and make a list of

the sounds you hear during that time. Compare different areas. Compare the

same area at different times of day. !here are the sounds coming from? What

is making then? Do you classify then ls noise? How could sone of the sounds

be reduced? eliminated? Can you think of an experiment to test your ideas?

FOLLOW-UP

What are some of the physical effects of noise? (hearing loss, emotional

effects, financial effects). Discuss various ways that noise can be reduced

in various areas.
Study waves to find out how sound travels. What happens when sound

waves enter theear? How do we hear?

2
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P

OBJECTIVES

Students should be able to;

1. Determine the historical value of the region and the local community.

2. Relate the general role of the historical trail to the economic-socio-

political development of the discussed areas.

3. Ideatify factors which cause stable growth in community and regional

environments.

4. Determine factors which hinders growth in community and regional

environments.

UNIT CONCEPTS

1. Nan migrates to meet his needs of survival.

2. Natural environm:nat affects mans decision to develop an area.

3. Natural biological environment affects mans cultural environment in

three general ways: economically, sociologically, and politically.

PROCEDURE

Pre-trip

1. Teacher should give broad e xplanation of economics, sociology, politics

and other social science disciplines previous to the visit in the

field.

Field Activity

2. Students will be tak..n out into the fie to discuss the social studies

areas requested by the teacher. Factors eo be pointed out will bel

economics of forest and forest products to local wildlife and this

relationship to the cultural environment of the local community, social

relationship between plants an41 7nimals - and their role on the social

relationships of man; the politi j of a natural environment - and its

relationship to politics of mankind.

3. Discussion and comparison of all social studies activities involved.

Observation and thought on such topics as class stratification in natural

realm compared to class stratification in cultural realm.

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

1. Hap local region.

a. Find the various types of natural resources in the mapped out areas.

b. Point out river valleys and cormunities which ahve grown on their

banks. Discuss why locations were selected.

c. What in the natural environment caused pc ?le to settle i, this area.



d. What social causes led to migration to this region? Was it

economical gain? Political gain? 7eligious persecution?

e. Was the area ieveloped by one ma:lor ethnic group? Were they city

dwellers? Farmers? Wanderers? If developed by one group, during
what period did other ethnic or racial groups migrate of the area?

2. Compare cultural environment growth (such as cities, villages, town,
farmlands, resevoirs, parks, etc.) to the decline of natural environ-
ment (meadows, forests, wildlife population, etc.). Were these ratios
different in the year 1400 than in the year 1900? In what ways? how

will they differ in 2000 A.D.? Can a 50 year comparison study be done?

3. Continued discussion and observation.

a. Students can compare groups of people or individuals in the role
they play in their environment. How does a civic league utilize
the: outdoors? How does a farmer decide what fields to plant?
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OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this activity students should be able to:

1. Determine how geography of the local community has affected the

politico - socio - economic development.

2. Describe the geography of the varicus regions of the local community.

3. Recognize past accomplishments and present problems by in as his
physical environment changed.

4. Determine the Qeological, physical, sociological structure of the
community (or &Ade) and note the changes which have occurred over
the years.

UNIT CONCEPTS

1. Orderly laws appear in nature; these laws seem to govern the
distribution and success of living things.

2. The structure of a community changes with tine.

3. Everything within a community is cyclic.

PROCEDURE

Class discussion prior to field trip and accompanying activities.

1. Students should compare and contrast the definitions of "physical
geography" and "ecology".

2. Secure topographical map of area. Have children observe the map
and hypothesize as to the location where the early settlers decided
to live. Children should consider all the necessities of life as
it would apply to colonial days. Children should provide reasnns

why they have chosen specific sites on the map.

3. Students should make a listing of the necessities of life and the
possible types of employment for settlers during the colonial times.

4. Have students discuss what they feel would be necessary for a
colonial farmer to know in order tc be successful.

FIELD ACTIVITY

1. Students, on their way to the Center, should visit the saw mill;
collect data on physical features of the area; and compare their
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classroom hypothesis from the topoeraphical map with the observable
features (can use class time t conclude this activity).

2. Students should compare and contrast the Water Shed area and the
Farm area as possible sites for agriculture in the colonial days.
(Possibly students could be presented with the problem: If you
were a colonial farmer which of these, two areas would you choose
as a possible site for your farm? Why?)

a. Students should observe the following features of each area:

(a) Geological features
(b) Various types of soil
(c) Types of flora present and abundance in each area
(d) Types of fauna present and abundance in each area

b. During observation students should speculate as tc why
knowledge in these areas would be helpful to a farmer.

c. Students also should be able to investigate, to some extent,
the interrelatedness of the flora and the fauna in the area

as it relates to farming.

d. Students should keep in mind the question: Whet did the settlers
who were farmers have to know about an area if they expected to
be successful in their work?

SUGGESTION: Students could be divided int,_ specific
study groups concentrating on (a) geology
and soil formation, (b) fauna of area - their
needs and habits, and (c) flora of area -
habitats and necessities for growth and

reproduction.

Sepcific questions and/or problems could
be assigned to students to arrive at some
understanding of assigned area.

FOLLOW UP

1. Students, either at school oe at the Center, could be gathered to
discuss what knowledge was necessary for a farmer to be successful
both in colonial times and today.

2. The following questions could be considered:

a. Of what use is geology to a farmer?
b. Of what use is knowledge about the habits of animals present

in an area to a farmer?

c. Why would a farmer have to know about the plant life that is
present in an area?

d. Is it necessary for a farmer to know about the science of ecology?
e. What are some problems that a farmer would face if he did not use

ecological approach to his farming?
f. Based on your observations, which of the two areas considered at

the out-door education center would you choose to farm on if you
were a settler in this area?
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d. Is it necessary for a farmer to know about the science of ecology?
e. Whet are some nroblems t'lat a farmer would face if ha lid not

use ecological anmro-tch to Ili: farmin*?
f. P:ased on your observations, -thich of the tTgo areas considered

at the out-door education ce-anr would you choose to farm on
if you were a settler in this area?
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OBJECTIV7S

Upon completing the activity, students will be able to

1. differentiate between th. Vroes of peoplu in the area surv.tycd.

2. differentiate bet77een the vf:riety of needs which people have in
the surveyed ar.la.

3. discov,r the importance of components, such as transportation,
business, etc., in he1pinP, to kc,o) the community alive.

4. identify the role of the student, AO an individual, within the
community.

UTIIT COOCEPTS

1. Within a community, we can identify groups of individuals on the
basic of age, employment, race and ethnic background.

2. Within a community, we can identify t.a economic needs, such as
food, water, clothing, and shelter, that arc basic to individual
survival.

3. Urban consunities have various man-made systems which help urban
areas to function (sues as roads, som.A.s, telephone, haat and
light, etc.)

4. Fach individual eas his own niche in the urban community environment,



II. Planning Your Survey

You could. survey every third structure - or -- survey four structures in
each block at random.

Decide on the numbers and locations, and make sure each team ,loes the same.

Will you do both sides of the street?

Who will ask tht questions at each Place? You Will probably want to take
turns.

KEEP IN mmi

How much time you will h.-Are.

It is best NOT to enter a house.

You are representing a professional group.

People will be happier to answer your questions if you are courteous.

PRACTICE

Interview your friends

Have them pretend to be difficult or talk about things you don't ask.
You can expect some people you survey to be this way.



CC11:75)TITY

This section presents a framecr' for an active community investigation by
the students. The studies caul: focused on rel.1 pret:sms Ia the community.

The 'work sheets' on the re4res tl.et fellot- arc ,Jritten fe'r the students.
These can be duplicated and =!iven to tile a3 a :mall L00%let, if you desire.
The annotations on the to of eac% pe.:,a are for your use in guiding the section.

In this section the students will learn things about the neighborhood
around the school - about the people who live and work there ani the types of
homes and businesses they might fina. To do this will want to malce a
survey. Put it is impractical to survey every deellin3 or business in the
comnunity. Instead, they -cave to ta7-e samples. The sameling method can
be compared to a poll, such as the Gallup roll and the Farris Survey, which do
not contact all people but do r=ive reliable surveys of public opinion.

Insteef=_ of surveying every home within a five block radius of the school,
the class could for example, plot :'_maginary lines from the school in various
dir-!ctions and survey all t.e buildings along these lines. If the students
want they could 'lave these lirs cut across bac% yards and throw eh the middle
of houses From a practical standpoint, however, this would obviously be in-
convenient for the homeownere and would ma':e the survey harder fcr the students.
A simpler method would be te have the lines run along the streets. This way,
the students could canvas the people on both sides. If they use this method,
they will 1 doing what is called a 'transect study. When the investigation
is completed, they will have gained s-_,me information about various aspects of
the community.

The results of tee seedy should be disrlaycd maps, pictures, and
colorful histograms. The students should be able to interpret these easily.

i tie I/

I
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This section is optional :.leoendinp upon to Availability of camm.s. The

school may have sore. Polaroids gre i(leal, since elay give instant results.

If only one group goes out at a tirna, one camura will suffice.
If tae students offer to 'wring a camera from hon..., you might sees': with

their parents for permission. :"le carcra per prour iG idea). To insure raturn

on the pictures; th school should suT;ply the film and developing.

The class is now ready to go out. The number of noccssary trips trill

upon the time availalle and the length of the transects.

PieTnES-SROW OTHERS

If cameras are avail- .1e you can photograph
the places you survey.
",ractice using a camera.
7-)ecide who will take certain pictures.

Take tae picture after yon talk with the people.
Keep a list of the order of the pictures
iu the camera as you tal--; them. If there
is any possibility of confusing one
building with another, kace notes to holp
keep the pictures and houses in order
after they come rack from the developer.

PI" TUT_:'. NO. SUDJECT LOCATION

1 Old Fouse 32 vam

2 Lpartment 31.7 Elm

3 Garpago 329 Elm

4 Oli housc(dog in
yard) 333 Elm

5 Vacant lot

House (under
construction) 347 Eli

7 Old house(for Sale
sign in yard) 349 Elm

1 ; I I

fill 1 I ,

3:11.04;111.......mi;mftio 4.1*:



tIOTES TO TFL TEACT.T.

The pictures can be p,reupcd in ways whicl. emphasin', the aspects studied7

These can done by separate gre!.!ts, or the students can put their

pictures tof72ther.

Zt group discussion, can be bas..: arou%d the pictures.

Possible discussion questions.

Why are these plac':s dangerous?
What rakes these places safe?
What would you do to make the dangerous places safer?

You will want to develop Questions which pertain directly to your specific

study.

Arrange them like
a

string map

TI

WHAT CAD YOU DO WITt TYE PrriTT77S?

Contrast them Group them

old

big

new

small

danc'erou

Places people Play

I

P11:7-s;:c;1:Ti-ve 1

lc...es people :ork

[

Plac..-s people

buy thins
____,

Places that
help 7eople



NOTES TO TEE TEACHER-.

Point out that the scale on the left of this histogram is different and

stands for a different thine.

AsE the students to interpret the key this tine.
What does the rotted bar stand for?
What does the lined bar staid for?
Pistograms can nelp in interpreting results but they do not always give

clear-cut answers. This one indicates (a) and (c) tut not (b). Lead the

students into a debate over the 'right' answer until they discover there is

more than one answer. After this discussion, the various interpretations of

their own histograms should become more apparent.

II. Comparing age of 11011SC3

An histogram showing ages of houses can

indicate at a glance. how old *cost of the

houses are along your transect. You may

find that every house along your transect
was built at approximately the same time.

If this ie the case, your histogram may
have only one or two upwards columns

darkened in. The houses along other trans-
ects may have a wide variety of ages and
the histograms can he used to snow this

variety.

Yey:
LJ-Eouses 20 years old or more.

houses 10 years old but less

than 20 years old.

IHouses less than 10 years old.

What does this histogram tell you?
(a) Most of the houses here are old.

(b) Most of the houses here were built between 10 and 20 years ago.

(c) Many new houses have been built in the last 10 years.



NOTTS TO TYE TEAOtIE'

Even if you haven't n ? -,'.e Lookl is for tho students, you

to have copies of this ,1F.gc: and -..1c:ft one. You could mate a

of the sample bistof,rams as a cen: for class .'.17cussion.

AL3 the stur.1-ca to laterT)ret saroles, ant explain why

answers they do.
7.]xamole'

will want then
transparency

they give tha

The animer is (b) h;::cause the bilpost bar in for the people who have lived

here a long time

It isn't (a) because the smalle7t bar is for tlic no- people.

Point out the scale on the left of the histogram and explain whit it means.

You may also want to heir! then with the key.

FIETCG-S

I Comparing, length of aesis!e-,ce

'listo-rans of the differnt
things you surw.yeil that you can count.

Ecre is an r2xample, but nnke your
graphs to fit your results.

KEY

rjEeople living here more than

1'; years.

Zj-Peorle living here more than
five years, less than 10 years

keople living here less than

5 years.

What does this hiFtn?ran tell yo,;?

(a) :lost of the people here are new.

(b) Most of the people here have lived here c low,. time.

0

'A

,t
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NOTLS Te THE TE:.CHEn:

The results of the survey should be
tabulated before making the histograms.
The sample survey summaries in the bee-.

of the book can be used as a pattern,
However, the conclusions (the summaries
of data) should not be ran until t'.e
histograms are complete.

Guide the discussion of the real
histograms along the lines of the sample

ones.
Write down etch conclusion or inter-

pretation, These can be attached to the

bottom of each histogram.
The students will praLably decide

that the clAss histograms give a better

picture of the comiunity as a whole.
however, some students will say that

their section of the area was not like
that, os their histor7am is more ac-

curate. Both ideas ate correct. The

whole is tee sun of its parts, but these

parts are not all alike,

III. Summary of Histocrams

Decide what your histograms tell you.
Compare e. nvith the histograms of the

other groups. ect they all tell the same

thing?
Get together with the other groups and
make big histograms by putting your

results together, What do these big

histograms tell?
How do the big histoerams compare with
the ones made by the separate grou-e?
9hich ones give a better picture of the

whole community?
If you had done some of the same surveys

10 years ago do you think the results

would be about the same? Would they be

different and if so, in what ways?
Would your city government have any
information that would show you what
certain residential areas were like ten

years ago?
Suppose you were to do similar surveys

10 years from now. Can you predict what

tnose surveys might show? ?or example,

are new families tending to live in your

town for shorter periods of time than

they used to?
Your city government might have made

studies on how long individual families
tend to remain in your toen or city. There

might aleo be predictions on whether pre-
sent trends will tend to change in the

future or remain the ssta. Your city

hail may be able to provide you with

information.



Transacts;

Hake a map of your dengnated area.
Draw four lines in diffLrent V..r,ctions from eye center of the area(to

be demonstrated an chalkbenrd in classroom.)
The trancect line will be your gui,1.2, lt help you tc :ecide where to

conduct the suri.N..y and :hat each team mu:1:-er in. the survey 11111 do.

The class will divide into four groups.

'forth () Facd - IP

South - 0 pest

!fake a map of your group's transact,

The map should Ilhow 6;1 strcot wl.ich the trans act follaqs and all the

streets which cress transact. Placc in strut names. Indicate wher..2 -11

the buildincs are Along the trA.7.sc.ct; showings houses - apartments - a;

bu5dnesses b, and so forth. Prep-x2 a map legen4,

iA

1

- business
f - factory
a - apartments

a.

F1

h - home
nk - park
pg - parking lot
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OBJECTIVES

Upon completing this activity, students should be able to;

1. Differentiate between the types of rlants and animals in the area
surveyed.

2. Differentiate between the variety of needs which the plants and animals
have it the surveyed area.

3. Discover the importance of components which aid in the development of
a good natural community; such as light, clean air, animal trails, etc.

4. Identify the role of at least three plant or/and animals in the natural
community.

CONCEPTS

1. Within a natural community, we can identify
on the basis of sight, color, odor, taste,

2. Within a natural community, we can identify
plants and animals: such as food, shelter,
needs that are basic to specie survival.

groups of plant and animals
touch and habits.

the economic needs of
water, air, space and other

3. Natural communities have certain basic natural systems which help the
community to function (such as animal trail systems, streams, light
and dark areas, micro-climates, etc.)

4. Each plant and animal has their own niche in the natural community
environment.

NATURAL C0124UFITY PROFILE

This activity provides for an active natural community investigation by the
students. The study can focus on the types of problems that affect the natural
community.

The 'field community questionnaire' at the end of the activity are written
for student investigation out in the field. The questionnaire, and work sheets

can be duplicated and given to them in a small booklet form. Notations through-
out the activity will help you in guiding the study.

Since it is impracticic in many cases, to survey large area of the forest,
the activity is designed so that students can select their own sample areas. This

method can be compared to a 'Harris' or 'Gallop' Poll of a natural area,
which does not survey the entire area, but give reliable sample of communities
within the area. When the survey is completed, they shall have information
about various interactions within the natural community.

Results from the study could be placed on boards in the form of histograms,
maps or pictures. If the cultural coanunity profile activity (#485) is used,
differences and similiarities can be drawn from both types of communities.

1



Profile of a Natural Area

Find a general area where your students dill work on the survey. Establish

a landmark to identify your general area of survey.

Divide the class into groups of two or three. Have each of them select

their own area either North, South, East, or West of the landnark. If additional

teams are available you nay want to assigr th:.n to certain areas which are rich

in diversity.

Once they ahve identified a specific area have then outline (using natural

features) the section they will survey. Within the inapinary line

2.

I

--;

will be the community they are to study.

A. Recordias the Various Types of Families in the Natural Comrunity:

1. On a blank sheet of paper students should map and locate the various

types of plants and animals found in the area they arc surveying. It

may be in detail or in generality (example shown: Figure A) but it is

important to tap out the general natural community yqu are working with.

Figure A.

/pc c .,, v ,,,J5

(1__ .. i
144- 140:01",

so"
r

k'
) .

\,\ \

I

1-1. it t__

t--

Upon completing the mapping the students should nvAetfinally identify

the various types of trees, shrubs, grasses, etc., and Anirmis that

live within the given co- nunity. This may involve using a key tv piqop

and animal life.

2



II. Students should then select two or three families in the community to
interview (using the attached questionnaire). In all cases, students
should answer the questions on the 'work sheet' with great accuracy,
utilizing the sensory approach to develop the answer.

III. Discussion of Activity

We have selected a community in the forest to study - now we should talk
about its functions.

Discussion of Plants - How many types of plant families live in this family
community?

Are there more taller plants than shorter plants or vice versa? Is there

any special reason why? What are the needs of this plant for survival?

(food-water-air-shelter).
Where do the plants get their food in this communi-v?
Do any other plants or animals get their food fror, the same source?
Where do the plants get their water? (roots, stream, air, etc.)
Do other plants and animals get water from the same source?
Where do the trees find shelter?
How are they protected from the cold and wind?
Is a tree's protection different to that of a blade of grass?
How does the tree help the air to stay 'fresh' in the community?
Do they help each other in any way? (moisture, light, etc.)
If plants are absent in any part of the community, how does that area
differ to the area where they are present? (teacher can expand discussion
to soil study, light needs in the given area, photosynthesis, necessity of

space for growth, and so forth).

Discussion of Animal Families

How many types of animal families were in the community you surveyed?

Teacher: Develop a student discussion on the food these animals eat.
Develop a student discussion around the water these animals drink.

Develop a discussion on the types of homes the animals live in and

on their methods of selecting these homes.

How many animals can you find living on plants?
Hew many types of aninals in your community eat plants for food?
Do the animals in your community get along well with each other?
How much land would you estimate that each animal has as his own backyard?

Teacher: You can expand discussions through the development of food chain,

food webs, interrelationships between plants and animals, survival,
means of protection of various organisms, adaptation to environ-

ment and so forth.

Do you think this was a healthy community - and if so - what do you feel

makes a good strong community?

3
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OBJECTIVES

After activity students should be able to:

1. Name several sounds heard in the Spring.

2. Name several animals and birds seen.

3. To identify animal droppings ls a sign of animal presence.

4. Define hibernation and migration; and tell what is happening in these

processes now.
5. Show evidence of vocabulary by answering questions and using words in

their vocabulary and in writing.

6. Pick out three leaves with differing shades of green and three leaves

with differing textures.
7. Describe leaves in terms of color, texture and possibly odor.

8. Write description of spring, involving observations made with all the

senses.

9. List signs of spring.

10. Demonstrate an increased awareness of different shades of a color by

comparing shades of same color in their clothes and in their environ-

ment.

MIT CONCEPTS

1. Spring is a time of increased plant and animal activity.

2. Increased activity is triggered by warm weather.

3. Hibernating animals emerge in spring.

4. Migrating birds are returning.

THE TRIP

Plants

When you think of spring, of what color do you think? Are all greens the

same? Try to describe any differneces you see. Are different plants

different shades of green? Can you find more than one shade of green on

one plant? Do some plants have different Shades of green on the upper

and undersides of their leaves? Are the leaves and buds the only parts of

the plants that are green?

Are all buds green? When you look up toward the sky, do all the trees

look green at the top? Describe some of the differences. Do you see

any buds that are brown? Do you see any buds that are red? Orange? Can

you find, closer to eye level, any opening buds with a brownish or reddish

color? What part of the bud is that color?

Do all plants get green at the same time? Look at the tops of the trees,

the shrub layer, the forest floor Have any plants already bloomed?

What makes you think so? Are some plants in bloom now? Can you find

flower ouds on some plants? Do some plants just seem to be coming up now?

Do you think all of these plants started getting green at the same time?

Why or why not?

Look at the leaves on the forest floor. Are they green? Were they once

green? What makes you think so? When? How do they feel? Feel some

green leaves and describe how tne green ones feel compared to the brown

ones.

1



Feel green! Try to describe how several feel. Rub the sertaces of some of
the leaves. Can you find leaves that feel smooth, sticky, fuzzy, bumpy,
glassy, waxy? Does the undersurface feel like the upper surface? Does

the leaf ;:eel the same when you rub your fingers along the leaf from the
tip to the stem as when you rub your fingers along the leaf from one side
to the other? Do you see anything on the leaf that makes it feel the way
it did? Look at the leaf after you rubbed it. Is it the same shade it
was? How do your fingers feel?

Hear green!

Rub your fingers along and across some of the leaves again. Do you hear
anything's Try to describe the sound. How is what you hear explained by
what you feel and see? How does a handful of green leaves sound com-
pared to a handful of brown leaves?

Smell green!
How would you describe the smell of the leaves on the forest floor? Do
the new leaves smell like this? Can you find leaves with different smells?

Animals

Do you think we can find any birds or anima'.s today? Will we see as many
as in winter? summer? Can you rind signs of animal life? Where might
we find signs of animals? Do you think we would sec any baby animals?
When do animals give birth to their young? How do animals behave when
they are afraid? Would you expect to see animals when you are in a small
group? Alone? In a large group?

Could you get stung by a bee today? Would you expect to see a fly?
Where do you think we would find insects? Do you know anything that eats
insects?

Birds

Some brids leave their homes in the fall. Where do they go? When do
these birds come back? HOW can you tell if there are birds around? What
kind of activity are birds busy at now? Where would we find bird homes?
What do birds eat? Where should we look for birds? Do all birds have
the same song? Why do birds sing? (to defend territory, attract a mate,
warn other birds of danger). What might we see that could tell us the
type of bird that has been here before us?

2
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OLJECCIVSS

After completion of activit7 :tadenaa sould he able to.

1. ,iame three or '.our sounds heard in c'unmer.

2. .!anie several animals or lArris seen.

3. Pick three leaves of differ-in; s'eaaes of green and three with

different texture.

4. lilrite a description of Sumer involv-tng observations made with the

senses.

5. Describe a park and rules for behavior in the park.

6. wane the sc-Ions of the year and describe characteristics of the
season, berbally in pictures, in stories.

7. wane colors seen in Fullmer.

:. Identify anival homes.

Name two character.:scics of e stream aad several animals that

might live in it.

UNIT COMCEPTS

1. Animals are active during the summer.

2. Plants have leaves and are busy ma'ting food.

3. Plants and animals are preparing for winter.

nOCEDURE

1ELD ACTIVITY

:low many seasons of the year are there? '4hat season is it now? look

around. Can you see or feel thin's today, that cannot see or feel in

winter? What does sunnier look 1416 13 Armlet everyberc? 'Abet color is

summer? Close your eyes:. ',Jaen. What are aummel sounds? Take a deep

breath. Does summer air feel and ta-:ta the sane ac winter air?

Plants

Tlhat color do you think of, when you thin' of summer? Are all greens

the same? Are differnet plants different liea:as of green? Can you find more

than one shae.e of green on the same plant? Are leaves the only parts of the

plant that are green?

Can you find any plants with 'Dula? '.fiat kind of buds are they? Do all

plants bloom at the name time? Can you find one that is I:loo;:ing? Can you

find a plant that has already bloonol: low can you tell?

1.



Look st the leaves on the forest floor. '.re th,y green? Uere they

once green? What makes you think so? Ho:7 Jo they feel? Feel sone green
leaves and describe how the ._Tcen or feel ceepleell to the brown ones.

Can you find leaves that feel amooth? Sticky? Yeemy? Bumpy? '4axy?

Does the undersurface feel like the upper surface? Do you see anything on the
leaf that mah:es it feel the way it ±'d?

'low would you describe the smell of the leaves on the forest floor?
-Jo new leaves smell like this? Can you rind leeveo "th different smells?

'metals

Do ycu think we can find any birds or animals today? Will we see tore
than we would see in winter? Can you name so -e of the animals that mieht live
in the nark? If we don't see any, hot, can we discover if any live here? Why

might we not see any animals? Would you expect to see more animals when you
walk alone in the woo:1s or with a large group? 'so you think we could see

any baby animals? When do most animals give girth to their young?

Sometimes an anial can be very close to es bet we c;on't see it, ao
you know ohy?

*;ow do animals behave when they are afraid?

Insects

Could you get stung by a bee or see a fly today? Could these things
happen in the winter? Where should we look for insects? 7ould you find
them in the ground? Trees? Lir? Bushes?

H017 many legs does an insect have? Can you fir. an insect? Can yeti find

an animal that might be related to an frect?

what do insects eat? Do all insects eat the sane things? Can you name

any that eat plants? Do they hurt the plant? Do you know any insects that
eat other insects? ',lest also might insects eat? What nicht eat insects?

Birds

1:111 you see or hear many birds tcday? ;.ow sen you tell if there are

bires in the park? Do all b5rds look alike? )0 all birds sound alike? Ill

10 birds eing? That 'earTece when you get near a bird? Usten to the songs
of the birds. Do the eounds change as you appreeeh? Why do birds fly away
when th-y hear a noise?

what do you think birds arc busy doik! now? Where would you find
bird homes? What do birds eat?

Creek

Do you see any running water? T1hat do we mean when we say running

water? Does water have legs? 'That do yen call this hind of water? (creek,

strew:-.) Mat kind of noiac does it make? What do you see on the bottom?

2



Is the water clear or muady? 13 the ,n1:er 1..!.=1 or shellov? Why Is it deep

or shallow? Where .10e0 One .:titer core fro't? Aerr: Joec the :Tater go?

When the water hits the tons and on the bo.:tor, vinat hAppens?

Eow is a stream different f:ro.1 a poTTI? "!:.t ::ight live in the stream?

That do they eat? 'llere t "ey pay,: :heir honc3?

Mat would the stream look like the wintsr. adhere would the animals

Ie then?

3
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OBJECTIVES

After completion of activity,Istirients shout: be able to

1. Name three sounds heard in Fall.

2. flame several birds or animals
3. Find three leaves in diffix_nt steoes e4 color change. 'Jame colors

seen in Fall.
4. Write a description of Fall involving o'Iservations made with th senses.

5v4eame the seasons of tne year and describ, c'aracteriseics of the season.

5. Identify animal homes as a sign that an animal has been there.

7. Define hibernation and migration and name an animal that engates in

these activities.

3. Describe leaves in terms of color, textur and odor (if any).

CONCEPTS

1. Trees drop their leaves durine, the Fall.

2. Som. animals are preparinr; for hibernation while others migrate.

3. Fall is characterized by cooler temperatures, shorter days and change in

plant and animal activity.
4. Animals and plants learn to adapt to the changing seasons.

FIELD ACTIVITY

How many seasona of the year are there? What season is it now? Look

around, can you see some things that helped you dectle it is Fall? What

color do you thin!: of when you think of Fall? Are all planes the same

color and shades? Are some plants still green? Close your eyes, listen,

what are the Fail sounds? What do you hear? What don't you hear that you

may hear in the Summer? Take a deep breath, does the air feel and taste the

same as Summer or Winter air?

Are there newly fallen leaves on the eround? How do you know? lire the

leaves dry or wet? Pick the leaves up, feel them, smell them. Can you find

the tree that these may have fallen from? Compare growing living leaves,

with those on she around What is the biggest difference between the two?

What will happen to the '_aves that fall to the ground? Can you find any

of last years leaves on the ground? Is this surface matter helpful or

harmful to le forest? What would happen if man removed the leaf litter

each year?

What will the forest be like next Spring? How will it look? Smill? Feel?

What shapes can you see? Are all trees shaped the same? What shape is a

leef? What shape is a cloud? Can you find a rectangle? Square? Triangle?

Circle? What patterns can you see?

What sizes can you see? Ltst some things you can see starting Tith the
biggest thing and get_ ftg smaller until you reach the smallest thing you

can find. What thi-Igs can you see that can be Toth bit and little?

What are some-of tite things that have changzld since the Summer? Are there

changes you can see' Hear? Smell? Feel?

1



Can you fine any seeds? Can you find tee plant they came from? That mietit

happen to this seed? Crow into a new plant? Eaten by an aninal? What

kind of ani,e1 mi(!lle eat it? Fay Ail the seed eet here? (Wind, animal,

etc.) Woule you eepect to find seeds in the foring:? As many as Fall?

A"IZIALS

Do you think we can find any birds or animals today? Will we sea as many

as we might see in Summer? Can you nine sonc animals that night live in

this community. Itaee a list of all the animals th.t live here. If we don't

see any, how could we discover if any have been here? Where would be the

best place to look for animals or signs of animals? Would expect to see

more animals when you walk in a small group or alone in the woods or with

a small group? Why? row do animals behave when they arc afraid?

Row will the change of season affect the animals who have their home here?

:lea you name some animals that hibernate? How do animals prepare for the

Winter?

BIRDS

Will we see and hear as many birds today as we will hear in Spring and

Summer? Some birds leave their homes in the Fall. Where do they go? Why

do they go? What is their trip called? When do these birds come back?

row can we tell if there arc birds in the community. Do all birds look

alike? Do they sound-alike?. Where would we find hones of birds? Now

many legs does,a bird have? What enables a bird to fly? What does a bird

have on the outside of his body?

What happens wien you get near a bird? Why do brIrds fly away when they hear

a noise? What might we see that could tell us the type of bird that has

been here? Lets observe some birds to understand hOw they interact with

the other parts of the connunity.

INSECTS

Could you get stung by a bee or see a fly today? Could these things happen

in Summer? Winter? Where should we look for insects? Would you find them

in the ground? Trees? Air? Bushes? What stage, in the life cycle of

an insect, might we f4 d? What is meant by'life cycle'l

How many legs does an insect have? Do all insects have the same number?

What do insects eat? Do all insects eat the same things? Can you find where

an insect uaj have been eating? Do they hurt the plant? Can you name an

insect that eats plants? Do you know any insects that eat other insects?

What else might insects eat? What might eat insects? How many body divi-

sions do insects have? How do they see? Smell? Feel? What are those two

long things sticking out from their head? What kind of insect homes can we

d?

CREEK

Do you see any running water? What do we mean when we say running water?

What do you call this kind of water? (creek, stream). What kind of noise

does the creek make? What do you see on the bottom? Is the water clear or

muddy? Why? Is the water deep? Shallow? Is it the same in all spots?

2



Where does the water core from? Where does C'n::. water go? Row is a

stream differ,nt fro,2 a pond? ''bat --1:4,t live in a stream? What do they

eat? Where would tliey have their ho,-.1,_s? uhnt would the stream look like

in Winter? Where would the aninals be then?

3
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OBJECTIVES

1. Children should b eble, verbally, t- -le:scribe a park and rules for

barmier in a park.
2. Children should be able to name the eeasens of the year and describe

characteristics of the sees-n, verbelly, in pictures. in stories.

3. Children should be able te name three or fcur sounds neard in the

park in winter, name colors seen in winter.

4. Children should be able, by deduction, to identify winter food and

hones of birds and animals.

5. Children cliculd be able to name two or three animals and birds they

see, or might see in winter and why others are not seen.

6. Children should be able te identify tracks, as such, not necessarily

by name of bird or animal, and be able to identify dreppines as such.

7. Children should ee able to describe snow PS t color, touch, and tell

where snow clmes from and when snow falls in this envirenment.

8. Children should be able t- define verbally and pictcrally what

hibernation and migration means.

9. Children should be able to identify food sources of birds and animals

in winter.

10. Children should be able to name two chareeeeristics of a creek cr

stream.

11. Children should evidence a concept of vocabulary by

a. answering kn vledgeably to questions

b. using the word ae a norm' part of their vocabulary

c. drawing pictures -f words or ideas

d. writing a story or iictatine a story describing concepts,

specinen, season, insect, bird, animal, seeds, nuts, cones,

rocks, roots, trunk, branch, twig, bud, seed pod, creek,

stream, pond, bare, heat, snow, bush, tree, nest, track,

field, forest, food supply, running water, ice, fresh,

droppings, park, fur, feathers, hole, feet, beak, pads,

hoofs, claws, nails; front, hind, tail, fly, srar,flapping,

flide, melt, bark, shelter, woods, wooded areas.

UNIT CONCEPTS

1. Winter is not dead.

2. Some animals are active during the winter.

3. Some animals hibernate during the winter.

4. Sone animals migrate during the winter.

5. Deciduous trees loose their leaves during the winter months.

FIELD ACTIVITY

How many seasons of the year are there where we live?

What season is it now?
Look around, can you tell some things you see or feel today that you

cannot see or feel in summer? Today let's look for winter.

Look down, is winter there? Look up, what does winter lock like?

Look to the right, to the left. Is winter everywhere? What color is

winter? Close your eyes, listen, what art. the winter sounds?

What don't you hear that you might hear in summer?

Take a deep breath, does winter air feel and taste the same as summer air?

1



1. TaEES

Do all the trees lock the same net? AS in summer? Where are the leaves

that were on the trees?
Are all of the trees bare? eou see anything on the trees that are not

leaves? What shapes are the things on the tree? What are they? Why are

they there?
Can you find something on the ereund that locks like the seed on the tree?

Put your arms around the trunk of a tree. What shape is the trunk of a

tree? Feel the bark. Do you think all bark is alike on every tree?

How can you tell one tree from another?
--What do you call the arm-like things erowine out of the tree? (branches)

Is anything growing o . of the branches? (twigs)

Is anything crowing-on the tree other than twits and branchee?

What holds the tree in the ground?

Is a tree alive? When what do all living things need?

How d:cs a tree get the food and water it needs to live?

Do trees get sick like you do?
How many things can you name that might make a home in a tree?

What signs might we look for that a bird or animal uses a tree as home?

Can you find anything that shows that trees and plants are preparing for

Spring? Can you find a tree where there is a bud and a seed pod? Is

anything in the seed?
Do you see any fallen trees on the ground' Did they all fall in the same

direction? Why? Did the roe is pull out of the ground?

Are there more fallen trees in one area t" A in other areas?

What might make a large tree fall down?
If nc one touches the tree on the ground and you come back when you are

grown up, do you think it will look the same then as it does now?

Now let's see, we know that trees have roots, a trunk, branches and twigs.

The outside of the tree is covered with Fark. Leaves and seeds or nuts

grow on trees. We can tell trees by the difference in color, bark, size,

shape, leaves and seeds. Now detectives, you said all the leaves fall

off and that birds, animals and insects make homes in trees. Who will be

the first one to discover a tree that still has leaves on it and who can

discover something growing on the tree that is not a bird, animal or

insect? (moss)

2. FIELDS

Do you see any birds or animals in the field?
What grows in the field? Are all the plants alike? the same size and

color? sane shape? Are the plants alive or dead? What color do you think

they will be in spring and summer?
Is there food for birds and animals in the fields?

Do you think any animals would make their home in the fields?

Why don't you see many trees in the field?
If we could dig up some earth in the field what do you think we would find?

Are there as many leaves in the field as there are in the forest?

Why not? How did the leaves get here that are on the eround?

Would it be easier for animals to see and be seen in the field or wooded

areas?
If you were going to build a house would you build it in the Reid or woods?

Why? If you were out in the fields and woods alone, would you be able to

find food lind shelter?
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3. ANIMALS

Do you think we can fine any birds or animals today?
Will we see as many as we might see in summer?
Can you name some animals that iii ;ht live in the park?
If we don't sec any how could we discover if anything has been here?
(tracks, droppinas) Are te tracks alike? How are they different?

Do animals have to eat in winter? Then where would be the best place to
look far animals or signs of animals?
Do you think we might find tracks near the edge of water? Why?

How do animals prepare for winter?
Do you sleep some part of every day? Do animals sleep too? Does anyone

know what hibernation means? Do you hibernate? Why do some animals
hibernate?
Would you expect to see sore animals when you walk in a small group or alone
in the wads or with a large group? Why?
Do you think we would sec any baby animals in the winter?
When do most animals give birth to their young.? When could you expect
to see babies?
Sometimes an animal can b2 close to us but we don't see it, do you know
shy?

How do animals behave when they arc afraid?
Do any of the trees or trenches look as if they have been chewed? Are

the marks hiah or low on the tree? What does that tell you about the
size of the animal?

4. INSECTS

Could you get stung by a be today or see a fly?
Where are the insects in winter:
Where do you think we could find some?

Do you know anything that eats insects?
Where would birds look for insects that are sleeping in winter?
If we had no birds to eat insects what would happen?

5. BIRDS

Will we see and hear as many birds today as we will hear in spring and
summer?

Some birds leave their homes in the fall. Where do they go? Why do they
go? What is their trip called? When do these birds come back?
Haw can we tell if there are birds in the park?
Do ell birds look alike? Do they sound alike?
Where would we find winter homes of birds?
Do birds have to eat in winter? What do they eat? Then where is the best
place to look for birds?
How many legs does a bird have? What enables a bird to fly? Put your
arms out and pretend they ate wings. Flap your 7ow glide and soar.
What does a bird have on the outside of its body?
What happens when you get neat a bird? Listen to the songs of the birds.
Do the sounds change as we approach? Why do birds fly away when they hear
a noise?
What might we see on the ground that could tell us the type of bird that
has been here before us? (tracks, droppings, nest)
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6. CREEK AND POND

Do you see any running water? What do we mean when we say "running water",

does water have legs? What do you call this kind of water? (creek, stream,

pond).
What kind of noise does the creek make today? Is it quiet or laughing?

What do you see on the bottom of the stream?
Where are all the animals now that you can find in the creek in summer?

Is the stream clear or muddy?
Is it full or shallow? Why is it full or shallow? Were does the water

come from that fills the stream 07 pond?

When the water hits the stenes any rocks on the bottom, what happens?

Is the water frozen? Why cr why lot?

How is a stream different from a )ood?
Can animals live under the water when it is winter?

Does the ground feel the same under your feet near the edge of the pond or

stream?
Where does this water go?

7. FOOD

If you were a bird or animal and you were hungry where would yell look for

food?
Why are some berries and nuts still on the trees and bushes?

Do you see more-food in the forest, the field, or edge of the field?

Can you find a nut on the ground? Is there anything in it?

Can you find any seed or nuts that have been opened?

Who opened the::?
What do you call the outside of a nut?
Do you like some foods better than others? Do you think all birds ar.d

animals like the same fond?
What do you suppose would happen if all animals and birds ate the same food?

Could you find a bird or animal more easily if you knew the type of food

it liked to eat?

8. IF THERE'S SNOW

How would you describe snow to someone who has never seen it?

Where does snow come from?
What is snow? (condensed water vapor in clouds exposed to freezing

temperatures, air is held between snow crystals within angles and acts as

insulation).
What happens to snail when you hold it in your hand?

How can you tell when something has walked on the snow? Do all tracks look

alike? Describe Any tracks you find. Look at your own tracks, do they

look like anima,. er bird tracks? What do you have on your feet that would

change the track made by y q in winter and the one made by you going bare

foot in the summer? Why do tracks change in the snow?
:s the snow even wherever you look?
Is the snow deeper in the field or forest? Why?

Why are some areas bare and some places piled high with snow?

How do birds and animals find food when there is snow on the ground?

Is food easy to see when there is snow on the ground?

Is there snow on the trees

Describe the sound your feet make when you walk on snow.

Is the snow hard or soft on top? Is this new snow or has it been on the

ground for awhile?
4



Do you see any signs of snow miAting?
Will you be .7.ble to see tracks better in fresh snow or "old' snow?

Do you see any green plants? Look carefully, what is happening to the

snow around each pl:lut? (small neltins. circle) What melts snow?

Then do plants give off heat?
Where would you look for atimal,-. today? Where would be a good place for

animals to stay?
What helps keep avimalc, warm in winter?

5
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OBJECTIVES

After co 1. .etion of tlefe: net4.Jite, eee-,erre be ahl to

identify and desc:.:1-; ;

2. construct a dierau of an enerrey cycle using observations of organisms
in the field.

3. ee-plain the outcome if one greun Ticre removed from an energy cycle.

4. lefine decrmsesers, producers and confeenees.

NIT CONCEPTS

1. ilaey factors inter-act to determine a habitat area.

2. . habltet of an organic~' is t'!e place where it lives or the place one
would co to find ie.

3. :An energy cycle Iva -eves the irteractiee of light, plants, animals, arl
decomposers.

PROCEDURES

Field Activity

After selecting a brtitet area (feect, .7ee1,1, equatic), discuss the
following questions.

What animals emuld you exeect to fint1 livieg here? t ao these aninalL
need to survive? How could yoe detere'ele if these enimala ar, here? Nheee
wculd you look fcr anieels around here?

Divide class into small groups. Explore the erea for exult a half hour.
Record animals that are seen or evidence of animal presence (partly consumed
food, excrement, hones). List food seuec.:Is Celt nay be used by animals.

What animals or evidence of animals were found? What were the character-
istics of the area? flaw was it 'airliner or different from hat wee exnected?
Why is this area more or less.desirable for animals to live in than an other
area? Are the needs for survival present?

Build a food pyramid showing the comparative amounts of animals and
animal evidences found. Build an encr y cycle discussing ter- .e such as pro-
ducers, consumers and eecomnosers. Veat might happen if one greee was removed
from the cycle?

Discuss changes that may occur or have occurred in the area' use evidence
of change and the influences that brought it about; what the area was like
before the change, including life forns present- hor a chaeze affected the life
present; the influence of man in bringing about changes.

FOLLOW-UP

Visit other habitat areas and compare then. What habitat hed the most
animals? What could account for the differences and similarities of the hahiters.

Construct food chains and webs from information gathered in the field.

How have some animals adnotorl to live :4r, areas Tr.eriueeel by nap?

-1-
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OBJECTIVES

After completing the activity, the students given a specific area will

be able to

1. List five items and/or characteristics found in the area.

2. Describe the soil in the area in terms of texture, color and odor.

CONCEPTS

1. Plant and animal life found in an area are dependent on soil type,
water, and amount of sunlight present.

2. Soils are composed of organic and in-organic matter in varying degrees

of decay.

MATERIALS TIEEDED

For each group.

String six feet long
String ono foot long

Trowel
Pencil and paper, white cardboard or paper
Magnifying glass

FIELD ACTIVITY

Have the students select a plot. Help them place a corner stake and have

them measure off an area six feet square. wive them mark the other corners with
items they can find in the area such as sticks end stones.

How many different things can you find in your plot? (Sticks, rocks,

seeds, plants, etc.) How many are there of each item? Whe-e did the sticks or

seeds come from? What is the ground covered with? Is it the same all over the

plot?
How many different kinds of plants are there? How many are there of each

kind? wow call are they (use the one foot string to estimate their height).
new much of the ground do they cover in your plot? Do all the plants in your
plot feel and look alike? How rre they different? Do any of them have a smell?

Draw a map of your plot and merit where the plants are.

Can you find any insects? Animals? Are they on the plants or on the
ground? Do you find the same insects in both places? Can you find any signs of

animal activity? Are the insects or animals affecting the plants in any way?
Can you find any evidence that animals were here?

What color is the soil? What seems to be giving it this eclat? What does

it feel like? Can you squeeze it into a ball? Why or why not? Does it have

any odor?' Can you describe it?
Dig a small trench and see if you can see Aiffeeront 1:vets in the soil.

What makes their layers different? eTew wally layers can you see?

Can you find auythins nlivu in the soil?
Take a handful of soil and piece it on one corner of a piece of cardboard

or paper. Sort through it, as you find different things move them t iliffprc.nt

corr s the paper.
ae soil in all parts of your plot the same?

rare your plot with the other plots. Are the things in them alike?

Simie...r? Different?

1
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OBJECTIVES

After activity, stadants should be able tol

1. 'damn several objects flatly, to a field area.

2. Name several ways in which objects not native to a particular habitat
may ha introduced theA.

3. Give axamplas of organisms observed on the -trip that did not originate

in the field.

CONCEPTS

1. Organisms at_ native to a given area dile to physical characteriatics and

needs of the organism.

2. Organisms may be introduced to a new area by attural or unnatural (man)

evants.

FIELD ACTIVITY

What can you find in the field that seams co have come from another area?
Why do you t1;in'a it did?

(NCTE: Finds may range from nuts brought in by squirrels, weds washed in
by rain or blown in by wind, and litter thrown in by man, to once-

inaa-lifatime oddities).
.

Where did it possibly comc from? How might it have gotten in hare? What

will become of it in here?

If wind-blown seeds arc in evidence: Can you play detective and track down

the source?

Can you find anything man brought in? Do you think grown people or school

children brought it? Why?
Can you find anything a squirrel might have brought in? Can you find

anything a bird might have brought in? Can you find anything the wind

might have brought in? Can you find anything the rain might have washed

in? Can you find anything that cana from nearby trees, shrubs or vines?
Did you find any scrods? Can you find anything- thtt is creeping in from the

surrounding land? Can you find anything for which an insect might be

responsible?

Could all the seeds found here grow? Should the things that did not

originate here be removed? Whet will happen if they are allowed to grow?

1
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OBJECTIv:S

Students should 1.e :1A.e.

1. To det2rmiLe the kiri:la an: coiAllat4on of plant and animal

organisms prear.nt in tlo i_elas

2. Io determirre the interaction of tb! or:;aniLms with neir environment

and with each

3. To determine soil characteristics of Cat_ sic.e.

:e compare the ;=_tes

CORCUTS

1. All living tt.ing have four basic needs w'lich must be present for them

to exfst- focKI, water, co ter (shelter), anf: space.

2. A. living co:i2unity qonsi.:tts of the sun of all interactions among the

species populations in the community.

3. A_ coLmunity I lepcnent upon the physical f2ctors so that

eonnunity.

li.':ERIALL NEEDED

Field guides StereorIcroscope or hand lens

Soil te.sting Lit Pencil

Coil bore or trowels liotcbook

10 meter string Vhit-2 cardboarj

3takcs Forceps

21,fxmometer

KOCLDUP.2

1. Introduction

a. Discuss obj_ctives for activity (can be dose as pre-trip).

b. Introduce students to the concepts being developa.

2. Zfield Assignment

a. Divide the 7.1ass into teams of appreximat.ly 13 students each.

b. Allow the stn:lents to work in groups rf four w!thin the tear.

c. Saect a tear. !.eader (to do done by team wobers).

.1. Designate specific responsibilities to each roup of students,

(1) roil tsting - 4 students

(2) Plant servo - 4 students

(3) Anl.nal 11.:vey 4 studenst



e. 7aca `am rande-.i1 sl._!ct two quadrants of 10 square meters.

Use the 10 ;r,..1..1r 1.::ngth-strn.f to mar off your area. Use stones,

sticks, or any other atrial ao corner markers.

f. 0m grout of :sae: teen T41.11 c-miuct the Tollo-..fine: survey.

(1) S:.t1 t_nting

(a) Safi p - to determine whether the soil is sour (acid)

Jr sweet (alkainL)
(b) Soil temperature
(c) Tate a soil bore to determing

(1) soil to tine
(2) color
(3) odor
(4) profile - depth of varieas types of soil

() :.urv_y soil for soil inhabiting organisms.

To separate animals frcr-i t'flo soil,-place the soil

In the center of a piece of White cardboard. Tilt!:

a forceps 1.2real-, the soil ant: spread the soil

over th., cardbol.r.- Pick out the organisns and

id, Atify then.

(c) three soil facts or mach auadrant worked.

(2) ?lant nurvey

(a) '.1.c.mine the najor :indF, of plants present within the

quadrant.

(!) Conut the plants of own ki7:1 and-determine their density.
:1,12 :leans the number cf plants per quadrant. nos %ell

f.-=.corded as the ntr-1;-,1 of plants per 13 meter square.

Estimat:. her, much area 1:ind of plant within the

quzrant occupies a p:rceafag. This is called cover.

'araw a nap of the f1=,1,1 and locate your quadrant

on th,:: map. '_`raw a na-, of your quadrant. 111na-

trate on your qua_rant map thi. amount of cover in

each quadrant.

Example Approximate total cover
L - Grass -

- Herb - 30%
C - Bare ground -- 30%



(3) Animal survc,y

(a) D_v.Irmir n im:,irics of aal present in
,:ech quaOro.ne.

find. - include in your list

of anmma1:1 any or traeqs of nnimals that indiaate

their pr,!s,r..nec.:.

atsuLTs LID DISCUSSION

Prepay a your data ao sugir-sted and prcscnt your f4mdings to the whole class.

%onsider th-.; follm.,inp points "hen ma1.ing your anslysi3

Uhat 11f.- is common to all quadrants?
2. What wen_ the dominant kind of animals?
3. Uhat vcre the dominankind of plants?
4. used on the physicn1 data of the soil,

the soil have on the kinds of plants ane

In the soil? In the .field?

what influenco, if any, does
I aninals present in each

quad ant.
Basel on the amount of cover in each. quadrant, did you notice any ._-:oil

differences? 1)1d you notice a chan-o ir the animal population?
Did you `:ay. an:7 variation jn the occurrence" of p13nt and animal Life

on each que.._:ranc studied? If their a difference, why? support your

answers with the .h to collected from Jot.
1.1.at interadtions, if any, ase occurr4mg-:ithin this community studied?

=;. If you studied these sit au durinf,, anotne-_ heason of the year, what

differences should you expect?

NCTE! or.:-1ni:!rn and ar,!as studied h- left in their natural

state (e-ondfflon wh.m. your study 13 1-fnished.

FDLLOU-UP

Uabitat Survey % Allow students to work in peirs to survey the habitats

available to mammals, insects and plant:; in several city bloci.2..

Rave the studene.a, cor4,are this to survey with a fi:ld or forest survey.

Population c:tuLy- :ave the students survey various areas of a city to de-

termine the population density of the city. ;!alin the students determine

the environmental inpazt on the city, based on tln density of that part=

icular nrea. The students should consider the economic, political, tech-

nological and sociological issues.

3
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OBJECTIVES

After completion of activity, stuCeets should be able to:

1. Describe the patterne mad, by falling raindrops.

2. Describe rain in terms of sound, feel, and effects on color.

3. name some things you can observe on a rainy day which could not be
observed on a clear day.

4. Describe the way differing surfaces react to water.

TIIIT CONCEPT

1. Rainy days are cold and wet.

2. Animal and bird activity is reduced during rainy periods.

3. Rain drops vary in size and shape.

4. Rain changes the color; texture and smell of things.

5. Rain collects in puddles and streams.

FIELD tiCTIVITY

Where does rain come from? Does the rain come straight down? Slant?
Curve? What might cause this? Whore does the rain go after it lands?

What color is rain?
Pow does rain affect other colors? Examine lichens and algae on wet and
dry portions of tree trunks. dote the blacktop, the walls and roof of dry
portions of tree trunks. What color is a rain drop? On a branch? On a
leaf? On a flower? In the air? Bouncing out of a puddle?
What shape is a raindrop? Bouncing out of a puddle? Falling through the
air? Hanging on a branch? On a leaf? On grass?
Look through a raindrop hanging on a branch. Describe what you see.
Count the seconds between the tine a raindrop falls from a branch until
another one collects in the same spot and falls. Compare your raindrop
count with that of a friend counting raindrops on another branch. Whose
raindrops drop faster? Why?

Do raindrops always collect at the name place on a branch? Why do they
collect where they do? Are all the raindrops on your branch the same size
when they fall? Measure the length and width of your raindrop. Is it
easy to get an exact measurement? Why or why not? !that precautions must
you take? Find the biggest raindrop you can and measure it. Find the
smallest. Is there a relationship between raindrop size and how often taey
fall from a branch?

Look at the surfaces of different kins of leaves, such as mayapple, violet,
garlic, jewelweed, different grasses, solomon's seal, holly, beech, maple
(or whatever variety of leaves arc common and in season). Count the rain-
drops on several leaves. Do the raindrops affect the leaves or plants in
any way.

1



Do they look wet? Do they feel wet? '_re sone wet all over or just in

spots? What spots? Be sure to look at a leaf from several angles. Does

there seem to be a characteristic teeture t' leaves that are wet just in
spots? Try to descAbe what you feel. Have you ever spilled water and
watched it bead in spots only? Where lid ffet happen? What reasons can
you think of that night cause some leeeus to be wet in spcts only? Are

your explanations really facts or arc they inferences? 1,70Tf: Take time

for the group to share their cr.:Jaime on this subject and to evaluate them.

Turn some of the leaves over and eeeerve hay the rain 'wets' the underside.
Does the leaf's underside react the sane as the leaf's upper surface?
Does the underside look the same az the upper surface? Does it feel the

same?

Can you 1 eld any leaves with "down" on them? What do you notice? How do

there yes look in the rain? How do they feel?

How do plant and leaf shapes shed or hold water? Whtt happens to the rain

that falls "on the leaves of different plants?

Find some plants that are in bloom. Are the flowers open or closed? Imay

might this be?

Can you find some thines that look dry but are wet?
Can you find sone things that look wet but don't feel wet?
Can you find anything, that is dry? Why is it dry?

Feel the dead leaves on the ground. Are they wet? How would you describk

the feel of the wet leaves? Try to find some dry dead leaves. Do they

feel the same as the wet ones? Do wet dead leaves feel the same as wet

living leaves?

Listen to the rain on your raincoat, rain het (umbrella, poncho, or whatever
it is!)
Stand, in the woods and listen, stand in the open and listen. Do all rein

drops sound alike? Do you hear as many its both places? Describe the

differences. What seen to cause the differences in sound? Can you hear

rain more easily in the woods or out in the open? Listen to the rain

falling on the ground in ele woods. On the gross. On the path. Listen

to the rain falling on the pond, stream and in a puddle. Try to describe

what you -hear. When do you hear rain? Is what you hear rain or wind?

Can you smell rain? How do tle2se things smell when they are wet; The

path, the grass, different bushes and flowers, tree bark, dead leaves, the

earth, your reincoat?

What does rain taste like. Do=e rain that falls on your tonvue taste the

same as a raindrop you catch from a branch?

What do animals do in the rain? Look for spider webs. Are they -eet?

All over? Is the spider in them? Does the spider look wet? Look for

insects. Do they look vet? Where are they? What do they seem to ba doing?

Do you hear any birds? Are they noisy? Quiet? Do you see any birds?

Where are they? What do they seem to be doing? What kind of shelter do you

suppose they find. Watch for rabbits, squirrels, groundhogs. Do you see

2



many? What are thevdoing? Do t.t.:y look wet?

If you are near a nond or e lnrrce puddle

Are ther- reflections in the pond ted-ly? What color is the pond during

rain? Is all the surface the same color? The some texture? What geometric

shape does rain make when it falls ou the pond?
What happens to this 'shape'?
Throw a pebble into the pond. Does th.2 water look the same when the pebble

hits it as when the raindrops hit it? Describe the similarities and the

differences.
Do you think all tlie raindrops falling on the pond are the same size? Why

do you say this?
If you have been to the pond before, at this time of yea: when it wasn't

raining, do you notice any differences in the anii2a1 activity you see

today?

Is the drop that you see bounce up the same drop that fell into the puddle?

What makes you think so? What happens *Alen a raindrop hits the puddle?

Describe what you sec.

Find some more puddles. Do you find more puddles on the driveway, on the

grass, or on the path?

What is the surface of the.earth like Where you find the puddles? What

covers it? Is it flat? Sloping? What is the area around it like? Comp -:re

the height of the area -7,..nd it with the area where the puddle ,is. How

does it feel when you calk on it?

Guess why puddles form where they do and not in other areas._
Think of any places near your house or ne,r school where there are many
puddles during a rain. How are those plAc,a like these places that have

puddles?

Where does the rain go that doesn't go into puddles? Where will the rain

go if this puddle gets bigger? Where will the water in this puddle go

when it stops raining? Mat good arc puddles? Are puddles ever not goo0

Where? When? Uhy? Do raindrops fslling in a puddle look like raindrops

falling on a pond? Do you think a pond is really a big puddle? Why?

4. .

3
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OBJECTIVES

At the completion of this activity, the student should:

1. Be able to find directions with a compass.
2. Be able to tell the difference between-true north and magnetic north.

3. Be able to name the main parts of a compass.
4. Know what the angle of declination is.

UNIT CONCEPTS

1. You use the compass to find your way.
2. The nced12 of a compass is a magnet.
3. One end of the needle aways points northward.
4. The earth acts like a magnet.

PROCEDURE

Materials needed: compasses, globe, maps of area.

Class discussion add activities prior to field trip.

1. Students should compare and contrast the conventional compass which
use 360 equal parts or degrees with the old fashioned 32 points of
the mariners compass.

2. Students should learn the three main parts of the compass (the needle,
the compass housing, and the base plate) and their functions.

3. Have students discuss the difference between true north and magnetic
north.

4. Discuss why the angle of declination is not built into compasses.
Find out what the angle of declination is for your area.

5. Have students find different direction with the compass.

FIELD ACTIVITY

1. Keep tracks of the direction you arc moving as you travel to the site.

2. Box or square your compass,

a. Find a relatively flat, clear area.
b. Face north with the aid of the compass.
c. Walk a specified numaer of steps in that direction.
d. Turn 90° to the East and walk the same number of steps in that

direction.
e. Repeat (d) twice (South at 180°, and West at 270°).

f. You should be back at your starting point.

3. Try to go from one point to another "(determined on a map) with use of

map and compass.

4. Set up a course to a specific site or to return to the lama point.
Use directions and land marks such na trona and clumps.
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FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

1. Discuss the value of the COMPASS.

2. Discuss why sme people did not reach the designated spot on map and

compass or course work.

3. Make a map of your classroom, sch.2olyar1 or neighborh-od.

4. Discuss ways, other than using a compass, to find direction.

5. have the students make it sample compass.

a. Hang a bar magnet from a piece cf thread. Bang the magnet

from its center. Make sure it is evenly balanced. Whit until

it is perfectly still. Then check the direction, it points with

3 compa'ss.

b. Now magnetize a darning needle by rubbing it with a bar magnet.

Balance the needle carefully on a large piece of cork. Fill a

large container with water. Now put the needle and the cork in

the water. Wait until the water and the cork are perfectly still.

Now check the direction the needle points with a compass. Keep

the compass well away fro the needle.
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OBJECTIVES;

After completion of this activity students should be able to:

1. Use a compass to find direction.
2. Estimate and pace distance.
3. Recognize basic map symbols.
4. Convert distances to a scale on paper.
5 Construct a map, using compass, pacing and scale.

CONCEPTS:

1. Direction is the geographic relationship of two objects.
2. A compass is used to determine direction.
3. Symbols are used to represent objects on a map.
4. A scale tells the actual physical distance between places on a map.
5. A map is a picture of an area, using symbols to represent places and

things.
6. Accurate map construction is dependent upon both scale and direction.

MATERIALS NEEDED:

Silva type Compasses - one (1) per student
100' rope
Graph paper
Pencils

Clipboards
Protractors

FIELD ACTIVITY:

Directions are usually indicated as North, East, South, and West; and their
- sub-divisions NE, SE, SW, NW. Normally a circle is divided into 360 parts or

4egrees. For greater accuracy, degrees are often used instead of N, S, E, W.
instance: 0 degrees is North, 90° is East, 180° is South, and 270° is West.

North may also be designated by 360,degrees.

Orient your compass by turning it until the North end of the needle points
to the letter N on your compass. Allow the students tine to do this. Have them
all face North.

Now lets suppose that an airplane crashed in ,a nearby woods and your group
was asked to rush there to help out. In the woods there are no street signs,
no road markers to show the way. You are told that the wreckage is 40 degrees,
1000 feet from a given spot.

(Explain slowly and carefully the steps to use to find the wreckage).

Notice several parts of the compass. The direction of travel arrow on the
plastic base. This is the arrow that shows which my to walk after the compass
is set.

Demonstrate the housing and how it turns. The numbers on the outside of
the housing are degrees. Whichever degree number is at the direction of travel
arrow is the degree setting of the compass. Inside of the housing is an arrow
shaped needle which swings on a pin. It is the magnetic needle. It always
points North, and therefore is not the way to go. The direction of travel arrow
points the wy to go.



Now lets determine which vay is 40 degrees - the way we want to go. First

turn the housing until the figure "40' is at the direction of travel arrow.
Now the compass is set, do not turn the housing any more.

Second, hold the compass level, about waist high, with the direction of

travel arrow pointing straight ahead of you. Hold the compass with both hands,

keeping your elbows tight against your silos. Rotate your body and watch your

compass. Keep turning until the red end of the moquette needle points to the

letter N on top of the housing. As you turn make sure to keep the direction of
travel arrow pointed straight ahead of you at all times. When you have turned

far enough so that the red end of the needle points to N, you arc facing the
correct direction to walk.

Look up and sight cn objects, such as a tree or a bush in that direction.
Then forget the compass and walk to that object. When you arrive there, repeat

the process and pick out a new object. Repeat until you reach your destination.

Give the students several degree readings, till they can quickly and ac-
curately find the direction to travel.

The most accurate way to measure would be tc use a tape measure. But since

'As is rather time consuming, we will step off distances. Stepping can be very

accurate with little practice. Usually it is well to learn the feel of a speci-

fic length such as 2 1/2 feet, which is an average step for most people, two

steps equaling 5 feet. That makes measurement easy because all you need do is

ceunt by fives to determine your distance. We hove rope - 100' ft. long.

Practice walkino, along it till you get the feel of a 2 1/2 foot step. Start with

your right foot. Each time your left foot hits the ground count by fives. If

you reach 100 by the time you reach the end of the rope, your step is about 2 1/2

feet. If you fell short of the end of the rove, take larger steps. If you passed

the end of the rope, take shorter steps. tractive till you come out right

several times.

Now lets see if we can combine direction and distance. Give the students

the following distances and directioni. 0° for 50', 90° for 50', 180° for 50'

and 270° for 50'. You should be back where you started from. Try other direc-

tions and distances.

To make a equelateral triangle and return to start:
40° for 35', 160° for 35', 230° for 35'.

To make a six sided figure and return to start:

72° for 25', 132° for 50', 192° for 75', 252° for 25', 312° for 50',

12° for 75'

To make 5 sided figure and return to start:

245° for 50', 317° for 50', 29° for 50', 101° for 50', 173° for 50'.

Suppose you wanted to find the direction to an object? How could you do it?

Face the point toward which you want to take the direction reading. Hold the

compass level, with direction of travel arrow pointing straight ahead of you

toward the distant point. Turn the compass housing until the re. end of the
arrow points to N on the housing. Read the number of degrees on the outside rim

of the compass housing.
Students should now be ready to construct a map.\ Briefly discuss map symbols

and scale. What kind of symbols could we use on our map? Should everyone use

the same symbols?

2



What is a scale? (scale tells actual "hysical distance between places on

a map). Should everyone use the same scale? Distribute graph paper and decide

on the scale to be used. For example: 2 aters or 5 feet equal 1 square of

graph paper.
Divide students into ;Iroups of 3 -r 4, asolrui each (!roup an area to be

mapping.
Outline the steps they should foll: in constructing the nap.

1. Draw an outline of the plot on the o.raoh paper indicating direction and

distance.

2. Select a starting point (such as a corner) from which distances and

directions will be taken.

3. Start at any object in the field anti measure the Aistance to the two

nearest sides of the area.

4. Place the object on the nap at the appropriate spot. Be sure to con-

vert to.scale.

titer they have ccmplcted the mans, aak the students what problems they had.

Is there any other way a nap would be constructed? To construct a more accurate

nap, have-students record directions and distances to objects from a Oxen

startingpoint. Use protractor and rulers to mrp the directions and distances

on paper.

3
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OBJECTIVES:

After completion of activity students should be able to:

1. Estimate distances by pacing.
2. Estimate an inaccessible distance (i.e. widt% -f strct) by one

of several methods.

CONCEPTS:

1. Distances can be estimated by pacing.
2. Inacessible distances can be estimated by using similiar triangles.

MATERIALS NEEDED:

Stakes
Hammer
Measuring device
100 Foot Rope

FIELD ACTIVITY:

Have the students determine their pace, either by having the students find
the length of their average step or having them learn to take 211 foot steps.

Obtain a rope 100 feet long or measure off a 100 foot distance. Have the

students walk the distance several times counting the number of steps it takes
to complete the distance. Average the number of steps necessary to walk the

100 feet and divide by 100 to obtain the size of an average step. This method

results in fractions that are difficult to work with, when pacing distances.

A much more useable system is to have the students learn the feel of a
211 foot step, thus the distance being paced can easily be counted by five's

every two steps.

There are several methods which can be used Lc) estimate inaccessible
distances, all make use of similiar triangles (those having two angles which

are equal). Some of the methods are more accurate than others.

1. The Napolean method is one of the least accurate but easiest methods

to use. Assume an unknown distance AB. Wearing a brimmed hat, or holding

your hand to simulate a brim, stand at B and look toward A. Tilt your head

until point A is just visible under the brim of the hat or your hand. Holding

the head perfectly still, turn at a right angle to AB. Line up the hat brim

or hand with some landmark, point C. The distance from where you stand, point

B, to the sighted landmark, point C approximates the width of the river.

Pace it off, BC, to determine the distance

2. One similiar triangle method makes use of a 4S0 right triangle. Again

assume an unknown distance AB. Walk at a rig:-.t angle to AB toward C which is

the point at which A can be sighted at a 4S0 angle trom BC.

1.



Distance BC is equal to AB.

B C

3. Another similiar triangle method establishes two similiar triangles,

one half the size of the other. Assume an unknown distance AB. A marked by a

tree or other landmark. At B, use a tree or place a stake to mark the spot.

Walk at a right angle (90°) to AB. Take 50 steps and at this point (C) place

another stake. Continue walking along the same line for another 25 steps,

and at this ooint (D) place another stake. Turn and walk at a right angle (90°)

to DB until you sight point C and A in a straight -line. This is point E.

DE is then half the distance across the river.

BC= 11 CD

AB= DE

A

E

By measurement since ABC and CDE are similiar.

4. The thumb-jump method gives a quick estimation of a distance. The

distance between your eyes in approximately 1/10 the distance to your thumb

with your arm outstretched. Select a point (A) at the distance you wish to

estimate. Hold your arm in front of you with the thumb pointing upward. Close

the right eye and center your thumb on point A, using the left eye. Then close

the left eye and open-the right eye. Your thumb will appear to "jump" .

Estimate the distance (in feet), that your thumb appears to jump. You.may have

to blink your eyes several times to estimate the distance your thumb "jumps".

Multiply the estimate distance of thumb jump by 10 to equal the estimated dis-

tance to point A.

Left eye

Right eye
Thumb

2
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Thumb Jump
Distance



Estimate distances using different methods. Which method is easiest to
use? Why? Which gives the most accurate estimation? Try guessing the dis

tance before estimating. Was your guess close to the estimation?
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CONCEPTUAL THEME : Estimation of heights can be applied to everyday living.



OBJECTIVES:

After completion of activity students should be able to:

1. Estimate heights by using one of several methods

CONCEPTS:

1. Heights can be estimated by using various methods that make use of

similiar triangles.

2. Similiar triangles have two (2) sides and one (1) angle equal or

two angles equal.

MATERIALS NEEDED

Yardstick
Measuring Tape

FIELD ACTIVITY

The stick method for determining heights provides a rough estimation of

the height of an object (i.e. tree, flag pole, building). Have a student

of known height, preferably an even number of fo-t or half feet, stand next to

the object whose height is to be estimated. lave the rest of the class stand

back from the object, approximately 100 feet. Using a stick or pencil held

vertically at arms length, mark off on the stick what appears to be the height

of the student. See how many times the measured height appears to be in the

height of the object.

The shadow method makes use of a proportion from similiar triangles.

Measure the shadow of a student or object of known height using a tape measure,

stick or string. Then see how many times the shadow length can be measured

on the shadow cf the object whose height you want to obtain. Calculate the

height of the object.

Height of Object= Height of Student X Shadow of Object
Shadow of Student

The Merritt Hypsometer makes use of similiar triangles using your eye, a

yard stick, and the object whose height you want to find. Measure the distance

from your eye to your outstretched arm in front of you. For each inch, pace

off one foot from the object. Hold the yard stick vertically at arms length.

Holding your head steady, line up the bottom of the yardstick with the bottom

of the object, then look to the top. Where the top of the object crosses the

yard stick, read the number of inches, which equals the height of the object in

feet.



WV,

25 Inches

25 Feet

Estimate heights of trees, buildings, flagpoles, etc. Which method is

easiest to use? Why? Which gives the mose accurate estimation. Try guessing

the height before estimating. Was your guess close to the estimation?

2
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LEARNING EXPERIENCE: Estimating Diameters

CURRICULUM AREA : Mathematics

GRADE LEVEL : 4th

5th

6th

CONCEPTUAL THEME : Estimation of diameters can apply to everyday living.



OBJECTIVES

After completion of activity students should be able to estimate diameters

of trees, or other objects.

CONCEPTS

1. Diameters can be estimated by direct measurement of the circumference,

using a diameter tape.
2. Diameters can be estimated by using a biltmore stick.

MATERIALS NEEDED

Tape like material or masking tape back to back.
Pipe, dowel, or roll with one inch diameter.
Yard stick or similiar piece of thin wood.

FIELD ACTIVITY =

Mark the tape off in 3.1/7 inch sections, as many as you wish. Why 3 1/7

inch sections? It is found that if you wind the tape around an object 1 inch

in diameter, the tape is 3 1/7 inches long. So every 1 inch diameter of a

circle is equal to 3 1/7 inches in circumference. This constant 3 1/7 is known

as 17- (pi) and is used in the formula Circumference 11- (pi) X Diameter.

Wrap the tape around a tree or other round object. There the tape meets read

the diameter in inches.

Construct a biltmore stick by marking off spaces on a yardstick using

the measurements given below.

6 - 5.4 inches 16 - 12.5 inches

8 - 7 inches 18 - 13.7 inches

10 - 8.4.inches 20 - 14.9 inches

12 - 9.8 inches 22 - 16.0 inches

14 -11.2 inches 24 - 17.1 inches

Hold the stick horizontally against the tree about 25 inches from your

eye. The zero end of the stick should be in line with the left edge of the

tree trunk. Holding your head still, sight over the stick to the other edge

of the trunk. The diameter is read directly from the stick at the point where

your line of vision meets the right-hand edge of the tree trunk.

Does the biltmore stick or diameter tape give a more accurate reading?

Which is easiest to use? Which is quickest to use? Try guessing the diameter

before estimating. How close was your guess.

1
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OBJECTIVES

Ctudant should be able to;

1. Lint various animals that hay: migrated to the
areas.

2. Determine reasons why animals have --Ida:rated to

areas.
3. Compare the habitat of a urhan dwelling anieal

natural dwelling animal.

;;',IT CONCEPTS

city from natural

the city from natural

"ith that habitat of a

1. The city seaports a variety of animal life, loth domestic and natural.
2. '!an has played a nredoninant role in givine cause to animal migration

to the city.

3. 'fan unconsciously, supplies the basic of life for the new breed of

of city animals.

iATll'IALS ITEEDE1

'ainoculars

liotehook

FICIL ACTIVITY

Pa many animals do you know that live in the city? "lo they have cousins

in the fcrest? Vow many types of animals can you kind in your city block?

Mat animals are most cormon on your block?

What basic needs do city animals alive? "hat basic needs do their forest:

cousins have?
Discuss animal capability to get food, air, water, and shelter.
In the c4ty, is it easier for an animal to find food than in the forest?

;11Lat kind of food would city animals eat?

Is it easier for a city animal to find shelter? That type of shelter do

city animals live in? Pas maa helped them find homes?
"hat do city animals do -been they need a drink? (rats go to the sewers,

birds fly to outlying regions or city parks, some animals use pools and
puddlen).

That types of protection Jo city animals have? (lack of natural prciatora

buiidityje to hide in, sewers co run in, parks eeere huntna is not permitted).
Mat man-mate probleea have -,.-J.det2 animal increase in the city? (dumps,

garbage, deteriorated houaes, etc.). "hat ,, an -made methods of exerminations

do animals have to fear? (rat-control, poisons, traps, etc. - most of these

not likely to be foune in the forest).
Co you think ctty animals are healthier than forest animals? ''hick do

you think weighs more - a city tat or a forest rat? Jo you think a crow living

in the city flies more than a arm, in the forest?

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

A. List various animals that frequent the area around your school, home

or play area. 'Trite down the physical features of the animal.- Does

it have a family?' Does it frequent a certain area for a.spedihIa

I



r ison (such as fool). jote its habits and how it makes its way

alound the neighborhood.

Present it as a project to your clasmates.

B. Conpare the way that the city animals at his food, air, water, and

shelter as conrared to a net at honz.. or a fish in a tank at sc.00l.

Does your love for a pet affect its personality in any way? Take

your dog and in a deep harsh tout say 'You are a pretty kind dog,

I love you'. Does he show fear? Then in a mild manner - tell him

that he is a 'bad doe'. Doc n he react to your voice or your words?

Do city aninals r:::act to habits of people? If a garbage can is

left open and a rat goes in of eat the food - i3 that a reaction

to a human ',I:Mit?
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OBJECTIVES

Upon completion cf tuffs activl'_v atudeats

1. Be able to write a parag-raeh deseriLing at least 5 physical features

of a stream and indicate the use of at least two senses other than

sight in their description.

2. 7..escribe .orally at least two methods of neasuring physical and

chemical characteristics of the strean habitat,

3. Be able to identify several niches Vie stream habitat by

orally discribing their physical and hiotic characteristics.

4. Be able to naz.:e several forms of aquatic animal life, describe their

dependence on their aquatic havitat in terns of their specific
adaptations and needs. (food, protection, oxygen)

5. Be able to identify several forms of aquatic plant life and describe

their interaction in the stream halAtat.

6. Be able to identify the inportance of the strea-. in the hydrolytic

cycle by telliw about the origin of the rtream and its contribution

to A larger bodies of water.

7. Demonstrate recognition of the importance of local pollution by

tracing the pro:ress of repoilatitt throh;h the hydrolytic cycle.

CONCEPTC

1. The stream as a habitat is compose: of many nicrohabitats which

have basic similarities and differences.

2. The physical fearures of a stream set up conditions which make pos-7

sible or deterth_ habitation.of oraanil in vatiour arias.

3. The strea2 affects the physical and biotic features of the land

through which it flows.

4. The stream supports a variety of plant an0 animal life forms !ialeh

are specially adapted for aquatic living.

5. The strew is involved in a constant process of change, both in

physical and biotic features.

5. The stream is also affected by the activities that occur on land

surface in the vicinity.

7. The stream is only part of the total water available on earth;

the health of the strean and quality of the *aater within the stream

contributes to the quality of all ,aater available on earth.

TJERIALS NU=

Data sheets
Thermometers
Psycho meter

pH kit

Dissolved oxygen kit
Hardness kit
Ruler or long stick
(for measuring depth)

Bottom scoop
lets
Trays
Plastic contalners

1



FIELD ACTIVITY

I. Physical Features of the Stream
(as the stream ie approachee "eefer- sigetire!)

If you were asked to go and find a --Areal,: or creek where would you

loo':? why? (land topoeraphy etf:erences in flora or fauna)

(as streae is sighted)
Look upstream and then downstream. what differences do you see in

tne stream (as each is mentioned. Mew do you suppose that feature
developed?) Eas the strear always flowed in the path in which one
sees it noel (no) How can you tell that the water has changed its

course? (flat deposits of silt, embankments that were cut away) Do

you think that this stream often overflows? flew can you tell?

Look more closely at the flow of the water. lees it seen to be

flowing at 42-e saw.: rate of speed throveSeout the stream? (no - faster

or slower at som! places) TAT? (Deepee pools, riffles, obstacles)
Pave the student determine flow of the -rater.

Try to predict the path the teeter follows. Have one or two of the

students go upstveaL an overturn sore of the bottom rocks to muddy
the water. Tratch the flow of the muddy water. Does the flow of the

muddy water folly your predicted-path? If not, why not?

Use a ruler or several dry stieLs to determine the depth of the water.
Insert the stick into the water at sevcra points along one bank and

at about the same places along the other shore line. Is the stream

depth the sane throughout? How can we account for differences in the
depth of the water? Row does this affect the rate of flow of the

water? What will happen to the streem lotcom on those areas thwer
the water f3ows rapidly? Why? What will happpen to the stream

bottom where the water is deeper and sloeer noving? Why? flow might we

eatermine the averaze speed of the water? -e'Ould this be important

to know about if v'e were studine animal ere l plane life in the stream?

Why?
Listen to the treat. What do your earn tell you about the strew?
(sound of riffles) 'Ay is it important thzt streams have riffles in
them? (supply oxygen to animal life, provides a special microhabitat
for organinrs which are adapted to rapidly eoving water) reel some

of the rocks that are half submerged in the water. Describe how

they are differeet. hy are they different?
Lets examine some other physical features of the stream. What else

besides stream hanks and rate of water flow do we need to know about?
(provoke students to respond: type of bottom, eompasition of the
bottom, temperature of water, oxygen in the water, dissolved solids,
and acidity or alkalinity of the water)
NOTE: As each of these responses are :lads: ask "How might we learn

more about Ilz22f bottom?" As orudents ougaost ways of investigation
have then perfom the investigation (iez scoop up a bottom sample
from varioue areas and examine it for rocks, pebbles, silt) One

or two stedenta may be assigned the responsibility for carrying out
the discovery. 1;.ave students measure stream bottom, slow moving
water, side ;cola of eddies, rapid noeine, water temperatures. Before

providing the th..Irwmeters ask ''Is the -.Tater eeermer or cooler than

the air? _'ow can are tell?" (have ntudents put their hand in the water

then compare sensation relative to body temperature)
For dissolved solids: Have students collect several small clear glass

jars of water. Is the water clear or cloudy? What does this tell you

2



about the substances in the water? (if cloudy - silt - erosion)
NOTE: IL clear: Have the student., allow the jars to stand until near
the end of the activity, teen exaeine for sediment. This should also
be done with the cleeded wetet to emonstrate settling effects that
reeult in neaneertne streaee. dl,anced groups, use Line
nology Zit to dctE.-N-:inemater hardpasa ;,e: 2f_seolved calcium and
magnesium salts)
There do these suestances in the water come from? Should their pre-

sence be considered good or bad? Thy?

For dissolved oxygen: Instructor .should demonstrate chemical method
of testing for dissolved oxygen. Is it important that oxygen is dis-
solved in the water? shy? (aquatic animals, reduction of possibilities
of anaerobic decomposition)
Acieitity or Alkalinity: What does it mean when we say that water. is
acid? alkaline': (hydrogen ion - hyirocyl for concentration) How

can ue test the_water to determine its pa? Instructor to demonstrate
and carry oee p" test on water. 'hat does the pu of the water tell
you about tee etrcan and where the water is coeing from: Is the pi

of the mater important of the aninele and plants that live in the
stream what do you suppose oule: happen if the pli suddenly chanced. -
say became more aced because of vastes from a nearby industry?

II. Biotic Features of the Stream
What Lind of enimals would you expect to find in the stream? 4s

each is sueeected: Uhere in the stream you'd you look for this animal?
'Why?

Divide the group into several smaller groups (4). Aseign a different

area to each group and have thets discover as eany defferent kinds
oftlivine things as they can. Describe places where animals night
be found 1.1 not brought out by the stedenta. Tell the students to
capture as such as they can without 'sari iug the animal or plant using
a plastic container and net and then place ell specimens found in that
area in a single tray. Have them remember or take notes on where the
animal or plant -eas found.
How many diffLient kinds of plants eid you find? Where were they

growing? Why were they growing there? (develope concept of aquatic
eed semi-aquatic plants and their environnettal needs) Do you know
ese names of any of the plants? (use field manuals for identification
information - should be placed on data sheet)
now many different ':finds of animals did you find? Where did you
find then? -11y do you suppose they like to live ehere you found
them? otudents as to bi'sic requirements for life and how
their chosen environment niche' fleets their needs) Do you know the
names of any of the animals you discovered? (use identification
manuals) Identification of aquatic lervel or nymph stages may provide
an opportunity to discuss metamorphic cLanges in insects. DiSCUS9
adaptation of aquatic anivals identified to an aquatid habitat.
-example - lees for grasping, gills insteed of lungs: How do thcy sat
their oxysan, food, protection?
Of what importance are the animals to tee balance of life within the

stream? (develope concept of food chaid)
02 what importance sre the plants growing -.long tae shore? Under the
water? (primary producers, cover for small organisms, oxygen added
to water throus':. ?%otosynthetic procss)



Do you thin t_ this strean -ill remain the same? 'That changes could

you predict about" the physical characteriat'es of the stream? How

would these chengeLl effect the 1ant croeins on the stream edge?

Those uner the water? 'bull the :rinds or. an vials also be changed?

hat *."could you expect to 2~ ad un3er the new conditions?

If .Nre went away for Y.) years and the; CA'IC /1:2Cit to the same spot,

would the strewn still be here? 71t lo&' 'basically the same

as it does not*? Kau wou1d it be aterent? o Toould the land on

either side of the streau be diffecent?
Suppose that we t7ere to empty a bottle of chlorax bleach onto the

ground near the stream. *you= would this effect the stream? Would

its effect step with the stream or would it effect other things be-

sides the stream? "There sould the chloror. eventuall7 go? Do you

suppose it 'Tould ao any harm?

rnuo7-17. ACTIVITIES

1. Have students visit anJ investicate other streaeks. re the findings

the same in other stes-,:s? the sam as to the f4_rst investicated?

Haw are they sinner? Pa! are they different? 'Thich supports the

greatest al-A.ndance of life? trey?

2. Piave studeats study the life histories of sc-le of the aquatic insects

discoverdd. effect does arse's pollution of wlter tnire on the

completion of their life cycle? Is man's Intervention in nature

justifiable in controlling insect pests which have aquatic stages in

their life cycle?

3. Have students Jevelope a food chain using the organisms found in their

study. Ntend the concept to enerey trinsfer and evergy loss as

they identify 1st, 2nd, 3rd.order consumers.

41 Have students make a study of a nearby stream and from their study

divise methods for 3trear. improvement.

4
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OBJECTIVES

Students will be able to

1. Demonstrate recognition of physical stream features by describing

and comparing variations in depth, speed of water floe, bottom

composition, embankment grade, meandering temperature, and oxygen

levels.

2. Identify several microhabitats winin the stream ty identification

of organisms and describing how their specific physical require-

ments are met by the selected environment.

3. Recognize the existence of a food we and energy flow in the

stream by identifying organisms and their interdependencies eithin

the stream.

4. Recognize a biotic cormunity by identifying plant animal communities

within the ecosystem.

CONCEPTS

1. Physical features of a stream vary according to topographical

features.

2. A specific site along the stream may be considered an ecosystem

complete with specifically adapted life forms and their physical

habitats.

3. Physical features of the stream can be described in terms of depth,

current, bottom composition, embattlement grade, meandering; water

and air temperatures and oxygen levels.

4. The stream ecosystem can be identified by the.organisms and

nicrohabitats which make up the unit.

5. Within the stream we can identify a complete biotic community made

up of plant communities and animal communities that are character-

istic of the stream.

. Uithin the biotic community of the stream food chains and a food

web exist in which there is a constant fleez of energy and exchange

of matter.

AkTERIALS

thermometer plastic containers

nets ruler

trays wood block

oxygen kit pond Si stream identification manuals

pencil & paper binocularscopes

data sheets

1



PROCEDURE

Divide the group into groups of two or three students. Supply each group

with a ruler, wood bloci:, pencil, data sheet, and thermometer.

Think of this stream as a smell world in itself. Phat are the most obvious

components of this world? (Soil, water, air a5ove the water, stream bottom,

aninals in and on water, plants in and on the water) 'glare does this world get

its energy from? (sun) uhat Might we call this special conbination of physical

structures and the living things found there? (Ecosystem)

To continue the study of the stream as an ecosystem, please look at the

data sheet provided. You will notice that the strenn study consists of two parts;

a study of the physical features and a study of the living or biotic features.

Vnfeer the column headed 'physical characteristics' you rill notice some things to

eetscover about the stream.

Depth: aree can we determine the depth cf the stream? Trill it be the same
depth at different places? "flow will you record the depth? (as an

average)

Speed: ?ow can we determine the speed of the flowing water? Will it In

the same at different places? How should you record the speed (aver-

age feet/sec.)

Bottom Characterintice: Row should you describe the bottom? (rocky-snooth

pebbles mud)

Embankment era'__ Are the sides of the streae steep or level with the eater?

Do they elope asay from or toward the stream? (Draw a picture)

7eanderieeez '11.1nt does this uean? What does a meander look like? (Drag

a picture)

Temperature! --a'. ereratures should you reeee.:? :water, air, bottom, zoil

bank)

Oxygen: Follow directions with the kit.

Each group identified earlier select a site about 5 feet long along the side

of the stream. Try to select a site that in some way is different from the sites

eelected by the other groups. lne group may work ihere there are riffles,

another where there is a slow pool, another where there is a fallen log or over -

banging tree roots. :vivich, the work among yourselves and complete the information

on the data sheet under the column headed 'physical characteristics."

Allow the students tine to complete their investigation of the selected

site. In order to conserve time, carry out the oxygen test at only two different

sites for comparison.

After data has "eeen collected, recall the groups and compare their findings.

7as the stream the same depth at all the different sites? How can we explain

-'shy ehe variea in depth; why it is deeper one place rather than another] 7oes the

2



depth of the stream have anything to de eith the kinds of life we night expect
to find there? Carry out a similier type of questioning and comparison which
each of the physical factors investigated.

kC7 TA:it-2.0:10)

Speeds Does tee -peed of the water have are erreee on the type of boar,/
!4hat kind of Lottom vas found in sloeer moving eater? Compare it to the bottom

in faster moving water.

Bottem How naay different kinds of bottoms are in this section of t!

stream? Do you think the type of bottom has any effect on the kin is of animals

or plants that can live there? ,1hat effects?

Embankaent Grade- !That process is responsible for the grade of the er.'ean-

nent?

Yeanderinet Why do stream meanAer? Mat effect does this have on the speed

of the water floe? =That effect does this have on tile. bottom? On the embankment?

'in the life within the stream?

Temperature: ..there vas the temperature the leleflest? Lo'rest? :Illy was

there a difference? Tall the temperature have an effect on the plants and

atimals?

Oxygen: ;!as the oxygen level the same or different at the sites tested?

:riere ras the oxygen content the highest? Lowest? Why? How does oxygen get

into the water? tally is it an important characteristic to measure?

ilow examine the data chart again, nit:: time for 'eiotic characteristics.

This title the same groups should return to the same sites studied previously
and record the different kinds of animal and plant life you can identify.

As you identify the organisms be sure to record the number found and uhere they

sere found. Use the nets, trays, and plastic containers to retain your speci-

e:ens if yOu need help to-identify them.

Allem the studcrts ample time to complete their investigation. -Aid in

the identification of organisms. Mien finished recall the group.

row many different kinds of animals did you find? Plants? Did you find

more than one kind of animals living in the same place? Tay or why not?

714 do you suppose tleese waimals prefer to live her ycu found them? 'then

you examined the animals did you take notice of any special body structures

that enabled them to live in the special place where they were found? (Use

specimens collected to demonstrate physical adaptations to the environment.)

'Jas there any place in the stream where you could not find any living things?

Tray do you suppose none want to live there?

What kinds of plants ere you able to find in the water? Where were they

growing? Why do you suppose they prefer to live there? Are they adapted

it Any way to survive in the special habitat?

Of the plants are animals you found, do you suppose that any of them depend

on another for their survival? In what ways? (Develop the concept of Food Chair.

3



and ultimately the food web through the examples of plant and animal life

forms discovered.)

T?hare does the energy come froe Celt supports the life in the stream? How

does it get to the animals? 'Trop one anleal to anot7-er? *There does it go after

it reaches the last animal?

Of the animals you found, which were most abenl.ant? Which were least

abundant? Does the abundance seem to have anything to do with the size or

type of animal? (If students are receptive interject concept of pyramid of

numbers.) Why do you suppose there are fewer of the larger aninals and nore

of the smaller ones? (Smaller animals "lave mere available habitats - larger

animals have feeer suitable habitats and depend on the number of smeller animals

as source of food)

All of the plants and animals you discovered make up tt.d biotic community

of the stream. Mat were some specific animal groups or communities you found?

Some plant communities? That relationships do these communities have to one

another? (Animals and plants both depend on their physical environments.

Lnimal communities depend on the success of plant communities to survive. Some

animals (predators) depend on the success of other animals to survive.)

From your investigation, hour aany small habitats did you find in the stream?

ghat were some of thee? Dhat animals or plants or both did you find in each of

these microhabitats? Are the animals or plants in the nicrohabitats dependent

or independent of other microhabitets? In what ways are they depent upon:one

another? How does the stream compere to a city as an ecosystem? Can ee identify

°microhabitats" within a city comnunit)? Can we identify different-communities

eewithin the city? 3035 one community in the city depenc on other communities

within the same city? In That ways?

FOLLOTT-UP ACTIVITIES

1. Have students evaluate other ecological units or ecosystems such as a

deciduous or coniferous forest and compare physical and biotic characteristics

of each.

2. Conduct a more intensive study of sone of the orgenians found, to discover

their individual environmental_ requirevents and role in the web of life within

the stream.

3. Continue the development of comparative community structure between the

natural and cultural world of man.

4. Survey several other,streams to determine if the biotic communities of one

stream are much like the biotic rommonleles of other streams.

4
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CONCPETUAL Ti-ME Chemical, physical, and biological characteristics of

a stream contribute to the ability of a strea to

support life.



OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this activity; students will bt able to:

1. Identify physical features of a stream by observing and measuring
directly the type of bottom, zater tenperatures, volocity of flow,
volume of flow, cross-sectional profile, and average depth.

2. Identify the chemical features of the stream by direct measurement of
dissolved oxygen, free carbon dioxide, acidity or alkalinity, hardness
(Hg and Ca) phosphate content, and nitrate content.

3. Identify the biotic features of the stream by identifying plant and

animal varieties found in the stream: their habitats, environmental
needs, physical adaptations and population distribution.

4. Relate physical features identified to the presence and/or absenee of
organisms in terms of their environmental requirements and physical
adaptations.

5. Relate chemical features identified to the presence and/or absence of
organisms in terms of their chemical environmental needs.

f. iettempt_to establish food chains and/or food webs from the varieties
of organisms discovered in the stream.

7. Evaluate the stream in terms of its ability to support life by com-
paring results obtained to optimal physical and chemical characteristics
of a "good" stream.

CONCEPTS

1. Physical features of a atream can be measured; each is an important
_characteristic contributing to the kinds and abundance of life forms
within the stream.

2. Chemical features of a stream can be measured; each is an important
characteristic contributing to the quality of the water and the kinds
and abundance of life forms which can exist within the stream.

3. The organisms present and their abundance within the stream depends
upon the physical and chemical characteristics of the stream and their
ability to adapt to these conditions of the physical environment.

4. Organisms present within a stream are indicative of the quality of
water and abundance of other organisms.

5. Deviations from optimal physical and chemical qualities of the stream
provide a means of measuring the effect of man on the stream and a
means for bringing about stream improvement.

MATERIALS

LaMotte Water Test Kit Binocular scopes
Thermometers Hand lenses
String String for stream profile
Wood blocks & 5 meter string Portable chalkboard and chalk
Seives Pencil
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MATERILiLS Coned

Data Sheets
Watch
Meter sticks
Plankton nets
Stream and Pond identification Handbooks
Life History Charts of sot e Common Water Liinals

PROCEDURE

"Today we are going to measure some of the physical, chemical and biological
characteristics of a stream. When. we have finished with our measurements we
shall attempt to evaluate the quality of the stream ".

Determining Physical Characteristics of the Stream

"What features of the stream wild be considered physical?" Have the students
identll; the following:

1. Water temperature
2. Air tenperature
3. Type of bottom
4. Velocity of water flow
5. Volume of water flow
6. Average depth of water
7. Cross - sectional profile

as each is ie_ntified ask why the

measurement is important.

After all of the above have been mentioned, ask the students to suggest
ways of making each of the measurements. While discussing methods explain how
the measurement should be made. The following procedures should be used:

1. Water Temperature..: Since temperatures will vary at different positions
within the stream, several temperature readings should be made, and an
average computed. The following areas are suggested. (See Data Sheet)
Sun Shade

Surface water temperature
Stream bottom
Stream water between surface and bottom
Riffle water temperature
Pool water temperature
Average

2. Air temperature: Should be taken in a .aricty of locations; both sunny
and shaded.

Sun Shade
Air immediately above water
Air several feet above water.
Air on stream bank

Average

3. Type or Bottom: The type of bottom nay vary along the length of stream
being noted. Categories of stream bottons are: bedrock, rebble (large
stones), gravel (coarse or fine), sand, mud or silt.
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Students should note on the Data Sheet, the types of bottom by drawing
the stream and identifyiag variations in strewn bottom along the length of
strean being studied. Cenbinations of two or more t-pus are connon and
should be indicated. Students should scoop up sone E the mnterial of the
bottom and letermine its text_ a anA composition, then describe the bottom
features in writing on the Data Sheet.

4. Cross - Sectional Profile: The stream profile nay help to explain certain
variations in temperature, velocity, and types of life across the width
of the stream.

Suspend a string across the width of the stream and tie the ends
securely at eaen side. Measure the depth of the water at intervals of
10 to 50 centimeters (or 1/2 foot intervals). Record the bottom type
on a profile nap. (See Data Sheet).

Illustrate or demonstrate on chalkboard at teaching station.

0 - gravel A = 6"

X a sand B = 8"
* = rubble C = 10'

..= mud or silt D = 3"
E = 6"
F = 3"

5. Velocity of water flow: Stand near the center of stream and drop a
wooden float, to which a 5 neter piece of string has been attached,
into the water. Begin timing as soon ns the wood float has been
dropped. Hold on to one end of the string and deternine how long it
takes for the wood block to travel a distance of 5 meters. Stop
timing as soon as the string becomes taught. Repeat the procedure at
several places along the stream. Record the tint and distance and
average the results of 3 or 4 trials. The average should be recorded
in neters per second.

6. Lverage depth of the water: Repeat procedure for profile study using
the string at several different places along the length cf the stream.
Average three profile readings, then average the averages profile depths

7. Volum, of flow: Determine the following:

(w) = average width in meters of the stream section
(d) = average depth in meters of the stream flow
(a) = constant 0.8 (rubble or gravel bottom) or 0.9 (sand or silt

bo tton)

to compute rate (r) or volume of flow in cubic meters per second use
the fornula r = wdav
v = velocity of flow (meters per second)

Determining the Chemical Characteristics of the Strean

Measurements of the following should taken using the materials and
instructions in the LaMotte Water Test Kit:
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A. dissolved oxygen (D.O.) - needed animal life forms.
B. free carbon dioxide - fords acid in water causing corrosion.

High amounts indicate low D.O.

C. pi - Oraanisns are v:-..ry sensitive_ to the aci% or alkaline content of
water.

D. Magensimm
E. Calcium : Total Pardness: maybe dangerous if present in ex-

COSSiVQ areints.
F. Phosphate content

plant nutrients not normally in abundance
G. Nitrate content

H. Silica content - not wnerally harmful except to industry

As each of these is mentioned ask the students why it is important to know
how much of the chemicals are present in the water.

Determining Biological Characteristics of the Stream

Have the students conduct a survey of the plant and animal life within and
along the stream. Their investigations should include the following: (try to
get the students to realize the following through a questioning process).

Plants

(a) where growing, stream bottom, attached to rocks, floating on side on the
bank next to the water

(b) general color
(c) relative abundance
(d) importance to the stream
(c) name
(f) physical conditions of where they arc found

Animals

where found - under rocks, in water, hiding in the bank.
color
relative abundance
importance to the stream
name
physical conditions of where it was found
noticeable physical adaptations to its habitat.

After reviewing what the students are to be looking for, divide the students
into groups of two or three and assign their work to collect data on the three
areas of the investigation. Remind then to fill in as completely as possible,
that portion of the data sheet for which they are responsible. If any of the
student groups finish with their data before the others, ask then the help
another student group to complete their section. Re sure to instruct the
students doing the chemical analysis rot to dump the chemicals into the water and
not to get then on their skin or clothes.

When all students have finished in the collection of their data have them
assemble at the teaching, station and proceed to exchange the results. Discuss
the results obtained by the students and emphasize the questions which follow
the recorded data. After all the data has been conpilad, discuss the inter-
relationships between the physical, chemical and biological characteristics of
the stream, emphasizing that all of these factors contribute to the ability of
the stream to support life.
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Select a few of the organisna discovered and discuss their relationship
to the total environment of the str,r,ale. ask the students the following:

1. where was the organise, found?
2. why was it found there?
3. what does it use f,q: food?
4. how does it gat its for-A?
5. does it have any special body structures or forls which help it to

live in that part of the stream? What are the structure and how are
they helpful?

6. does it have any natural anemias? Did you find any? Were there as

many of the enemies as there ware of the prey? Why not?

7. What would happen to this ankle.' of the velocity of the water increased?
If the taaperature of the water increased? If it becane mcre acid?
If the water could not carry as much dissolved oxygen?

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

1. Carry out water analysis of several different streams. Compare the

results.
2. Research the various cheuical substances that may be found in water.

Determine thel_ acceptable levels and how are excess or lack may affect

the life in the stream.
3. Carry out experiments within the classroom on strewn organism to

determine the effects of selected pollutants on the behavior and
ability of the organise to tolerate increased levels or decreased levels
of substances.

4. Research the ora,anisns discovered and develop profiles on their survival
needs and relationships to ether organisms.

5. Some aquatic organisms are indicator organisms. Make up a list of

organisms which indicate specific water characteristics.
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LEARNING EXPERIENCE: The Pondl An Ecosystem
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GRADE LEVEL 7th

8th

9th
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CONCEPTUAL THEME : The pond represents an ecosystem; a biotic

community along with its habitat.



OBJECTIVES:

Upon completion of this activity, students will be able to

1. Demonstrate recognition of physical pond features by describing and

comparing variations in depth, spoed of water flow, bottom composition,

enbankment grade, oxygen levels, carbon dioxide levels, and total

hardness of the water.

2. Identify several microhabitats within the pond by identification of

organisms and describing their specific physical requirements are met

by the microhabitat in which they live.

3. Recognize the existence of a food web and energy flow in the pond by

identifying organisms and their interdependency within the pond eco-

system.

4. Recognize biotic communities by identifying plant and animal communities

within the pond ecosystem.

5. Identify the biotic features of the pond by identifying plant and animal

verities found in the pond; their habitat, environmental needs, physical

adaptations, and population distributions.

CONCEPTS:

1. Physical features of a pond vary according to the type of depression

which retains the water and forms the pond.

2. The pond as a whole maybe cansidered a ecosystem in which organisms live

within many different microhabitats. The life forms found within the

microhabitats are specifically adapted to their physical surrounding

and environmental needs.

3. Physical features of the pond can be described in terms of depth, current,

bottom composition, embankment grade, water and air temperatures.

4. The chemical features of the water within the pond determines much of

the life which can exist within the ecosystem. Oxygen levels, hardness

of the water, pH, available nitrates and phosphrates, all contribute to

the health of the water within the pond and determines the type of life

forms which can exist there.

5. The pond ecosystem can be identifie by the organisms and microhabitats

which make up the unit.

6. Within the pond we can identify a complete biotic community made up of

plant communities and animal communities that are characteristic of the

pond.

7. Within the biotic community of the pond, food chains and a food web

exist in which there is a constant flow of energy and exchange of matter.

MATERIALS NEEDED:

Thermometers
Nets
Trays
Plastic Containers
Wood block & string
Small clear jar

Oxygen kits
nil kit

Hardness Kit
Yardsticks
Binoculars scopes
Secchi disc

1

Phosphrate & nitrate test kit
Carbon dioxide test kit
Pencils and paper

Data Sheets
Pond & Stream Identification Manual
4 foot poles



MATERIALS NEEDED:continued

Bottom Samplers
Plankton Net
Specimen vials

PROCEDURE:

Note to the Instructor: This activity should be conducted in three stages.

A consideration should be given to the physical features of the pond, the

chemical qualities of the water, and the types of living things to be found in

the pond community. In order to conserve time, the student group should be sub-

divided so that smaller groups of students can work on each phase cf the investi-

gation concurrently. If sufficient time is available, all students should have

the opportunity to experience the methods Of mcausrement involved in all of the

sections.

Think of this stream of a small world within itself. What are the most

obvious components of this world? (the water in the pond, soil on the bank,

plants growing at the waters edge, plants growing around the pond, larger plants

growing some distance from the pond, any obstacles seen in the water). Where

does this-world get this energy from? What night we call this special combination

of physical structures and the living things found there? (Ecosystem).

In order to organize out work -,ore effectively, please look at the Data

Sheet provided. You will notice thnt the pond study consists of three parts;
A study of the Physical Features; A Study of the Chemical quality of the Water;

A Study of the Living or Biotic Features. Under the column heading "Physical

Characteristics" you will notice some things to discover about the pond. We will

need to know the air temperature, water temperature, and bottom temperature near

the shoreline. Where dc you suppose we should take our air temperatures? (Stud-

ents should respond at several places to determine an average) We will also want

to take note of the water color. Wow can be describe the color cf water? (Green,

brown, clear, or colorless). As we take note cf the color we should also notice

the transparency. What do we call an object which light passes through that we

can see through? (Transparent). How do we describe an object that only allows

some light to pass through so that ce can not see clearly through the object?

(Translucent). There are many different levels of translucency. On your Data

Sheet you will notice that there are columns 1, 2, 3, Since there are varying

degree of translucency, if the water is very translucent, check item # 1. -If the

water barely be seen through, check the column #3. If it falls somewhere between

the two, check the #2 column. What do we call an object which allows no light

to pass through it? (Opaque). If the water is opaque, What does this tall you

what is in the water?(much dissolved solids). We will also want to take note of

the amount of suspended solids. If the dissolved solids meter is available,

measurements can be taken directly from the meter. If the meter is not available,

have the students fill one of the specinent vials with a sample of water. Tell

them to hold the vial up to the light and look closely for tiny particles

floating around in the water. Have then note on the Data Sheets the amount of

solids which they can see suspended in the water.

Depth, is another important characteristic of the pond. The depth of a pond

of tea determines the ability of life to survive within the pond. How do you

suppose. we should measure the depth of the pond? Students should respond; by

dropping an object into the water which has a string attached tc it, and measuring

the length of string until the object settles to the bottom. In order to determine

the depths of the pond, we will need to get out over top of the pond to use_this

method.
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Describe the method using the wood and the m2asured section from shor,line.

Instruct the students to conduct at lsIst trials. They should record

the meters per second for each of the trials an.! connute an av:ras:. "It sr

each section of the rata Iheet, you Trill find a series of qu,:ations. These

questions should Doe answered 13 you are. conducting your investisstion. sur-,

to answer tn:lie as connletely an accurately as you cia. e will discuss the

data and the ens -7.77rs to these qu-stions -..ven you hay._ finished your-ork.

low turn to the section :n Mts. 3h.eet d:als with chemical

characteristics of the ''at. 'Thy lo y-u sunPose it is islportant to Isms, the

chemical quality of the rater in the nond? 'rill this have any affect on the

type of animal life? :77 mizht it Iff_et thl 'lent lif_? '!hat ar: sone chonicals

that we will be testing for? :!11/2 t e students 1-ek at the list provided on the

Data Sheet. Identify the -.Ur:aviation= that are se the sheet if the students do

not 'snow what they stand f)r. ror axasple' C11 02, and (ppm) . In orler to

conduct the chemical tests we Ti _ed merily t_ 11_,;'the instructions given in

each of the kits. LL sure that y.0 read the instructi -no carefully, an carry

out each stop cf the pr--:cduri. as it is aiven on the card. If you have any

questions about to terms that are used, bc our: you ask bsfora you procede.

uhan you have couplet_' this section of the Datt Sheet ac :n to answer the quasti:::

._ants are givln in each sf the questinns to help you answer the question.

Lnsw.er them as corTlet-iy-and accurately as y,_,11. can. TT!!..n we are finished, we

will also discuss your findings about the chenical quality of the water. Ths

last part of our investigation deals with the ani-al and plant life which exists

within the pond. This of course will vary with the season of the year. Bufsr

having the students start their biological investigation, explain to than that

::any forms of animal life living within the nond =All remain active evm during

the wintertime. :!owever, 'many more kinds of organisms can be found in the Spring

and sunmertime. Why d. ysu supp-se we will not find as many kinds of organisms

in the wintertime as are pr2sent in the sumertime?

stow turn to the section on the lata Sheet which nrs.vides space for you to

record your findings plants and animals. You will notice: that the :fats. Sheet

is sub-divided for different ar_zas within the nond. Ee sure that you exanine

each area of the pond thoroughly beferat going en to the next. Identify the

organisms as best you can using the boc%s and guides provided. nefore -teeing on

to the next section be sure that you include total number of each kind of

erganisma that you found in thq area. You will notice that you are to zxamine

the shore just hcrderin3 the pond, the pond e.te, the pond bottom, and the

floating plants.

You will also want to determine the different hinds -f animal life present

in the pond. Again, each area cf the i:,11d is identified on the Data Sheet.
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Be sure tl examine each area carufully, und-r r lass, the under

sides of halves, as rany different hlac:s -a ara available in the ar-a. You

-aust remh!nber that the crganiaps will anl that yu will hvv_ to look for

that: in order t'- find the*:, 'echrd nalhe of _ach different kind that

you find. {then you have finished the shctin rec:Ti thh tatal nunber cf each
kind that you have found.

In order to axamine the -,icrish:Tic life within the pond, we rill of course
need t microscope. lje hay: -Tith us linocular sc-p-s which will enable us to sea

some of the larger microscopic forms of life. Placa a drop or tre, af pond water

in the petri :aches and place the petri dish on thu staE_ of the binncular scope.
aamine the rater for any life fhrm that may've preaent. If sorh.appsar green,

they are sroperly algae. If they dc net annaar green but so ..% to be moving cr

swimming they arc properly animal fors. Try to identify as :.any different kinds

of algae and small animals forms of life as you can. List them on the Data Sheet

and r.cord tha nunber of the. that ycu found. In order to examine just on mill-

-:.:ter of water, use an eye dropphr and place twenty-two drops of the rater in the
petrel dish . If this amount of water does not seen to be sufficient, double the
amount. rut when you recr the number on the Data Sheet, ba sure that you record
only half the total kind of organisms that you observhd. When you have c:h1pleted

this section go on to answer the questiin. You wi11 notice that thh first question

is about microhabitats. List all the different laicrohabitats that y-u encountered
as you studied the area. 3 y.0 identify the hicrohabitat identify the animal

and plant forms of life that were living there.

In order to understand how the crcarisms interact within the pond, fe need
to examine the different kinds which we found. You are asked to construct a

food chain or a food web using the living things that you found in the pond.
In order to do this you will need to know what 012 organisms eat. This infor-

mation can the found in the 'guide tc some snail frash-water ora-nismat that will
be provided for you to leea into. In :rder to diacran the food web, sinply write
the =az of the organism, an! connect with a lini t- nrganian upon which it feeds.
Do the same for all of tho other organisms that you find, until all arc in some

way related to all the othors.

In order to complete the microscopic study, sal.-.hLs of nond water should be
taken back to the classroom to b eac.nined under the microscope. Organism sveh

as the plrancsima amoabe, stantor ratercella , cladifora , and athera that

should be present, should be record_d and Wrhed into the food whb.

FOLLOW-UP ..TTIVITISS

1. Visit several ponds and compare the different kinds and numbers of
microscopic organisms living within the rater.

2. Conduct bacta.rial tests of the pond water that was brought back tc the

classroom. If samples were taken fron different pnnds, they will more
than likely crntain different amounts gni kinds of bacteria. The

importance hf the bacteria to the ecosystem of the pond.

3. Using la plankton ri.t tihe several sanples of the organisms living with

in the water of the pond. Identify within the samples such organisms

as haphina, 15,clops. Have the_ students culture thesc tiny

crustaceans within the classroun. th.;. effect of 1i3ht upon

their growth. examine tha types of floe which they rquire. Place

soma predators within the tank, and observ; rhnt happens to the popu-
lation of-the organisms.
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4. Visit pon:Is in difforent suus c,1! 1:va1onmnt. Identify

th2 claracteritic of the pond which are umler going the natural pro-
cess cf acing, such as occurs auria; pea-1 successhm. Iientify changes
in acidity, ay-len content, carbon dioxide contant. ''_elate this to the

decaying process which occurs within the pond.

5. Conduct a study of pcni edce sucession. Develop the concept of the and

naturally filling in with debri, and the an,2rgmt plants progressing
toward the center of th.2 pond until t-A_ pond no longer exists.
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CONCEPTTJL MPS : Identification of trees in a forest community indicate

that only certain trees can successfully compete in

a nlant association.



OBJECTITYrs:

Upon completion of this activity, students 1'111 be able to;

1. Identify trees on the basis of --Inter characteristics; (ie. twigs,

buds, and bark) by using a dichotomous key.

2. Identify snecific associations of trees in the forest community by

listing the types of trees identified.

3. Identify dominant, needsminant, and subdorinant trees in the forest

community by counting nonulations and observing interactions Among

co- existing trees. (Including recognition of competion for sunlight

and moisture)

4. Describe the vertical strata of the forest community by identifying

association members es nArt of the "seedling", ''sapling, hurAerstory";

or 'canopy:

COW! PTS

1. Characteristics of winter nhase twigs, bark and buds can be used to

identify trees using a dichotomous key.

2. Plants in a forest cnmnunity comnete *pith cne-another for liett nnd

moisture. Those most able to survive the cOndttions set by the dnn-

inant members arc nest likely to succeed leel eventually replace the

dnninant fires.

3. Dominant trees in a forest community establish the cnnditions for

the growth of other community members.

4. Predominant trees arc those witch are most numerous in the community.

5. Subdeminent trees are those "hick tolerate the cnditiens set by
the dominant species.

A, Trees occunyinc certain verticol levels in the forest community heir

us to uodntbtaud thn nroccss of chnnoc o.zeurrin7 in the forest commun-

ity.

mATEIMS:

Pandbooks: Common Trees of. Pennsylvnnia
Sunnary DichoLtpiotict kszys for dori4inus trees ('sinter)

Diva Sheets
Pencils
Cardboard for teritin

This activity nay be used as a study of A (identified) »Art of a

forest or as a connarltive study involving the distribution of trees in
t' (2) or more different f^rest connnnities.
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FIELD ACTIVITY.

As the student ereuo ennronches the area to he studied, ask the students

to generally survey the plants they can see fron a distance.

Key Questions;

'1, Can you distinguish among any of the kirels of trees in the forest?

2. That features of the trees did you use to make o distinction anone

different kinds?

(Sone nay have leaves: conifers, others will net: decidieus)

Tall - Snell, Color, Texture, tyee of branching.

3. Do the trees in the area seem to be mostly en c or two kinds, or arc

their many different kinds nixed?

4. Do you think this woedland is young or old? What standards of ace

did you use in ostimeting the ao,e?

During the summer, trees may cagily be identified by observing the leaves...

Could we identify any of the trees by leaves now? (Yes- examine the ground

fen leaves that have fallen) Have the students quickly collect as many dif-

ferent kinds of leaves as they can.

Have the students identify as many of the leaves as-they can. Could we

use this as a clue to identifying the trees now? (Yes) Is this an accurate

*:cans of identifying trees in the winter? (No) Why net?

rick out two different trees nearby one another. Comnere the marts of the

tree. That differences can you observe? (bark, trTie branching, texture,
lenticels, bud arraneeneat, leaf scars)

As students identify differences noint out correct vocabulary terms and

have students use the terns In describing, the differences (.41served.

Leaf Scar! Mei-% en twig where last season's leaf fell from the stem.

Usually found just below the bud.

Bud Scale: The hard outer covering of buds.

Pith Partitions: The nith is the core of the twig. When sliced length
wise you smetimeg see partitions like the rung of e ladder.

Catkins: These are little stiff tassels (often one (1) or two (2)

inches long) that hang on some trees. :requently found on

the birches.

Witches' Breens: Seen on harkberry, like a bunrh or tangle of twigs.

0

Terminal Bud: Bud at and of twig.

Lateral Bud! Buds on sides of twit, Jr sten.
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We can use these characteristics in winter to identify the trees using a

dichotomous key.

First: Look for the 'Aids. rote their arrgngement, shape, size, and scales.

Pay snecial attention to bads at the end of the twig.

Second: Look for the leaf scars. Note the shone, location on the stem,

and the arraneenent of the dots in then.

Third: Look for other clues. These nay or may not be nresent: bright
colors, thorns, catkins, neculiarities of pith, son, twin or bark.

Fourth: Read through the dichotomous key and as you read each statement

answer as "true or false If the first "1- does not fit, 70 on to

the next "1". then "1" fits, then take "2" under the "1" that fits.

And so an until you reach the answer.

Divide the students into erouns of two or three. Pave then select an area

of defined limitations or use markers ( runes) to mark boundaries. Before

students are given their assigned areas, onint oast that they are to record the

name, location, and size of the trees in their area on the data sheet. If

students are unfamiliar with the terms "seedline", "sanline" and "canopy ", re-

view these terms with the students.

seedling = 1 - 3 feet tall
eaelino = 3 - 11 feet tall
understnry 10 - feet tall

canopy z. tallest, forming roof of forest

Ask the students to select a nearby tree and as a ernun, attemnt to identify

the tree using the dichotennus key provided. u_eln the students move sten-by-

sten,first examining the twigs, then branch characteristics, buds and bud

scales and 'Leaf scars. Faye the students take notice of the small dots within

the Leaf scars.

When it is evident that students will be nhle to use the dichotomous key,

send the students to their essiened areas. Tlenin.'_ the students to carefully

fill in the necessary information on the data sheet n9 they nrnerose throueh

their work. Instruct the students to identify as many of the trees as they

can recording the number of trees in the area in which they are working.

As the students nroceed to identify the trees in their area check each ereun

to be sure the keys are being used correctly. As a tree is identified have them

check their identifications aeoinst the nictornl guides royided with the

"Cnmmon e'rees of Pennsylvania" handbook.

Allnw some time for the students to cnmnlete their work. After all student

?roues have finished their work, assemble the students and review the data

that has been collected.

Some Key Ouestions for discussion:

1. Which of the characteristics of winter trees yen mast useful in 1:4enti-

fyint, the tree in question?
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2. How nany different kinds coo' you identify?

3. Were there any you could not identify? Why?

4. That kinds of trees are the tallest? '_re they nrimarily one kind or

several kinds? 'That nert of the verticel lever of the forest iE
formed by their uresr branches? Weu11 these trees be considered rre-
4ominAnt, deriennt, nr subdeminane? llow de these trnes affect the

ermeth of the ether trees? Do they connote -mene thenselves for light

or moisture?
5. *That kinds of trees are feunt in the understory layer? Are they the

same as the cnnn-y trees?
6. What kinds of trees did you find in the saelinc layer? Are they the

same er different frre, these forming the caneny and understory?

7. Which kind of tree was the most numerous? *re these the predominant,

dominant or suheminant species?
R. Env can yes account for this kind bei'w nest numerous?
9. which of the trees you identifie.1 woull !-e considered subdominant? why?

10. What kinds of see4lines did you find? Were they the same es those

makine up the canoey and understory?
11. What will heeren to the see=tines? will they prow to the extent of the

lareer-trees? will all of then survive? Why er why not?
12. What kinds of trees would veu expect to survive in this forest? what

growth charectertstics will they have to nosess?
13. If we came 'sack to this forest in 5n years, end reneatei the same

study would we find the same kinds of trees in the same nunerical dis-
tributing.? why nr why not?

FOLLOW Ii? ACTIVITIES*

1. Research the trees
forest conditions,
comity)

2. Research the seral
foreee regions. I

stagee.

identified to determine sescific erowth features in
(ability to compete with other members of the forest

styes of forests In the "PenrsyiYanie" (Temperate)
'entify climax steees and trace the successional

3. Repeat the stuffy in a coniferelus ferest'usine dichotomous key for

evergreens.

4. Reneat the study durine snrine or summer condit as using leaf Car_r-

acteristics tn inter 'Y teeee in a forr_rlt
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COJCEPTUAL : Topographical characteristics and biological activity

interact to progressively alter features of terrain

resulting from past geological activity.



OBJECTIVES

After completing this activity studants

1. Identify several geoloPical farces which have caused the present
topographical features observed and describe how each has altered the

' land surface.

2. Be able to identify some physical and biological agents involved in
soil formation from rock.

3. Identify wind, water, and temperature variations as physical factors
at work in altering topographic features.

4. State the role of plants and animals in contributing to soil modifica-
tion and in altering physical topographic features.

5. Des be how the topography of an area may determine the types of
plaaLs and animals present.

UNIT CONCEPTS

1. The earth's surface hp undergone a slow process of change resulting
in present day topographical ftatur3s.

2. Geological forces such as uplifting and falling of masses of rock, and
glaciation in the past dcterrine basic topographic features of an area.

3. The p-esence of sedimentary, metamorphic. or igneous rock are clues to

determining the geological history of an arca.

4. Wind, rain, running water, and temperature variations are physical
factors which contribute to altering topographic features and soil
formation.

5. Plants and anicals also play an imprttant role in soil formation and
in altering topographic features of an area.

6. Topographic features of the area may determine the types of plants
and animals present by establishing physical environmental character-
istics to 7:hich organisms must adapt in order to survive.

MATMRIALS

soil auger
100 ft. piece of cord string marked off at 10 ft. intervals
two stakes
compass
geologist's pier.'

iata sheet
pencil



FIELD ACTIVITY

Select an area here there 4c coLlsi-levabl^ ,Tiff erence in elevation within
about 100 feet. Instruct two of the students ro stretch a 75-10 foot length
of string between them while one is stnnline at the hiehest point and the other

at the lowest point. Have the students separated by at Last 30 feet. Both

students should push stakes into the ground -there they are standing and attach
the piece of string to the stake.

How would you describe the surface of the land around you? Are we standing

on a mountain side in a valley, or on a mountain top? What have you observed
that enabled you to decide?

Have the students walk 50-1CC feet away from the string perpendicularly.
"Pretend that there ereepo plants growing directly under the string, and diagram

the surface of the land in the box or the data sheet." (7cturu to the original
site) Each of you walk as straight a line as you aan under or aaide of the string.
As you walk identify on your diagram what material you find making up the ground
surface. (example, illustrate for the students by waning sorie distanee and
identify sandy soil, Ileulders, small rocks, stream etc.)

Pas this (mountain side) always been as we ace it now? Phat do you suppose

it would have looked like before the time that plants and animals appeared
on earth? Before the timc that water as a liquid appeared on earth? (It may

be necessary to review earth history) That earth forces caused the formation
of these mountains? Are they young or old mountains? noeecan you tell? T4hat

has caused these mountains to wear away? At the highest point on our line did

you notice the ourcrep cf rock? What is the color of the roc!:? Is it the same

color all over? Is the rock a solid color, speckled, or layered? no you

suppose the rock is the same color below the surface? nave student chip

away some-ef the rock and examine the inside surface. If the rock is colored

differently inside! Why is the rock a different color on the outsice. Examine

the inside of the rock with a hand'lense. Is the inside of the rock a solid
color? Does the color appear in lumps? Can you sec many smaller stones of
different colors? How do you supeuse this rock was formed? What kind of rock

is this? (Sandstone or conglomerate) What could we conclude alout the geol-
ogical history of tnis area from this rock outcrop?

On your maps you indicated that you found soil. Tian the soil the same

color everywhere you walked? That was the color of the soil? Does this tell

you anything about the minerals in the soil? ;'ow does the soil feel where '
plants arc growing? Is it the same in open arees? Why is the soil different

in these two areas? (decaying organic matter from plants and animals) Does

the soil have an odor? If you look at the soil closely, can yet. identify any
materials in the soil? Pic!: a spot arbitrarily. Ifou far down does the soil

extend? Is it the same, in its make-up all the way doen? Have the students

use the soil auger. !aaalvae the soil to determine its make up.

Where did the soil cc from? Do you see any rocles lying about that have

the same color? Do the rocks show any signs of eeathering? What causes rocks

and stones to weather (wind - rain - temperature marations) Ask how each of

these contributes to soil formation.
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Collect several small stones from the stream and several from the ground.

Do they feel the same? How arc they l'fferent? TIhy are the stones from the

stream smooth and polished while f-loee i-rom ground ate more rough. Would

you consider running water en iepor'a .t eaeet in soil formation? qhy? Mat
happens to the soil that is formal 17 running water?

Do plants and animals help to break down rock into soil? Can you kind

any plants that are breaking the rock down ino 000il now? (Have them look

;or plants growing on bare rock surfaces) what kind of plants are these? How

arc they able to grow on solid rock? Hoc: do they help to break the rocks down

into soil. Can you find any other evidence of plants or animals contributing
to soil formation? (Look for activities of burrowing animals, decaying leaves

tviee, plants growing out of cracks or crevices of solid rock.) Discuss with

the students how usch contributes to building soil.

Are we standing on the north, south, east, or west side of the mountain?
'lien side of the mountain gets more direct sunlight? VIly? Which side would

have ele higher average temperature? Why? 9hich side would retain the most

moisture? "hyl How would the amount of sunlight, temperature, and moisture
effect the - pee of plants that can live here? How would these physical factors

and the types ef plants that live here determine the kinds of animals that
can live here?

FOLLOW-UP

1. Visit other areas such as flood plants, maintain tops or combinations

-of topographical features. Determine the past pological activities

which caused their development. Kaye student compare the results

of various geological activities and identify the topographical results

of these activities after many years of weathering.

2. Have student conduct investigations of various biomes such as
chaparrals, tundras, tropical biomes, and deceit biomes to identify
geological sctivities which have determined the topographical
characteristics and set the physical environmental factors affecting
the life forms found in the biomes.

Visit a very steep mountain side. Determine elevations and other

physical factors which contribute to the occurrence of zonation. Have

them map out the mountain side to determine the elevations to which

the various zones of pints occur.

4. Have student collect soils from various locations. Determine mineral

content, orgenic matter, water holding capacity, and origin of the

soils.

5. Have student collect several different kinds of rocks. Identify each

as to its origin, the type of soil which results from its breakdown.

6. Ask students to visit a mountain top ar drew a landscape of the pan-

oramic view. Diseues each of the drawings sa to how the hills, moun-

tains, valleys, or rivers come to be. Drawing should show variations

in flora. niscuss the reasons for the variations observed,

3
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CONCEPTUAL THEM Critical observation is basic to

understanding organisms, objects and

conditions in the natural environment.



OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this activity, students will be able to:

1. Demonstrate the use of senses in eeserving by describing verbally an
object or condition showing the use of at least three of the senses.

2. Describe the parts or units of an object and demonstrate an under-
standing of the relationships of the parts to the whole by recognition
and analysis of the functions of the parts.

3. Relate color, form, textures, and other qualities of an object to
function by selecting a random object and verbally describing and
discussing its qualities.

4. Identify general physical and biotic conditions of a selected natural
area.

5. Identify, by selecting a random organism, the needs of the organism and
relate verbally the dependencies of the organism on the physical and
biotic characteristics of the area.

6. Select an object in a given area and relate its relationship to the
`whole" area in which it was found.

7. Describe a 'niche' by selecting an organist at random and identifying
the specific physical and biotic conditions which make its existence
possible, also adaptations of the organisn to the physical and/or
biotic features of the 'niche'.

CONCEPTS

1. We learn about our environment through the use of our senses.

2. Scientific tools and machines are simply extensions'of the senses we
already possess.

3. Color, form and texture of an-object are qualities we can observe
directly and use as clues to understanding the natural world.

4. The parts of an object or organisms have specific form and function
which relates to the performnnce of the whole object or organism.

5. The physical and biotic conditions of sn area will determine what
organisms can survive in the area.

6. Organisms arc specially adapted to survive under very specific
environmental conditions; any slight environmental change will have
some effect on the organism

7. Every organism has some effect on its physical and biotic environment.

8. The immediate surroundings, its physical and biotic features which
make possible the survival of an organism because of its adaptations,
is called a niche. It is the intimacy between A specific organism and
its environment.

1



MATERIALS

1. }and lens
2. Binoculnrs

3. Thermometers
4. Binocularscopes

GUIDE NOTE: Full advantage of seasonal changes and conditions should be taken

advantage of for this activity. Make naximun use of such topics

as seed dispersion, natter and energy cycles, animal hones and

behavior, habitat comparisons, object comparisons and adaptations.

PROCEDURE

Concept: Using The Senses

Instruct the students to look for sane interesting object somewhere near

then. Ask then not to tell what the object is. Ask ene of the students to

describe the object as completely as possible. Use leading questions such as:

What color is the object? Are there many of the objects nearby? If there are,

are they all the sine color? same size? Does the object make a sound? Is it

alive or non-living? If it is alive, could we recognize it by its sound? What

kind of sound would it mAe. Can you pick the object up? If you could would

it be light or heavy? Does the Object have form? If there are many of these

objects; Do they all have the same form, same size? Row would it feel if we

were to touch the object? If we were to hold the object in our hands? Would

you want to taste the object? Row would it taste? Would it be safe to taste

the object? Does it have an odor? How would you describe the odor?

Repeat this process with several other students. When finished, ask the

students if they noticed how the objects were described. Kelp them to identify

the senses which are nest commonly used, and those which should be used more.

Ask one of the students to get the object they were describing, and ask one of

the other students to describe the object. Compare descriptions. What did

they forget to mention? Did they use all of their senses in describing the

object? Repeat the process until it becomes obvious that the students are

using at least four (4) senses in observing an object.

Concept: Extension of the Senses

"Much of what we observe is described by comparing things we can sense.

For example we can see when an object is "big" or "small". Pick out something

(object) near you that is 'big" and pick cut another which is 'small'. Ask the

students, one at a time to relate what they chose. When all have answered;

Compare the objects they identified with one another. Which is the largest?

Which is the smallest? Is there some object near that is larger than the

largest? Smaller than the smallest? Are we limited to what we can see, hear,

smell, or feel? Are there objects around us which we cannot feel? Are there

objects around us which we cannot see, hear, smell, or feel? If there are,

how do we know they exist? What tools or machines do we use to observe

things near us now that we cannot see, feel, smell, or hear? Find something

near where you arc standing which you can just barely see. How would you

describe it again. Examine it under the binoculnrscope. Now describe it

again.
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Feel the soil. Describe its tenprature. Hew e'er= or how cool is it?

Can you guess what its temperature is? Hoy can we find out its exact

temperature? Have one of the students reasure the soils temperature. Feel

the sail in some other arc a. Is it the seme teeperature? Whet temperature

is it? If time remains this sane technique can be employed with other senses,
identifying amplifiers, hearino aids, snelline objects, air polluticn test

equipment, and tastine.

Concept: Relationship of the parts to the whole.

Find an organism nearby which seems to be made up of several parts.

What parts can you identify? How are they different from one another? Row are

they alike? If a part were removed from the object, how would it affect the

object? What does the part do for the object? Do the parts work separately

or do they work together? If they work tcgether, how do they work together?

Can you see any parts that are "specialized" to do a certain job? What job

are they specialized for? Could any of the parts be reeeved without inter-
furring with the work of the others? Think of the organism as a part of the

area where you found it. Could it be removed without effecting the area in

any way? How would its vseevalle effect the area? What do you suppose would

happen if there were too nary of these "parts" in th't area.

Concept: Recognizing physical and biotic features.

How wculd you describe the area that we are standing- in? Lead students to

describe lighting, temperature, air movement, available space, soil charac-

teristics, types of plants, types of aninals present. Repeat the process with

a sualler area such as unier a fern stend, a fallen log, or some ether nearby

natural feature. Why are these plants growing here and not somewhere else?

Lead students to recognize basic needs of organisms such as light, available

moisture, protection, food source_ etc.

Pick out a small area. Ask students to find some organisms. Where did

you find the organism? Why do you suppose it was there and rot senewhere else?

How does it get its food? its water? Was it hiding? Why do you suppose it

was hiding? Does it stay there all the time? When it leaves, where do you

think it goes? Does its color match the place where you found it?_ If not,

why not? If so, why? Examine the parts of its body. Do any of its parts help

it to survive where you found it? Hew are the parts used? Compare several

arganisns found at different places. How are they adapted to live in the

different places? How are they similar in structure? How are they different?o,

Does the shape or fern of the body tell you anything about how it lives? where

it lives? Vhat are the physical characteristics of the place where you found

the organisn? As specific features are identified: What would happen to the

organism - or how would it react if the amount of light, the temperature,
the food source, or anount of water present, were taken away. Does the organism

depend on these features for its survival? Associate the term "niche" with the

-concept of dependency of the crganism's survival on specific environmental

conditions.

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

1. Investigate the use of scientific apparatus within the school what

senses are they extensions?

2. Critically observe a particular living organism to determine the

specific uses of its body pnrts. Determine, according to its physical

structure, in hew many different kinds of environments and what kinds
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of environments could it possibly exist?

3. 7atermine specificnlly tha limitations of tho hunnn senses. Compare

human capabilities with thse of other _-)r2aniums. Relate the differences

that are discovered to need in terns (-J survival and environmental

adaptation for specific mocles of life.

4. Identify the characteristics of specific niches of sore selected

organisms. Investigate any identify then as a part of a larger unit.
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OBJECTIVES

Upon corpletion of thie activity stulents Till

1. Utilize at least three_ of their scnces in describing objects found in
the natural environment.

2. Identify adjectives as descriptive words having sensual qualities by

listin; words which descrile el,jects feu: in natural environments.

3. Identify adjectives es a means of c-Tinunicatine ertational reactions
to objects and events by using electives which descrree their own
reactions t the o'ejects experienced.

4. Recognize words which name or identify objects as nouns by preparing
lists of various objects found in a particular area.

5. Recognize words that cormunicete some change or action as verbs by
acti(n wor!s associated with the objects

6. Structure complete sentences using several adjectives describing the
noun.

7. Create rhythmic sentences and identify the grammatical parts of the
sentences they have written.

CONCEPTS

1. Adjectives are words used to convey characteristics of an object
or an event.

2. Adjectives also communicate our emotional response to obiects or events.

3. Most adjectives are words thnt communicate sensual quality of objects
or events.

4. Nouns are words which communicate identity of objects -and events.

5. Verbs are words which communicate:action or change or an object.

6. Sentences are complete thoughts which convey information through
verbal or written connunication.

7. Organization of words (nouns, adjectives, verbs) gives a thought
rhythm and aids in effective communication.

MATERIALS

Cardboard for writing
Cardboard frames
Pencils
Paper
Papers impregnated with several odors
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FIELD ACTIVITY

Before using this activity, the inrtructr should select a natural area
Which has a variety of sounds, sights, In: natural qualities. Such an area
might be found near a rapidly flowine creek or stream,

Have the students sit quietly in a seei-circle around the instructor. Using

the small papers, impregnated with identifiable odors, have the students write on
a piece of paper at least tic vords that describe each of the odors they shell.
This should be done for each of the papers. Allow some time for thought. When

the students have finished selecting their words, ask each student to read the
words they have written on the paper. As their word choices are given pick out
those words which are used most often. Do any of the words selected identify
the odor? If so, which? Which of the words that were mentioned. lo you consider
to be the best words to describe the cc!or? Repeat this line of questioning for
each of the odors that the students have described.

Select two or three objects nearby Which have different textures. Pass the
objects among the students. As each student feels the object ask then tc write
down on ehe paper two-words that describe the sensation they experienced when
they felt the objects. Again review the words chosen by the. students. Pick out

those words which seem to be the ones most frequently used.

Ask the students to sit as quietly as they can far a minute or two. At the

end of the minute er two, ask the students tc write on the paper at least tw3
words that describes what they could her or what they could not hear. When all
the students have finished,again review the words chosen. Select those words
which are used most fr:quently. Have the students underline or write down on
the paper the most frequently used wors for each of these activities.

Select two (-ejects nearby which ceuld produce noise. For example a dried-
out branch maybe laying on the gr-und nearby. A reck may be ale.) selected.
Ask the students to close their eyes. Ask them to concentrate using their sense
of hearing. While all the students are concentrating with their eyes closed,
break the stick. Ask the students to write two words on the paper which describes
what they heard. Again reviarthe word choices and select the word or words
used most frequently. Do any of the words chosen sound like the sound that was
heard?. If so, in what way? Point out to the students that descriptive words
arising out of the use of their senses often help to identify the object or source
of the sound itself.

Select two or three objects nearby which vary considerable in their
appearance. Variations might involve coler, form, shape, and size. Point cut
the objects co the students. Ask the students to write two words describing the
objects visual appearance. When the students complete their writing review the
words chosen. Select those words used most frequently with each of the objects.

All of the words they have written on their paper are words which describe
objects. What dc we call the wotda which describe objects? Ask the students
to write the follow/1'1f, on the paner:

The is

, and . Have the student fill in the last
four blanks with the adjectives that they had selectee as the most frequently
used in the exercise just conpleted. After they have finished writing in the
adjectives ask them to fill in the blank following the word "the" . Inquire cf
each student what object they chose that would have all of the characteristics
which they have placed in the last four blanks.
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Ask the students to pick out some object nearby. Wk then to write on
their papers as many words as they can think of that describe the object. They
should not identify what the object is. When the students have finished, ask
each of the students to reed the wer's th.y lave written on their papers. As

they finish their list, ask the other stulents to try to identify what the object
was that was observe!. After the object is ilentifi, ask the students in
general, whether the words chee.n were vec' :nos for describing the object.
Ask the students to identify hew many of the senses were used to describe the
object. Do any of the words chosen 'ey the n'ivi'ual reflect hew the individual
feels about the object? What did you (the listener) feel about the object as
you heard the list of words that descri')04 it?

Have the students select another oAect nearby then. Ask the students to
write three cr fcur phrases which convey their individual responses to the"t/b7
ject. Examples should be given such as= as heavy as , as beautiful
es , as small as , When the students have finished aok them to
verbally exchange the written phrases they have on their papers. As each
reads the set of phrases, inquire of the other students as to he' they think the
writer felt about the object that they wore describing.

When we communicate, we attempt to convey a complete thought or an idea.
A complete thought or an idea if it is spoken or written could he a sentence.

All complete thou3hts or complete sentences have three main parts te then. They
have words that identify the ob ject. There worts that describe the object.

There words that tell about the action ef the object: what it does. In this
next exercise we are going to identify the objects that we see.

Distribute the cardboard frames anon* the ,te'ents. Ask the students to
focus looking through the frames, on an area abeut five feet away from themselves.
Instruct them to concentrate on-the object that they see through the frame.
Instruct the students to make a list ef all the objects they can see threueh
the frame. When the students have finished, inventory the objects which the
students have identified on their pap rsa Which objects welre-seen most often?
Which objects were seen least often? Ilho identified the mcst-objects?

Select three or four of the objects the students identified. Taking one
object at a time rive the object some action. For example if a rock was
identified, Pick up the reek and drop it. Ask the students to write words on the
paper which describes what the object did. Inventory the action words that the
students have written on their papers. Repeat this with two other objects.
Words that identify objects are called what? Words that tell of the action of
an object are called what? From the work that w've done so far with words what
are the three basic parts of a complete thought? Have the students identify
adjectives, nouns, and verbs. As they ident*frethe terms, ask them to define
what each does for the sentence or col-Inlet° thought.

Have the students once again use the frames to focus on an area a short
distance away. Ask the students to inventory all of the objects they sec in
the frame and list them on their paper. With each of the objects they list, ask
them to also identify adjectives that describe those objects. For example
colors, textures, smells, sizes, and shapes. With each of the noun en! adjective
croups, ask them lso to write several action words with each group. When they
have finished the: word groups have the students develop sentences using all of
the words associated within a group. When the students have finished the exer-
cise, ask several of the students to read the sentences they have written. Ask
the other students to identify the nouns, adjectives, and verbs in the sentence.
Ask the students if there is core than one noun. More than one adjective. More
than one verb.

3



Another type of werd we eften find ie cemplete sentences is a wor4 which

describes the action. Action words we cell veees. A word which would acid tc

or describe the action we meal cell an a'verb. Ask the students to select one

sentence that they have ;mitten and elter el-le sentence putting in a word which

helps to describe the action word. Exeeele: The original word may be "a leaf is

falling to the ground ". Revise_ euttiae in the edver, the sentence Might read
"the leaf is falling gently to the eroend.' Review the revised sentences with

the student group. Have the studeets identify the adverb within the sentence.

What we have done thus far simply involves idcntifyine, describing, awl
ti

giving action to common Iljects that we see in our nntur,1 environment. Let us

try now to be a little more creative.

For this next exercise, I would like you to select two objects in close

proximity to one another nearby you. Quickly sketch the objects on your papers,

as you sketch the objects,try to give them some character. ":,at is; give them

life. M!ke them look life-like on Your paper. 's thoueh they were individuals

that could communicate with one another. If these two objects could speak,

what ao you suppose they would talk itiout? What would they say to one another?

Under your sketch write a few sentences that might be what the one object would

say to another. Also write what the other object might repiay. A conversation

between two individuals is called a aaleeue. I would like you to place a

caption under your drawing that is a dialogue between your two individuals.
Allow your students some time for sketching aud for writing. When the students

have finished ask then to show their sketch to the ether-students and read t:el

dialogue they have written as a caption under the picture. As each student reads

their sentences, ask tt- ether students if the sentence is a complete thought.

Ask the students what makes the statement a complete thought? Repeat this with

each of the students, givir- each an opportunity to show their original ideas.

select a few ant discuss with the students why these two chjects wer2 chosen ty

that individual. Ask the students how they think the writer felt about the

objects as created the dialogue. Was the writer able to convey their emotions

in their writing? that emotions lit the writer feel?

Next we shall try tc do some more creative writine, only this tine instead

of writing a dialogue we're going t: write n short poem. What is a poem? How

does a sentence in a poem differ from a sentence that we normally use? The

students should respond that sentences are structured to have rhythm or rhyme.

Read the following for the stulenta as an example of rhythm in a sentence.

RAIN

The rain is raining all around,

It falls on field and tree,
-It rains on the umbrellas here,
And-on the ships at sea.

As this is-rend-for the students, ask the students where there is rhythm

in the sentence. Ask the students where there is rhyme in the sentence.

Ask the students to select some object or event which is occuring around

tnem now and write a short 'oem which has rhythm and rhyme. Allow the students

some time to be creative. If some have eifficulty ask the student whet most

Impresses them about where they are. 11.9170 than write about that. After all the

students have- completed writinc theirshort-poets, have each rend their poem to

the class. As each is read, ask the students if there is one, two, or more

sentences in the poem. Have the studcet reread the poem being questioned.

4



Identify in their sentences the parts of the sentence studied in this activity.

Students shoul! be able to t2entify nuns electives, vee,s, and adverbs.

If tine remains at the end ef this activity, the activity can lee continued

by reviewing the sentences th-t they heve written. While reviewing the sentences

have the students point out the crler of th_ sentence parts as they occur in a

sentence. For example: 0.oes a noun cene fe,ret or lest? Do the adjectives come

before or after the ncun? Do adverbs ccme lefere or after verbs?

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

1. Present selected objects to a class. Eve them write shcrt poems on

the histories of the object.

2. Present several objects to the class. Ask the students to list as

many adjectives as they can based only on their senses. Have the

students use the adjectives in sentences.

3. Present several selected objects which have action qualities, Have the

students l'st the verl-,s which could le applied to the objects. Have then

use the verbs in sentences.

4. Have the students write .10scri?tions of natural objects. Have them

7.dentify nouns, adjectives, adverbs, end verbs used in cemmunicating

a complete thought about the abject.

5
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OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this activity, studeats vill ba able to.

1. Recognize noise as a natural quality of our environment.

2. Demonstrate an increased aleereness of natural sound by identifying
sounds of an undisturbed natural environment.

3. Distineuish between sound and noise Ly identifying whose sounds
which are pleasant and whose which are unpleasant.

4. Identify physical sources of sound in netrual environments.

. Identify biological sources of sound in undisturbed natural environments.

6. Demonstrate an awareness of the effect of background noise on our
perception of noise intensity.

7. Demonstrate an awareness of sounds in our daily lives often over-looked
by identification of those sounds to which we have become accustomed
and unconsciouely accept.

8. Identify and compare sound produced by the result of man's technology.

9. Identify noise pollution as the collective result of many sources
of sound in our daily life.

CONCEPTS

1. Sound is a natural quality of our environment.

2. Sound which is unwanted or unpleasant becores noise.

3. Most of the sounds we would experience in undisturbed natural environ-
ments or that are produced by natural causes are not to be considered
noise.

4. Sounds maybe the result of nurely physical events that occur in nature.

5. Sound experiences in undisturbed natural environments maybe the result
of animal oreplant activities.

6. Sounds that we normally produce in our daily activities may seem louder
_or less louder in a natural environment.

7. Our perception and aerareness of the apparent intensity of sound is
affected by the amount of background noise we experience.

8. We often learn to accept noise as part of our natural environment -
we become insensitive to sound due to constant exposure.

MATERIALS

Four (4) Cassette Tape Recorders

1 Musical instrument per group (such as a Clarinet, piccolo)
Plastic bags

Rubber bands Piper Yardsticks
basking Tape Pencils

1



LEAD ACTIVITY-

Before beginning the field werla, it -rill be necessary to rake the children
aware of some sounds thet thby shenld expect to hear in studying an un-
disturbed natural environment. , sticrt neriod of time should. be spent on

genernl awareness. To accomplish c'-is, it would be beneficial for the
students to listen to such records 13.: Insect Sounds, Bird Calls, Or Sounds
of the 'Tight. Following each of thee.: records discuss with the students
the sounds that they have hecrd. 7Juring tha discussion, identify the
sounds as being simply sound or noise. During the discussion it is
essential that the students recognize the difference beteeen sound end noise.

In order to prepare for the trip the cassette tape recorders should be
checked for recording effectiveness. All recorders should be set nt the
same volume for recording. A small niece of masking tape should be placed
over the volume control. This_is to avoid the students accidently alterina
the volume during the recording.It should be pointed out at this time, that
all recordings of sounds should be made at about the,sane distance of their
sources this will be imperative in determining sound intensities.

FIELD ACTIVITY
-

After the students have experienced sore naturnl sounds, the group should
be sub divided into smaller grout's so that ztach group will have a cassette
tape recorder.

Diacuss with the children, the re:33one why they're visiting nn undisturbed
natural area to make-sound recordinga. In order to heceno agare of noise
problems in our cornunities, v must 'first be able to sort oet those sounds
which we should consider nois and those which we should not consider noise.
Does noise pollution exist within a natural undisturbed environment?
Before soliciting an answer from the group, have the group stand quietly
for two or three minutes and just listen very intently.--At the end twe or
three minutes, ask them what sounds they heard. Was it at anytime silent?
Is it ever silent in a natural-undisturbed community? The children jay
respond "yea" to this question. If they de, continue the questioain&process
by asking then if there night be some sounds in nature which we cannot hear.
The response this question should be 'yes". When they respond 'yes" inquire
further as to what sounds they could expect to hear if their hearing were
more sensitive. Continue the questioning and discussion at this point, but
be sure that the children understood that they will not he able to hear
all the sounds that are occuring in a natural environment.This is simply
because their ability to hear is limited within a specific range. If the

concept is difficult to gat across, it might be well to mention the ability
of a dog to -hear A-Vhiatle which we cannot hear. There are many other
examples in nature in which we find many animals are able to hear sounds
that we cannot hear. Ask the children to give examples of other sounds
that exist idinaturc which we cannot hear, but that other animals can hear.

Today we are going to record some of the sounds that naturally occur within
an undisturbed environment. To accomplish this, we must visit several
different areas and several different environments. Why do you suppose
this will be necessary? The students should respond that different
physical areas will be sources of different sounds. Ask the students what
kinds of habitats or environments they miabt visit to record many different
kinds of_natural sounds. As suggestions are given.by the students have one
of the students jot down the different sources of sounds. Distinguish,
within the list, those that are the result of physical qualities of the
environnent and those that are biological qualities ofthe environment.

2



Ask the students to give reasons Why the sounds they record in
different areas might differ from one another. Students should be let

to realize such differences as cern-a:Da-Rion of the forest floor. The

abundance of plants in the innediate vicinity. The; mount of Lae-ground
noise in the inn(diate vlcinthy.

Ask the students what kinds of sounds they sheuld record in the natural
environment. Those that should be sueeested if not nentioned by th2
students include the follonine: the enind sf water flowing, the sound of
water falling, the sound of a studnit nalkine thrcueh an area, the sound
of a normal conversation in a natural envir-nnent, the intensity of
strained human sound in an area, the solids of an area, the anoint of
sound produced in a group conversation within a natural fcrested area or
open area the souni of bird calls and ether arinal surds, the sound of
traffic on a rural road, the sound of a musical. instrunent in a natural
undisturbed environment. is these activities or recordines are nentini
have the student prepare a list of the sounds to be recorded during the
activity. Instruct the students that each ernlp shall record the sound of
the stream from a distance of perhaps or;- foot. Instruct the students
to place the plastic bac over the micro hone, and secured with a rubber
band. Instruct dnhel to insert the nicroohone tip just beneath the surface
of the water and record the sound which is rccuring under the water.
Instruct the student to go very close to a wat;rfall. have then record
the sound of water fallinn of a distance of perhaps of two or three feet.
The students should walk over several different areas perhaps two or three
students at 1 tine. 1%.s the students walk they should not be talking but
the microphone aheuld be placed near their feet. This should be done in
at least three different areas. Under a pine forest, under a deciduous
forest, over an open are, of ground.They niebt also think of doing this
through a grassy or shrubery area. Have two or three of the students
conduct a normal conversatton. Record the conversation at a distance cf
about four or five fee Have one of the students yell, have one of the
students whistle, have one of the students play the musical instrument.
This should be repeated le at least tun areas - in a deciduous woodland
and in a coniferous woedland. They might also do this in an open area.
Have the student group stand absolutely quiet. They should remain standing
quietly for two ninutes. Have th:. student group engage in conversation.
Each student should be speaking while the recording is made. If a recordine

!Ara calls is available, try calling in the local hirds. the tirds

are called in, have the students rtcord the bird call and estinnte the
distance at which it was recorded. 'have the students visit the nearby
road surface. Tdave then record the sound of passing cars and trued:a.

ranee the grout will he 111h-divided to cerr7 out thief activity, the crier .

in nhich these sounls are ncordeel aheull to the sane for nth annuls.
This nill he necessary for later cnnarin3n. If tine is a factor durinca

the activity,, it nit h nine to seni on aroup to one area such 's a
coniferous forest, anl aeni the other nrcun to a lecidunus fcreatl area.
h limit should also be rlaced on the length nf tine recerlinn each of the
souns. h sugaested Unit night be ne longer two ninutes.

*fter the groups have finished nahina their recerding,s, re-asnenble the
students. "ay.: each groin ef students take turns plavinn sac!: the sounds
they have seen-led in the Ilffnrent areas. 'a the recerlinas are played

back, diacuss -iith the students Mfff iifferencea that are noticeable

in intensity. If it seems that one ar:a absnrbs loss seuni than another

, area, ask the students hat reasons they can live for the liffcr.ancc.

3
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',JdcrOurl

The folic-T.7in; be strictly -,Itacrra-! in rx-rlin:,,

fir thin ,ctivity, Th.. list is 7r_3_!it1y is crl-r .1 natural ar,:as to be

visitel. '%-1-;7. If rr.,c-rlin,; b! 7cci_uLus ?crest, n,Inifarnus FfIrast,

ar: finally 071n snac,a area,

Standin
Stulent ralking acryls Fr,-7ast fl r

Icrnal spLakin3 cna stunt
spcskins lAT,_11 of t,. stu nts in c-nvcrsati-s ;

3ne stulent calling qmAhar (at zrat -listance)
Inc stulent histla 1Jely
Gr-nn convarsiti-n in tthich =ill la7.-her3 /

Group casually wslkin:7 thrcm3h arr-ia

stud ant instrunlit
Student nlayins- instrun;mts lanra_ly

Bird calls
Other aninal srun.l.s

Water runnin;
fallin;

UnJar wat-.!r

Traffic -n rural

4
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Dcciluus,

Con4fcrus

Par,-..sta, au!

-Incn area



recorlings 'r nJtio( r-Incas in
hackgrnunci t- this as LackgrAill tie
stuJents T,'hat affect th tr physical 1-Arr-unlinns 1-0.1 thAr recur zinc?..
'sk the students ',I-Lich r47 th, th-y rrx-rlel !,-111,1 ha c-,nsi-!-r-;!

'77W: T.11-111 41y t:1,-:y yruli consiler the s:luada noise.
`1112n conplot*J, ask t i atul..nts if -my of the sfuis ar faniliar to then.
Do any -4 the .2uls 'ccur they liv-? th- s-unls 1r they
11:;r daily if any?

".a the s:cond Dart -f this activity;the students sht7uld ba ta%en an
urban arc. The sarc lint that --'18 113:'!. in reeriing in the unlisturtal
natural anvir-nrnnt can b.. u3:.!;1 in an urban envirennant. The ^y1y exceptions
arc the -Tater runniw, the -later an4 hir4 calls. ither
sounis, etre:. in nunl-er, can be sclacto4 frcn the urban ara chos.m. "ave
the stulants p:xforn th sane s-uni producing activities in th,- urban envirer
vent as ere perf.,:rn-: in the unlisturbe,1 natural mvirann,nt. Ihea they
have-conpLeted their rec-,rlings, compar the sounls -rxnrIel in the natural
environment rith these in the nat..= r:.nvironnent. 3ackarrun2
my! be obvious. fw; thz stul.mts s!,,ecifically what sounJs ie the
background t- be c:nsilerc.1 Hove then L!,(..ntify those 3.'unis.

POI,Wj-aJP 4CTIVITI7r

1. 17.117C the sttlents visit an ars vIthin tot: city phor cnnstruction is
taking nlac:. :aye t1:-. rec-rl the intensity -f the )unl 2roluced
by the cnstructi-al activity. C,-,u11 this be c-n' ared t any naturally
nccufing sounls?

2. Eave stul,intn crninct a corparative study 3 7ong three sAectel
areas within the city. For exanrle: center city, the frin?e of the city,
ant the suburbs. seen Is are 1-o-con:i.e.-I frin --..ach of areas ani
playei back, the anaunt baezrouna. wise shnull be obvi ms: de-
creasinr; frr,ro center city .. th suburbs.. nave the stuients ilentify
those sourkls rhich co=plios the:, back7rouni noise. "..avc them study
the sources of the acnni an'. vacr-nnzmi 7.-_-.ans of rhich- these nancyin3
spun is coulJ be c_mtrzliel.

3. &M.: the atuients vi'It a rural area which is transectel ty a raj,7r
highway. lave th,-. stulents atten2t to record natural ssoumis in the arcs.
Upon playing bac% the teoe n-tice should be given those srun!s that
pre pro.. uced by the result of the highway. They then can bo
as nnis 2:11utants.

4. Obtain docit,A meter. ''.a at any .1f thl ab.V1,. activities or this

activity neasuring specific intensity nf souni in various areas. The
results could tL..n be c/nplici and charta:1 se as inlicate decreasing
or incrensinr, intensities of sound lev418 associa-a,1 with human
crImunities.
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"BJECTIVES

Urn completion of this activity students will he able to:

1) Identify natural components of air and their orioins by verbally

=amino, Oxygen, Mitroeen, Carbon Dioxide, Ozone, and Water Vanor
and identifying natural cycles as.theit sources.

2) Identify pollutants of air by verbally naninv Sulfur Dioxide, Nitrogen
Oxides, Particulate substances, and Carbon Monoxide

3) Tdentify sources of pollutants by verbally associating the pollutant
substances vIth their sources; industrial oroduction, energy produc-
tion, internal con7stin ,engines.

4) verbally describe a method for testing for oollution components
resulting from internal conhusti,va enoines after observing a demon-

strated measurement.

5) Discuss the destructive effects of SO
2
on materials such as nylon

after observing fabric destruction nicroscooically.

6) Describe and compare the amount and kinds of oarticulate matter in air
by examining microscopically slides anon which dust has settled.

7) Describe the effects of selected pollutant gases on plants by indi-
cating on raper differences in general health occurring between
control and exnerinental closed systems.

8) Define a tertnerature inversion and explain verbally how this rhenon-
enon is resoonsible for major environmental air oollution episodes
by setting ur and demonstrating an inversion situation in an ex-

nerimental chamber.

CONCEPTS

1) Air is a nixtute of oases which have a natural origin in earth's
physical and biological cycles. Natural "AIR" is composed of 7R%

Nitrogen, 20.S1 Oxyoen, 1% Water Vapor, Ozone, Inert gases and Carbon
Dioxide.

2) Air pollutants are solids, liquids or gases introduced into the
atmosphere which have harmful effects on Pnterials and living

things. Man's technological methods of meting material needs and

energy needs has resulted in pollutants sue: as Sulfur Dinki!e,
Nitrogen Oxides, ozone, Carbon Monoxide and rarticulate natter in
abnormal quantities in the air

3) Major sources of dir -pnIlution include industrial processing, the
automobile engine, power generating, and moor-Der solid waste dis-

posal.

4) Gaseous air pollutants resulting from automobile engines can be
tested for chemically by sampling measured quantities of exhaust or

air.



5) Sulfurous oxides combine with water valor to form sulfuric acid in

the atmosphere which attacks and destroys nnterial goods and living

cells-.

6) Lam quantities of liqui-'_ an solid narticulates are introduced into

the atmosnh:,_re every year causinfy economic loss, decreased visability,

and temperature ni'n'es.

7) Gaseous nollutnnts such AS Hydrogen Sulfide, Sulfur Dioxide, and

nitrous oxides have sa iofinite harmful effect on the health of olants

and animals.

8) Temperature 'aversions nre resnonsible for lajr nir oollution

episnees durin- which pollutants becone-tronoed and concentrated.

1.ATEIZIALS

Tat,..1 Sheets

"SA Universal Test inn, it

Air tight plastic rY.ar!--nr'e

Balloon
lylln Hosiery (15 7ungL)
'acroscope slides awl coverlirs
Petroleum jelly
Atomizer
Hair dryer

Cardboard Box with string
Ice Cubes

Candle
Temnerature Inversion Chamber
2 - glass :Aquaria or terraria-

Seedlinps - white pine, tomato, or alfalfa

nicroscones or binocul?irscoPes

le transparent tnne
Sulfuric t.cid
Hydrochloric Acid
Ammonium Fydroxi4e_

Or Nitric Acid

-2



motes to the Teacher

Portions of this activity require prepartinn andaccumulation of materials
fOr study At least one week nrior to the activity. The foelnwing items must
be prepared.

1) Construction of a temperature inversion demonstration chamber. See
"Air Pollution Exneriments for the Science Classroom by the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania, Department nfil.ealth 0.032.7270nage 63.

2) Students nust prenare petroleum jelly coated microscope slides
and expose them to the atmosnhere in selected areas for At least five (5) days.

3) Sample seedlings rust be geminated (tomato_ alfalfa, a similar
sensitive plant) and nlac,2d. in control and experimental situations for 1 to 2
veeks prior to observation._

4) It is prerequisite that students have some knoledoe of natural air
composition and air nllutants.

PROCEDURE

Natural Connonents of Air (Introductory)

Have the students discuss the - physical qualities of air. Students

must recoenize air as a mixture of cases. Once the cnncent of air as a mixture

has been establisher!, have the students identify the nAjor gaseous components
of air. If necessary, them the pronortinnal auantities of each component.
(See cnncent 4 1 ).- Ask the students to write these components. Discuss each

ofthe comonents with the students. Inquire as to their origin and their fate.
Example: Oxyzen is a nreduct of photnsynthesie And is used by Animals durine
respiration to oxidize fool cot energy produetion. ;!ave the students record

the information on the data sheet.

Air pollutants (Introductory)

Ask fhb:students to identify the maler-air pollutants. As the
pollutants are identified, have the students consider their sources and harm-
ful effects. As the information is given ask the students to record this in-
formation on the data sheet. The foll-wing chart nay be useful in conlucting
the discustion:



Air pollutants Cont`?

Poilluntant

Ctrb'n "fonoxiie

Sulfur Dioxide

7itrogen Oxides

Hydrocarbons

Source Harmful Effects

''articulates - Smoke

- fly ash
- dust

- fumes

7hotochemical Smog

;otos

Industrial and Con-
sumer coal and Sul-
furous Oil fuels

'Nitrogen containing
fuels, raper mill
products, rubber

unburned petroleum
fuels autos

solid and liquid
matter from burn
ing fuels nr trash,
autos, building
materials, fertili-
zers

chemical reaction of

gases and particles
caused by sun from
gas oroducts and
fuel burning

Displaces 02 in blood, causes
dizziness, headache fatigue,

slog- reaction time - can kill.

Irritates eyes, causes lune,
danagei-kills plants, rusts

netal, contributes to amp
formation

Forms a stinkinF brown haze
irritates eyes and nose, shuts
cut sunlight.

contributes t' smog
cause cancer

Soils clothes Increases dirt
in-house , scatters 11-,.ht,

carries poisonous pas to
lungs.

irritates eyes and nosejdiff-
i=lty in breathingodanages
crons

,
-lamer:es buildings

Diseases associated with oollution: Emphysena, Bronchitis, ',LW Cancer, Common
colds, Pneumonia, Bronchial Asthma
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Fo11wine the int.v.,!uct:vry (11scussion, have the students become involved

in Um rnlinViTIP:

Measuring pollutants in exhaust emmisions:

Using the plastic 7arba- bag, collect a samnle-of automobile exhaust. Test
the sample for hydrocarbons, sulfur dioxide or carbon dioxide usin; the Universal
Testing Kit which gives a direct reading in quantity/volumes of air. As the ex-

haust is sannled have the students explain the function and nossible of the

instrument. Allow the students to make the readings by using the comparative
charts supplied with the Fit. Cnmoare the readin-s in oon with the following

chart:

Air pollution levels - "significant harm" to the health of persons.

qn 1 ppm 24 hr. average o.1.-4.111, hr. :f-rir-ency_lev:..1
-'
?ar2ticulates 8 CON 7C0H

5
/ "

SO2 & Particulates 1.5ppm (Av.nf two)" 1.2 /

Caron 4onoxide

50 ppt
75 npn

125 Tr'.

Nitorgen Oxides (NO1

8 hr.

4 hr.

1 hr.

(40 pprig hr.- emergency level)

20 opti / 1 br. ay. 0.4 /hr. emergency level

0.5 err / 24 hr. TV.

Questions such as the following should be raised. to .l1 cars emit the same

amount of Pollutants? That wou12. make a difference in the amount of pollutants?

Hc-, might we control the amount nf auto pollutants enterine the atmosphere?
(mass transit, pollution control devices, not to let car idle, use non - leaded

.7-_ssoline etc.) Was the reading we 2elt indicative of a health hazard? Row

ware you allle to decide?

Destructive effects of Sulfur Dioxide (SO2)

What were the sources of Sulfur Dioxide. Have students refer tn data sheets-.

Dc you suppose there is a relatively large quantity of Sulfurous oxides in the

air today? When or where would you expect to find concentrations of this
pollutant? Why? Whrt makes Sulfur Dioxide a dangerous chemical pollutant?
If students cannot answer explain the reaction of SO2 with H2O in air to form

sulfuric acid (112SO4). What effect does sulfuric acid have on materials like
marle? rubber? plants? mina's? synthetics lite nylon? Lead the students to
recognize that H2SO4 is a Powerful oxidant that reacts and decomposes material.



itho alLovicntd sat up the following experiments Supply the students
rAGI. Pieces of nylon. Have them tightly stretch the nylon over a white card ^r
micreacone slide and fasten securely with tane. Have the students_examine the
nylon under the nicrescepe or binocular scope and dineram the anpeerance Or the
data aheet Instruct students to be conecielly were of breaks in the nylon
threads. Have the students susnend the cards with nylon in i cardbenri contain-
er and introduce Sulfuric Acid by means of an atomizer.

Vz Akc m.2

After the nylon has been exnosed to the acid wirers for several minutes
have the students remove their sample and examine 4t eenin under the microscone
and prenare-ediaarem. what differences did you notice in the nylon. Pee
many nylon threads were bre'ean in your sample? What was the average ffer the
cla-s? Did -yew notice any ether changes in the anneerence of the nylon after
exposure? What would hannen if we put some other material in the box? Do

you think there is eneueh S! in the: atmosphere here to cause this same
deterioration in our clnthes7 Where would this nnst likelyaappen? When de
you suppose it would be mest serious? roes what we demonstrated here have
anything to do with our personal- economy in buying clothes? In what ways?

Particulate ?Utter

Examine the'petroleum telly- covered slides that were exposed to the
atmosnhore at various nlaces, under the microscope. Have the students examine
the slider -it various powers of magnification and identify the following:

1. lumber of Kinds of Particulate Matter

2. How they distineuished among different kinds?

3. What are the different kinds observed?

4. doy many nerticles observed-i- he field of view under low power

Is the quantity the same for all areas samnled? Where was the greatest

amount collected? The least amount-collected? Why?
(See Data Sheet)

'effects of pollutants on slant health

,iscuss the reaction of COele_(SulfureDioxide) with atmospheric water Vapor
in the formation of Sulfuric Acid. In what eeys could the acid affect the
plant? Would the acid be taked into the nlante771How would it eater? Does the

plant have any natural protection against the nc utant? Do all plants react
the same tr a nollutant? _What conclusios could you draw about the location of
the plant and the enount of SO2 in the acmosehete?

Have the students examine the plants in the terrarium which have been
subjected to Sulfur Dioxide and water waver atmosphere for several days. Ask

them to observe the leaves and stems for any signs of damage and compare the
,ereral anneafance of the experimental plant with the appearance of the control
nlant. Ase them to record any differences they feel :re the result of the sir
reollutant. (See data sheet for questions)



Instruct the students to remove a Beall nortinn of R le'f and examine under
the nict'scoee. Have them rliaerem t`le appearance and generelly describe any

-ffects noticed as a result of the nellutent. This should be recorded on the
:ate sheet. Instruct the students to exneine the control nlant in the same
way. (See-data sheet)

Temperature Inversions

Set un'the Inversion bee. dace sane ice in the bottom of the box to enni
the air within the lower chamber. Introduce warm air into the upper chamber
using a. hair - dryer. Introduce smoke into the lower chamber. As the lower

chamber becomes smoke filled, remove the (Mil-line elate. Instruct the
students to observe the twe areas within the chamber. Cilly Anes mieine not
occur? Can this sane thing haonen in cities? Under -*hat circumstances? Why
would this be denlerens to' the nlnnts and enirels in the city? Mat would
barmen if ee heated the neer in the lower chamber? A.s students resnnnd, heat

the *date in the botten of the inversion box with n candle. Ins'.uct the
students to nbserve whet happens as the air in the bottom is hented. What
chenee has occurred? Rail can we explain this chance? c4hat Is this process
of warm sir layering over cold air and trannine nollutants called?_

Penney - un 'activities.

1. Test the effects pollutants on vnrinus tynes of material.

2. Measure the effiFts of nollutants on alfalfa or tomate seedlings.

3. Construct a sane box and dennnstraie the nroduction of smog.

A. 'Censure the eellutnnts nreduced from auto exhaust and research the
health hazards associeted with the nedlutents.

5. nesearch the ?letinhal, State, Lncal cnreernls for air pnllution central.

6. Devise a list of actions citzens can take t- nrntect the-selves freri
air=nollution-in the tirrne.
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CCrICEPTU.U. THTT, Physical and Riotic characteristics

determine what- hint of plants and

animals can live together in a small

natural community environment.



IBJECTIITS

Upon completion of this activity students will be able_tol

1. Ctudy a natural area in an organized way, to learn what kinde of plants
and animals can live together.

2. List at .:.east eire2 physical factors and three biotic factors and describe
verhally hot' each has contributed to the development of the total environ-
ment of the

3. Identify, by uritina, the dominant, sub - dominant. and predominant plants
in the biome.

4. Identify the effect of t* dominant species in controlling the ermith
of other plant forms by describing in writing the conditions established
by the dominant species.

5. Identify on common animal inhabitants and their homes in the area
studied by relating their physical requirements and adaptations to the
area studied.

5. Relate the compleAty of a natural community to the community in which
they live. ee

7. Carry out a soil profile study measuring soil layers and chemical
-characterietias of the soil.

3. nelate soil characteristics to tha plant forms found in-the-area.

Q. Compare population dispersions of plants by competition among species.

=CONCEPTS

1. The kinds of plants and animals living together in a small-area are
dependent upon the physical and biotic conditions of the area.

2.- Physical factors such as light, temperature, relative humidity and soil
type effect the kinds of life which can survive.

3. Recognition of biotic factors such as dominant, predominant and sub-
dominant plant species and tha abundance of animal life forms are keys
to understanding the interrelatedness of the life forms present and
their dependence on the environment for survival.

4. Soils are composed of organic and-in-organic matter They are `altered

by life forms in the area-and determine what plant and animals -can survive.

5. Plants a animals within N given area must compete with one another for
their survival.

TIMM= HEEDED

Bail of string
Five (5) wood stakes
Yardsticks
Four-(4) wood stakes
Field Identification

(2 ft. long)

(1 ft. long)
Manuals - Tree

Ueeds,

3.

21k4mrners

6 I; In 5, piticklistrbeicrif
6qOdor 4fI

5044ecov 1(4,5 OH)
Shrubs; Insects: Spiders

Grasses.

amors

44 asheels
pc,acils

: Fungi;



Yiap V:TIvITY

I. 'Procedure for laying out the luairat

Select a natural arca - s fi.144, wood lot, :1:!7,;: of tha .cot's, near a stream,

in a burned ov7r erea, etc.

Instruct the students to lay out a lag squar.:: area within the: location

you have chosen. The area shoal'' =2.72 rprzsentative of the larger

area in which you are working. Use f.:sur of the stakes to nark the corners. Rua

the string along the stakes fro:: corner 'lake sure the corners arc

Square. Each side of the stringed area should be 10 yards long.

After the outside lines have been -set up, lay out what is called a grid in

your quadrat. Use the short stakes at intervals of 15 feet on each side and

connect them usias the string. Tho arT:a should appear:

t,. D

15 ft.

30ft.

After the grid has been set up -divide the students into four groups.
Assign each group =(of approximately four students) to a diffarent area within

the quadrat CA,P,C,-or 0)

II. Identifying and Recording Plants in the Quadrat

Have the students try to identify as nany plants- in the quadrat as passible.

Make sure all trees and shrubs are identified. !-.8 the trees or shrubs arc iden-

tified, have the- students- locate and record than on the data shoat grid form.

Have the students locate each plant, by number, on the grid-which is a map of

their quadrat. I-Mee a plant is given a num7oer, that number should be used only

for that kind of plant over and over asain, every time:' that kind is found. After

all of the plants in the area have been numbered and recorded on thL map, have the

students rake identifications of tho plants, and total the number _of than found

in the area.-

The Profile Diagram: is used to determine and record the kinds of trees and

shrubs in each vertical layer of your luadrat. The 'profile'should be done after

the grid is-finished. Trees and shrubs should be located in four layers:

-canopy - roof top of the forest
understory - below the canopy to 10 feet above the ground
saplings - from 3 to 10 feet above the ground
seedlings - from ground level to 3 feet above the ground

Have the students record (only once) each plant identified in the left

column on the Data Sheets then, every tiro a plant of the same nama is recorded

place a stroke (1) in the layer column. Mien all the trees, shrubs, grasses are
recorded, have the students total the strokes for each plant in eacy layer.
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III. Identifying and 'ecoriing L4f: in t'le 2uatrat.

liw that the trees have "tem tified and located and a 'profile' has been

completed, examine the areacompleted, fer aI cf animal life. Examine the tree leaves,

bark, shrubs, underWas of leaves ara! leo% amen; the plants growing in the

ground.

Identify the animals that you can find as best you can. As the animals are

discovered have the students record the following information on the ''rata Sheet'.

Kind
valor
There it vas round
Seedling. understory
Sapling

canopy
lbject on which it was found

nuaber

Iv. ''ticrohabitats Study and Soil inalysia

lave the students select an area in the quadrat and= measure off an area

1 yard by 1 yard, which is representative of the area in which they arc working.

'ave them thoroughly investigate the area for kinds of -slants and aninals. ex-

plain that, the microhbitat aren is to be treated the same as the Quadr-a area,

Aantifying plants aad their locations in area. Ask them also to

pare the 'profile study' tieing the following areas (zoo Data Sheet)

Zone 1 - ground cover plants
Zone 2 - leaf litter layer
Zone 3 - decaying natter lava
Zone 4 - sub; soil layer

UTVZ the students=niace in their Uicrohabitat Study =the location of object=

such as animal home, rocks, Sticks, decaying logs, Mess, etc.

Instruct thar that they are to cencve materials from the 3' x 3' area as they

study each zone and record the mateilala found. When the soil area is reached =

they should dig out the soil and sort through it for signs of anibal life. This

information should be recordee on the Data Sheet.

V. Physical haracteriatics

Temperature - Have the students record temperatures of the air and soil

and compute average temperatures.

Liffiting Ask the students to record a description of the lighting=of the

forest floor. The sneering of direct sunlight reaching the floor

and the amount cf shading in various areas. If =a light -meter is

available, read the number on the light meter and_record for

each area.

%elatlea.. Humidity - '-lulative humidity is an expression of the anount of

moisture in the air compared to the ancunt that could be =

in the sir at any given tine. "'or example: 45% relative

humidity would mean that the air was 45% full of water

vapor at that temperature.



Slinl psycht;reter, an instrum:at us :3 in measuring

relo_tivt! hurility, contains tw th-xmor,cters, one of which

has a louse the bun. The gauze is satu-
rat2d with eater -Ad tTa'?n sl10 e i b-:th thormmoters are

twirlzf. for several niautas t- vat.Ir to evapo-

rate. The ter :; ar; then recorded and the
htzlidit fron a chart.

Soil Anllysie Mare sre three things you can easily
find out about the soil in your quadrat.

1. The d.:pth of iifferant layers of soil.
2. Th-.. pH of the different layers.

3. The tempeerature of the differ -;t layers.

1. Use the soil auger to remove a sample of soil. uly go deem about one
foot. You nay easily see color changes fron the top to the bottom of
the sanole, These colors help you find the different layers. ?leasure

l_the depth of each layer and record it on the Data rhect. 7epent the

process in two other areas.

2. Follow instruction with soil pH test kits. Have the'students record
the pH of several layers.

3. Using the soil_thermonet-r, record Ca.e.=tamperature cf=the varLus
layers of soil-. It nay be nIcessary to dig hole. Be sure students
replace all removed materials in this activity.

= if ter all data bas collactedt =

What are three different physical factors Affecting the life the quadrat?

:.s each is identified How does this effect the plants? the 'enimals?
What are some biological factors effecting theslifa in the qAadrat?, Some
plants are called dominant because they set conditions that affect other
plants and animals. Which plants are doriinant_in this oUadrat? Why have

t71-.y !.-1::th."111.t? "tr .

^_ t'1_. 7.rot

:r ":-y 1, y-1, oll,n10- they are

predominant? Could a plant be dominant and predominant at the same tine?
Sone are sub-dominant becnuse their population and growth is controlled by
other plants. Mich plants are sub- dominant in this area? Shy are the sub-

dominant and not dominant?
Which layer of the area -had the mast plants? 'Ihich had the fewest: you
can you account for thn difference? Were the plants evenly scattered through-

out the area? Why? ar My not?
Where were most of the animals found? What reason can you give for their

being more abundant in one area than in another? nil their- color match

their surroundings? now does this help themrte survive?

Survey and review the results of the nicrohabitat study. Compar:, tz.-

results of the microhabitat to the Quadrat.

_Survey and rc.tvic,-, the r'esults of the physical characteristics. 7clate the

physical characteristics to th-1 tyres of plants and animals found.

4



FOLL74-7,1? .'.CTTVITTES

1. Conduct .Qua rat studies in -.7-1ricus C-Irpsra r..!sults :btainod

ani use thm ti ia.rtifv ty?em cf

2. Establish a Harbariun coll:xtin ft:d area surv:!yci.

3. --lake sason survzys of the sang nr:a changas that

take place and us,: infornati la in a saascnnl succession study.

4. DeveloTY c,ther t2chniqucs for nLasuring the ant a1 life -xi thin an area

and conduct biomes studies.
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